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EXTENSION SCHOOL TO
BE HELD AT COLLEGE
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One hundred and six farmers of
Calloway county are to receive
certificates for having achieved
the Cover Crop Honor Roll for
1939. Each farmer has all the
land plowed up for the crop of
1939 seeded to cover and will
receive certificates the second day
of the 2-day Extension School to
be held February 8 and 9 in the
little auditorium of Murray State
College.
Below is a list of those men and
women who have reported all
their land seeded to cover, and
should there be any one else in
the county who has made this fine
record, they too may achieve the
honor roll by reporting to the office of the county agent.
,The extension school is open to
alt farmers, and is sponsored lay.
the University of Kentucky In
cooperation -with the county .agettla
department and Murray College.
The first day of the school is
set aside as livestock day, with
emphasis placed on dairy cattle,
beef cattle, hogs and poultry The
second clay is- set .aside for soils.
Eaeb, farmer and his wife should
be making plans to attend this
sCh(x)1. The program will start at
9:30 and adjourn at 3:15.
The cover crop honor roll to
date is as fellows:
Milburn Adams, Faxon; J. D.
Ahart, Murray; W. J. Baucum,
Concord; 011is Beach, Kirksey;
Harrell A. Broach. South Howard;
H. L. Broach. Murray; Henry Burkeen, Brooks Chapel; W. M.
Caudill.- Murray; B. M. Coleman.
Murray; Fred Colley, Faxon; Jack
Colson, Faxon; A. I-1. Cook, Palestine: Bun Crawford. Lynn Grove;
H. I. Craig. Hazel: :C. C. Crime
Vancleave;•K. M. Cromwell, Blakley: W. P. Darnell. Coldwater: J.
G. Denham. Lynn Grove; J. H.
Doran. Lynn Grove; Harold Douglas, Lynn Grove: Stanley Duncan.
Palestine; J. IL Dunn. Kirksey;
Clarence Dyer. Faxon; N. Edwards,
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RENEW!
SUBSCRIBE!
On Special
Offer
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Now Is the time to catch up
with your subscripton to the
Murray Ledger & Times. the
progressive
newspaper that
prints all the news every week.
As s e announced previously,
we are extending our special
offer to Fourth Monday in
March. BUT- WILL POSITIVELY END ON THAT DATE.

PRATT DIES OF
HEART AILMENT

YOUNG BUSINESS
MEN 0. K. NOTE

This offer applies to both new
or renewal subscribers. Hundreds have already taken advantage of this offer, so be sure
you don't miss this great newspaper offer. Federal regulations
governing our mailing permit
will not allow us to continue
sending you the paper if you
ate behind with your subscription. so. eventually we shall be
forced to drop your name from
our mailing list regardless of
our desires in the matter. When
you deliver your tobacco corn.
on in and take advantage of the
greatest newspaper offer in the
county; YOUR PROGRESSIVE
NEWSPAPER THAT PRINTS
ALL THE NEWS FOR LESS
THAN I CENT PER WEEK.

Mrs. Mary Mobley
Dies in Trenton

House Committee -O.K.'s $15,423,000
for Kentucky Dam

M711

Total
May Be Over
1250

National Stores
Corporation Buys
Out Sparks in City

WHEATCROFT AND
SHARPE FAVORED

Spelli ig Bee is
Listed for Saturday
In Courtroom Here

•IM•

The Memorial Baptist church, in
BULLETIN
Deceased Was Member ef Large
a special business meeting here
The average price, for dark toand Prominent Family
Wednesday night, voted to accept
bacco on the Mayfielthinarket yesin Community
the resignation of .its pastor, the
terday was $7.41. The Paducah
Rev. Carroll Hubbard, effective the
market had an average of $7.01.
Mrs. Will F. Poyner, 76, memfirst Sunday in March, provided it
The Murray vintage was 116.59:ber of large -end prominent famdid not call another pastor in the
ily, died at"' her home,-507 Olive
Dr. James H. Richmond, presiMaintaining its high average, Street„MUrray, Sunday. January meantime.
dent of Murray State TeacheN
In that event, the church voted.
tobacco sales on Murray loose leaf 14. /although, the immediate cause
College, predicted today that the
floors averaged $8.58 yesterday as og.-: her death was attributed to it Would dispense with the services
college enrollment for the spring
a total of 58,165 pounds sold for 'Pneumonia, she had been in fail- of Mr. Hubbard before the date his
semester, beginning January 29,
resignation called for. The vote
$4,990.21.
yr. ing health for sometime.
would reach an all time high.
was not unanimous.
Yesterday's sales raised the seaMrs. Poyner is survived by her
The college leader stated: "We
son's poundage marketed .,to 488,- husband, Will F., three daughters Mr. Hubbard said in his anare breaking records all the time
630 and the receipts to 441,36517. Mrs. Hontas Holland, Mrs. Gracie nouncement his resignation would
and based upon past experiences
The season's average stands at Theobald of the county, and Mrs. not be effective until the first Sunand taking the present enrollment
day in March. and_ indieated_his,
$8.47.
Helen Rutledge, Memphis, Tenn..
which is 1111 as a guide, I think
The Growers' Floor yesterday and step-daughter, Mrs. Sonoma willingness to Serve even after
the enrollment for the
spring
date
if
no
pastor
tat
was
called
marketed 23„410 pounds for $2,526.- Thornton of the county. One son,
semester will be between 1250 and
at
that
time:
77. an average of $10.79; the Far- Leland Poyner, Memphis, Tenn..
1300."
ris floor marketed 8,865 pounds and two step-sons, Rev. Paul PoyRegistration for the semester
for $507.26 at a $5.72 average; and ner of the cc.,
and F. H. Poybegins Jartuary 29. and dist work
the Association floor sold 25,990 ner of Memphis, Tenn..; two sisstarts on January 30. The last day
pounds for $1,961.18 at an average ters, Mrs. Priscilla Boggess, counto register for maximum credit is
of $7.55.
ty, and tars. Mary Johnson. TexFebruary 5. February 12, is the
Indications point to the view as; one lurother, George Martin,
last day to register for credit.
The
Barrere-Britt
Concertino that prices will rise with an in- who also resides in Texas, and 20
Mid-semester begins April 1: the
will be presented in a program at creased volume of good grade to- grand-children and five greatF. L. Smith. president Of the
'semester closes Friday, May 30.
Murray ,State College auditorium bacco expected to reach Murray grand-children are also survivals. National Stores Corporation, anIncluded in the well balanced
Wednesday night in the second of floors next week.
Funeral services were conducted nounced here Wednesday that his
DR. JAMES H. RICHMOND
program of student activities are
the Murray Community Concert
in the chapel of the Churchill firm had purchased the W. E.
such features as intercollegiate
series for this year, Concert PresiFuneral Home at 11:00 a. m. Sparks Company stores in Murbasketball, swimming, debating,
dein A. V. Havens said today.
Monday with Ministers H. L. Lax ray and Fulton.
boxing, track, and tennis. StuThe "Concertino" is composed of
He stated that his firm will opeand D. W. Billington in charge.
dents are also given an opportunfive Members: Horace Britt, cello;
Burial was in the Old Salem ceme- rate only one National Store in
ity to participate in the intra.
Georges itarrere, flute; Mischa
Murray. The Sparks store- here
tery.
mural sports which are as folManu.. wiedin; lawanze .Rappapoet,
has
been
closed
for
'inventory yesMrs. royner was a member off
lows: softball.
tennis, baseball,
piano; and Gerald Kunz. piano.
terday
and
today but will be open
the Bethel Methodist Church near
swimming,
basketball,
boxing,
The last word in chamber music.
which the family lived for a great for regular business Friday of this Chief Clerk of T. V. A. Land ping-pong.
and others.
Acquisition Office Suffers
Games many years, where she was active week as usual. Future plans for
these five artists are heard in 31 Purchase-Pennyrile
A regular school dance is schedFatal Attack
diffeient instrumental combinain the church and social life of this store are indefinite at present.
To Be Played at Murray
uled every other week-end during
tions. consisting of solos, duets,
His firm will operate the store
the community until her health
State February 8
James R. Pratt. 48, project chief' the semester, with music furnished
trios, quartets, and quintets.. At
in Fulton under National Stores
began to fail a few years ago.
by Maestro Billy Shelton and hie
each program. both Mr. B.arrere
Acive pallbearers were Allen name as they did not already have clerk, TVA.Land Acquisition Of- orchestra.
Wtih less than a week remaining
and Mr. Britt are heard as soloists,
Wells, Ragon McDaniel, Cassel a store there. The National Stores fice, Murray. succumbed to coroFor the less athletic, the Murbefore the final choices for the
either in solo or sonata works.
Outland, Glyco Wells, C. A. Bishop. Corporation came to Murray in nary occlusion (closing of artery ray College
Fine Arts Department
Bareere and Britt came to Amer- Purchase - Pennyrile basketball Bryan Tolley, and Waylon Ray- 1932. buying out the Crawford-Gat- leading to heart) Saturday, Janfurnishes a broad scope of enterica in 1905, and since that time games will be announced. Sharpe burn.
lin store here. The local store has uary 13.
tainment. A third "Campus Lights"
they have been united very often and Wheatcroft bounced from the
He is survived by his widow,
been very successful since that
Is to be presented February 23.
in various combinations of cham- middle of the "top tens" to take
time under the able management and mother. Mrs. Andrus Pratt,
Lucy. Monroe, famous soprano,
ber music. It was quite natural over first place in their respectof Vernon Hale. The corporation anw two step-children. John and
will appear in the college audithat they at last decided to associ- ive regions-this despite the stelI operates
d
a number of very success- Nell Almon of Birmingham, Ala. torium
in the third of the Comate their efforts in an ensemble in lar playing of Pilot Oak and KutKfuentuecpkirmednt s
etnon
re
es in ev
itaiers
ious Funeral services were conducted munity Concert
series. The girls'
which they - could unite their par- tawa, which both fell to second.
in the Methodist church at 2:00
Tssee
music fraternity, Sigma Alpha
allel education and experience, as The games will be played in the
g. in. Sunday by the Rev. Howell
Iota, and the Sock and Buskin
M. Forgy, Presbyterian minister.
well as their mutual artistic ideals. Carr health building Thursday Letter to Be Sent to All
Citizens
will present "The Vagabond King",
of
the
member
Pratt
Miss Elizabeth Wysor, contral- night, February 8, beginning at
was
a
Mr.
In Addition Explaining Taxes,
a baby opera, sometime in May.
body
church.
Presbyterian
The
to, .will give a concert in the audi- 7:30 o'clock.
Insurance Premium Rates
Some of the plays to be given
The rankings are: for the Purtorium of Tilghman high school in
was sent to Birmingham, Ala.,
on the Murray campus are "Ancoming
Paducah the evening of January chase-Sharpe, first;- Pilot Oak,
lived
to
before
where he
Following the action of the City
other Spring", and "Mary of ScotWord was_malved here Tuesday 41.1.1 .i. tWit„teals_ r9/L9,
25 at 8 o'clock. Murray c.alasstut- Second: Calvert City, dill* Mur- *Council In
the city at
._
.•.... •
oi the death of -Uri- Mary tou
ity concert tickets admit holders ray Training School, fourth; La- torney to rentltrefint
Having had experience in bank- I Climaxing the calendar of etrents
take necessary legal
Center. fifth; Hazel. sixth; BirrnMobley. an aunt of Mrs. Rob ing, investing, and real-estate dealto Paducah programs.
steps to annex College Addition,
are the Junior Prom, the M Club
ingham, seventh; Wickliffe. eighth;
Mason of this city, in her home in ing, before his connection with
the Young Business Men's Club
Follies, and the Physical EducatiOn
Hardin, ninth; and Brewers, 'tenth.
Trenton. Tenn., Saturday. She TVA five and a half years ago.
at its regular meeting Monday
Carnival.
pennyrile-Wheatcroft, night approved the contents of a was a sister of the late Z. T. Con- Mr. Pratt was considered an exIn the
first; Kuttawa. second; Henderson, letter to be sent to all citizens ner. who achieved wide promi- pert in his field. I He had gained
nence in this area.
the friendship and respect of a
.third; Owensboro, fourth; Hughes- living in that section who had
Burial services were conducted host of Murray citizens in the
Kirkpatrick, fifth; Central City, previously signed a petition resixth; Drakesboro, seventh; Gra- questing that the corporate limits Monday afternoon in Trenton. Lo- short time he lived here.
ham, eighth: Trigg County High. of the city be extended to include cal residents attending the funeral
were Dr. and Mrs. Rob Mason.
ninth: and Daviess County High, that area.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. W. S.
Calloway's Representative, Pink tenth.
The letter makes definite stateA hospitalization drive in which
Swann, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
G. Curd, and State Senator V. A.
Pilot Oak showed scoring punch ments concerning city taxes, and
hospital
and
medical
service
(Bill) Phillips received unusual in marking up over 90 points insurance premium rates for prop- Sr.. Mrs. E. J. Beale, and Miss
throughout the year would come
Shipley.
Mary
recognition by the organizations against a Water Valley quintet. erty owners in event annexation
free to paid memberships in the
of their respective Houses in but when the War Horses' sched- is consummated.
organization was got under way in
Frankfort in the matter of com- ule was turned in, Sharpe's Green
Tenants Having Sufficient Live- Murray today under the sponsorThe chief purpose of the letter is
Lightning
Strikes
stock and Tools to Run Family
mittee assignments made recently. Devils, beaten once, jumped ahead. to clear up any misunderstanding
ship of the Murray Woman's Club.
Sized Farm are Eligible
The committee posts given to each The only team ranked in the first that may exist in the minds of
L. J. Wall Residence
Carl Irvan. a Murray youth. is
are as follows:
Here Saturday Night The Farm Security Administra- promoter of the plan in this counten that Pilot Oak has met is the property owners by reason .of
Pink G. Curd was made chair- Brewers, which lost to the War rumors that may have been scattion is in position to make three ty.
man of committee on Teachers Horses by only one point. Sharpe, tered. _
pghtning, striking heavily dur- loans in Calloway county by July
On a special cOmniftFee to proColleges, and member of Consti- on the other hand, has played Caling a keen electrical storm here 1. 1940. for purchasing farms. Ten- mote the membership campaign in
tutional Amendments, County and vert City, Hardin. Brewers, and
Saturday night, set a house on ants that have sufficient livestock the county are Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
City Courts, Mines and Mining, Birmingham. all in the upper
fire in three places and shocked and tools for operating a family Jr.. Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, Mrs.
Public Health, No, 1-A, Retrench- bracket, and holds impressive wins
some of the inhabitants of the sized farm are most eligible.
Franklin., P. Inglis. Mrs. W. J.
ment and Reform. State Fair, and over Tilghman. Heath, and Reidbuilding.
Already there are four farms In Gibson, Mrs. A. B. AuStin, Mrs.
State Uinversity.
The house was the residence of Calloway county that have been F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Garnett*
McCracken
land, three strong
Buford Hurt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
V. A. (Bill) Phillips was given county schools.
Jones, Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, Mrs.
Hal M. Hurt of Coldwater. has re- Mrs. L. J. Wall on Poplar street. purchased through the FSA.
Money is loaned to purchase Gregg Miller,
chairmanship of committee on
Mrs. Jesse Wallis,
Wheatcroft sports an unbeaten ceived a post in the Fulgham high There" were several apartments in
Federal
these
farms
Govby
the
Kentucky University and Teachers
record, and jumped ahead,of Kut- school in Hickman county, where the building in which families were ernment at the rate of 3 per cent Mrs. Wade Crawford, Mrs. C. C.
Colleges, and membership on Labor
tawa, which is finding second he will teach the remainder of the living.
interest witti'a period of 40 years Duke, Mre. Burnett Warterfield,
and
Manufacturing. Agriculture place hot now that Owensboro year.
The bolt came suddenly, follow- allowed for repayment. The pur- Mrs. Arthur. Farmer. and Mrs.
and State Fair. Appropriations.
Hurt was an instructor at Cold- ing S radio aerial on top of the pose of these loans is to enable Vernon' Stubblefield. Jr.
and Henderson are both turning on
Mrs.
Drains and Ditches. Kentucky Statsteam. Both teams recorded jumps water Junior High school until the house into the rooms. It set the tenants whose next step would be Foreman Graham is treasurer.
utes No. 1, Motor Vehicles and
house
on
fire
under
the
eaves
at
ownership,
farm
to
become
farm
Jandiscontinued
as they won over fast-traveling institution wet
Transportation. Munic ipalitie s,
the southwest corner, and at the owners.
uary 1.
squads last week.
Roads. Ways and Means.
A crop rotating system, with
northwest corner came in by the
The Kentucky Legislature, as
aerial at the window, setting the soil building practices. such as
any other law making body, is
curtains on fire. T. Sled& who with liming. phosphating, and the use
expected
orgernized on. and functions thrhis wife has an apartment_ there, of winter cover crops is
to be folrewed by each farm purough the committee system, therewas. slightly dazed by the shock.
purchaser
that
the
in
order
chaser
fore the appointment of a RepreThe lightning melted a wire in himself will be benefited and be
Mrs. Wallace McElrath, who is
sentative or., Senator to important
the clothes closet of Mr. and Mrs. put in the best position possible visiting her daughter, Mrs. Robert
committees determines their influCharles Currier, who live In an financially to Pay for his farm.
Major in Cincinnati, is recovering
ence in Legislative proceedure
Standings
Persons Wishing to learn more from--a broken leg she sustained
record seven wins against one de- apartment there, and the hot steel
These appointments are a distinct
who
would
pro
gram
and
of
this
t. Murray high has been de- fell on clothes in thl Closet, damin a-Sall three weeks ago.
Won Lost Percent feated only once, but has only five aging them irreparably. They look- like to apply for a loan should
hotuir to Curd and Phillips and re: Team
MeElrath is a resident of
7 1
.875
fleet credit upon Calloway county. Murray T. S.
Fred
Barker
contact
or
Opal
W.
victories, counting its 36-30 victory ed as if someone had spattered
MUrray.
Murray High
5 1
.833
office
th'e
Murray
Allcoak
WPA
Wayne Freeman. Graves county's
in
them with a shotgun charge.
over-Mayfield Tuesday night.
Lynn Grove
7 3
.700
Representative in the State LegisThe Curriers and the M. G. For- Monday morning of each week.
Lyrm Grove and Hazel retained
Hazel
9 5
.643
lature also received important comtheir positions in third and fourth sters were still up when the bolt
Almo
5 4
.555
mittee appointments in which Murplaces with a win and a loss for struck
Kirksey
.307
4 7
ray takes due pride, as Freeman
each. Hazel trimmed Hardin 33-22.
New
Concord
2
7
.222
Following is the weather report
is a graduate of, Murray State
but lost to Calvert City Tuesday
as recorded at the Murray station
Faxon
1 7
.125
Teachers College.
night 28-21, while Lynn Grove
of the U.- S. Weather Bureau- CliTHIS WEEK'S SCHEDULE
lost to Almo's surprising Warriors
matological
by
Ralph
Service
Friday Night
24-22 and beat Pembroke 48-13.
Wear. cooperative observer:
Fulton at Murray High
Date
High Low Rain
Almo ranks fifth in the standings
Of the triplets born to Mr. and
Murray Training School at
45
9
22
with five wins and four losses
Joe T. Lovett received notice Mrs. Sam Thompson here October January 1
January 2
18
3
Cadii.
Kirksey won its fourth game of Monday that he had been promoted 7, only Virginia remained alive January 3
27
4
Hazel at Lynn Grove.
the year during the week with a from the rank of first lieutenant this week after the death of Fred- January 4
31
22
Faxon at Almo
Rev. J. E. Skinner, former pas30
33-9 victory over Pembroke; Faxon to captain in the Infantry Reserve erick Hampton. the only boy of January 5
0
Hardin at New Concord.
tor of the First Baptist Church,
27
7.
lost to New Concord 13-12; and division of the United States Army. the trio, Thursday night in Mem- January 6
January 7
35 24
Kirksey at Farmington.
Murray. who resides in Jackson.
New Concord succumbed to BirmLovett. managing director of the phis.
35
January
18
8
Tenn., with his daughters, stopped
saturday-Nfebt
ingham by a score of 42-27.
Nadine, the first to die, suc- January 9
Kentucky chain stores bureau, has
-33 12
Birmingham at Kirksey.
in Murray Saturday, while on his
Games Friday night find Mur- been state commander of the cumbed from a rare blood ailment January 10
39 95
.21
way to fill - his regular appointTuesday Night
.23
46 35
January
11
ray high school entertaining Fut-, American Legion and was formerly December 31. and Fred suffered
ment at Elm Grove.
48
32
.13
January
Birmingham at Lynn Grove
12
School
going editor of The Ledger & Times. His from the same disoreler, plus an
ton; Murray Training
January 13
50 33
Mr. Skinner retired from active
Farmington at New Concord
to Cadiz to play Trigg County home is in Murray
irritating asthmatie condition.
54 28 1.63
January 14
pastoral duties upon leaving the
High; Hazel at Lynn Grove; Faxon
The children's mother, died a January 15
. 38 24
Murray church a few years ago,
Flashing a powerful offense over at Almo; Hardin at New Concord;
47 24 '
week after her children were born January 16
but was unable to forego the re- the week-end. Murray Training Kirksey at Farmington.
40 23 '
Four degrees belcw zero at Soda The body of Frederick Hampton January 17
rainfall is
and
temperature
quest to serve Elm Grove, his School regained the lead in CalloThe
On Saturday night, Kirksey will Springs causes Los Angeles, Pasa- was placed in the Murray receivat 6 o'clock
church for meny years. He is now way
race, be ht tolatrmingham and on the dena, San Diego. Sas Francisco to ing vault along with its. mother. recorded each eveninghours
county's
basketball
preceding
24
for
the
completing a history of the Blood snatching it from Murray high following Tuesday night. Birming- hasten to offer a lieson in CaliThis - morning at 7 o'clock the
He was four months old January 7.
River Baptist Association that he school which lost to Tilghman 25- ham will go to Lynn_ Grove and fornia geography, topogfilphf, and.
The children's father is an exit low reading stood et -S degrees
Is writing at the request of the 19. The Training School 'hetters Farmington will play at
with indications pointabove
New'Con- as usual, climate.
ploye of the Tennessee Valley Land ing t('; zero
,a lower mark _during the
Association.
licked Puryear 53-39 to make their cord.
•
Acquisition office here.
day.

,ty

Ed Eldridge. Vancleave; Dun'can Ellis, Hazel; B. W. Edmonds,
Blakley; W. B. Emerson. tancleave; Stark Erwin. Hazel: V. B.
Grove: Hugh
Gardner. Lynn
Gingles. Kirksey:- T. M. Gooch,
Faxon; M. F. Graham. Blakley; C.
E. Grogan. Stone; G. E. Grogan.
Stone; Melvin Grogan, Stone; C. S.
Guthrie, Lynn Grove; S. L. Hargis. Stone: S. A. Harris. Hazel: M.
H. Hill. Hazel: L C. Ifouston, Faxon: Mrs. Lenora Howard, Lynn
Grove; Max B. Burt. Kirksey: R.
L. Jackson. Blakley; W. C. Jetton,
Murray: Carlos Jones, Lynn Grove;
Calloway county's aapual spellToy Jones. Murray; W. W. Jones;
One Key. Paschall; E. L. Kuyken- ing bee to determine a representadell. Paschall; J. R. Lassiter, Stone; tive to compete in the state contest in Louisville in April will ?ake
W:'1,. Lassiter. Murray.
place in the county courtroom at
Claude Lawrence. Kirksey; B. 1:30 Saturday Afternoon. it was
Lovett. Vancleave: J. W. Lovett. announced Wednesday
by SuOrinPalestine: George Marine, Kirk- tendent T. C. Arnett.
sev: W. T. McCallon. Kirksey:
Students from all schools in the
Tilcy McClain, Faxon; Clarence county laid city, who have not
McDaniel, Palestine; R. S. Mc- passed the eighth grade and who
Daniel. Vancleave: Grtiver Miller, will not be 16 years old before
Lynn Grove; 0. B. Miller. Lynn May are eligible to com;“te. ArGrove; Connie Mills. Kirksey; nett said.
Mrs. Mary McKinney, Hazel; P. D.
The Ledger & Times is sponsor
Moore. Vancleave; Hafford Mc- of the contest in this county. Miss
Reynolds. Lynn Grove; Miller Mc- Laurine_ James. Kirksey, was the
Reynolds. Lynn Grove: Murray 1939s spelling-Champion of the
Sate Teachers College Farm: E. G. county.
Neale. Hazel: Lowell Palmer. KirkSey: G. R. Parks, Hazel: Luther
Parks, Lynn Grove: James Parker,- Blakley: llobt. F. Parker,
Faxon; J. P. Paschall, Kirksey; W.
H. Perry. Murray.
T. C. Poole, Stone: H. B:
*Rhodes. Lynn Grove; J. H. Rogers.
Lynn Grove; W. A. Ross, Pales=
Kentucky's Dam appropriatine: E. C. Sherman, Harris Grove; tion of $15.423,000 for the next
L. F. Short. Blakley; Jesse Smoth- fiscal year passed its first hurerman, Paschall: Bryan Staples, dle successfully Wednesday
Kirksey; W. L. Story, Paschall; W. when the appropriations comS, Trevathan. Hazel; 0. V. Tidmittee recommended that Sum
Tucker, to the House.
well, Kirksey; Hiram
Kirksey: J. H. Tucker, Kirksey;
In previous years. much opJ. M. Venable, _Kirksey; H. C.
position has been encountered
Vinson, Murray: C. C. Walker, in this committee: therefore
Hazel: Johnnie Walker, Kirksey::
TVA supporters are optimistic
0. S. 'Wall, Murray; Jim H. Washover the prospects of final passWest,
Galon
Kirksey:
Paschall;
er.
age of the measure.
Ceylon White. Hazel; R. C. White.
This sum will represent the
Hazen' Clarcnce Williams. Paleslargest federal
appropriation
tine; E. E. Williams. Palestine: ever made for West Kentucky
R. H. Willoughby. Faxon; Connie
and will make available one
Wilson, Lynn Grove: Joe Bruce
and one-fourth million doltitts
Wilson, Stone; T. A. Winchester, per month for the next fiscal
Slone; Harvey Wood. Lynn Grove. year.
,
.The committee, said Kentucky
Dam
together with Coulter
Oill:LAND SCHOOL
Shoals and Watts Bar Dams
would complete the 9-foot navGraduating exercises will be held
igable channel from- the mouth
at Outland School Friday mornof the Tennessee to Knoxville,
ing, January 26, 1940, at 10 o'clock
a distance of 650 miles.
Everyone is cordially ineited.
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Murray Leader

as.
In and
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nn a year to any address
`,"•'''" other than above.

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon January 18, 1940

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Growers Who Seeded All
Cultivated Land to Cover
Crops Are Named

t next
a they
guar()cubed

'C

s

Tobacco Sales
Church
HONOR ROLL LIST Barrere-Britt Musicians to
Richmond Expects All-Time
MRS. POYNER DIES Memorial
Average $8.58
pts Flubbard's
GROWS TO 106 FOR
Appear Here January 24 Here Wednesday AT HOME JAN. 14 esignation, If
Enrollment Record at Murray
COUNTY FARMERS
President Says

)oor.

•117111.

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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Law-Makers Get
Important Posts
In Legislature

Woman's Club
Sponsors Hospital
Socialization Plan

FSA Will Make
Loans in County

Hurl Gets Post
In Hickman County

Mrs. McElrath Is
Im_proving After
Fall inCincinnati

Training School Keeps Lead
In County Basketball Race

The Weather

Lovett is Promoted
In Infantry Reserve

Rev. J. E. Skinner
Visits in Murray

Second Triplet
Dies Thursday of
Blood Disorder
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JANUARY 18, 1940
Prayer. Mn. Frank Hutson.
"The Proof of Redemption." Mrs.
W B. Milstead
"As the Year Sueeeds to year."
Mrs. Coleman Hurt.
A playlet-"The Local Stewardship Chairman Makes a Visit to
t he
Associational
Stewardship
Chairman--given by' Mrs A. M.
Hawley and Miss Libbie James.
Prayer. Mrs A. M. Hawley.
IQ/Wenn/ the program, a business meeting was held with the
president, Mrs. W. B. Mislead, in
charge.
Closing .prayer. MIS. Lela Wilson

Mr end Mrs. Weis Clayton of
Cottage G:ove. Tenn, visited in
the home of Mn. Clayton's parents, Mr. and Ws. Clayton in
Mrs. Rath Jones Alexander
North Hese].
Maimed Li %hewer
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson
Mrs. Wayne Ferguson enterwere supper guests at the home of
tained
with
a
miscellaneous
Mr and Mrs. Otto Swann in Murshower Friday sites-noon at her
ray Tuesday night.
home in East Hazel, honoring her
Mrs. Vernon James, Mrs. Claud
,niece, Mrs. Ruth Alexander. a
Anderson. Miss Eva Stubblefield.
Vecent bride. Games and contesle
and Min Louise Lamb were in
were enjoyed throughout the afterMurt'ay shopping Friday after'noon.
mean.
The honoree received inane nice
Mrs. Frank Vaughn is confined
gifts.
at her home in North Hazel with
Refreshments of cake and hot
illness.
chocolate were served the guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Miller were
Guilds present included Mrs. 0. Mrs. Anderson Entertains
in Paducah one day last week on
B. Turnbow, Mrs. Robbie Milstead,
Mrs. Claud-Anderson was hostess business.
Miss Eva Perry, Mrs. Audrey Simmons, Mrs. Ella Clayton. Mrs. C. Saturday evening to a six o'clock
Bennie George is on the sick
D. Paschall, Mrs. Calvin Stubble- dinner at her home in West list this week.
Hazel,
honoring
husband's
her
field, Mrs. Martha Dunn, and
Me and Mrs. Frank Hutson of
baby, Mrs. Myrtle White. Mrs. birthday. The lace draped dining Nashville. Tenn., spent a few days
table
held
as
its
appointcentral
Audrey White. Mrs. Ira Morgan.
the first part of the week with
Mrs. Edgar Outland. Mrs. Leon ment, a large white birthday cake their parents. the Rev. and Mrs.
in
a round mirror surrounded with
Hendricks, Mrs. Jimmie Pasehall,
A. M. Hawley.
Mn. Gracie Wilson. Mrs. Bill Jones, tiny candles and flanked on either
Mrs. Minnie Bray. Kelly has reMrs. A M Hawley, Mrs. IL 0. end with tall burning candles, with turned
home after spending several
Brandon. Mrs. Royce Jonas, Mrs. gold bells in crystal holders.
Bingo and Chinese checkers were weeks with her daughter, near
Carlo' Scruggs. and tboae sendCottage Grove. Tenn.
ing gifts were Mrs. J. W. Denham. played throughout the evening
Mrs. Horner Cole and children
with
each
guest
receiving
prize.
a
Mrss Brady-White.
Patterson,
Durnal Clanton. Mrs Annie 'Guests present were Postmaster visited in the home of Mrs. Alice
Cooper, Mrs. Charlie Armstrong. D. N. White. 0. B. Turnbow. J. E. Denham, •Mr. and Mrs. Bowden
Miss Gurthal
Armstrong. Littleton. Dick Miller, Make Er- Cole a few days last week.
Mai
Mrs. Jake Mayer returned home
Mrs. Moat Miller, Mrs. CaleMEI/1 win. and the honoree, Mr. AnderFriday from the Mayfield hosHurt, Mrs. J. R. Mailer. Mrs. Ben son.
pital'where she underwent an opeNix. Shirley Nix. Mrs. Leta Robration a few 'weeks age.
ertson, Mrs. Nannie Lamb, Mrs. P-TA Meets Tbarsday
This girl and boy, so well 'mown in last year's "Eight Infantile
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Miller and Paralysis" campaign, are again being featured by the National ComFlossie George. Mrs. Nora OverMrs. D. C. Clanton presided at
son Macon. Jr., and Mrs. E. D. mittee for the Celebration of the President's Birthday, in this year's
cast, Mrs. Hubert Outland. Mrs.
the January meeting of the Hazel
Miller were in Paducah Saturday driVe for funds. Representing the legion of children in traces and
Rose Outland. Mrs. T. S. Herron.
P-TA which was held last Thursas the guests of Mrs. Julian Dis- the army of youths on crutches, thev remain the unknown soldiers
Mrs. Laura Williams, Mrs. Minnie
day. The following program was
In America's war against the crippling disease.
mukes and Dr. Dianukes,
Butler. MASS Edna Lee, Charlie.
Mrs. J H Thurman was in Hazel
Don. Pat. L C Billie June and
Reading. George Freeman; piano
Saturday afternoon to visit in the
Peggy Jones. Mrs. Lottie Den- solo, Ann
Littleton; reading, Billie
home of her mother-in-law; Mee.
ham. Mrs. J. E. Littleton. Mrs.
Wilcox; talk,on Character, Mrs. K.
Vira .0sbron.
Ben Johnson. Beatrice Johnson.
G. Dunn.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson'
Labbie James. Mrs. Eeld Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pitman and
After the business session was
Paris
spent the week-end in
pad Mrs. H. I. Neely.
Patients admitted during the baby spent a few days last week
-held, the hospitality committee
visiting relatives and friends.
with Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Page
past week:
had charge of the social hour.
Mr. and Mrs.' Buford Alexander.
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paschall
Degitist WAIT Meets
"Dad's Night" will be observed
of near Puryear, visited Hazel
Leo Carraway: Lynn Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D Lampkins
The Woman's Missionary Society. February 15. •
relatives over the week-end.
Mrs. Paul Dailey. Hazel: Baby
spent the week-end with Mr. and
of the Baptsst church met TuesThe borne of Mr. and Mrs. Ho- Dailey. Hazel: Miss Mary Penderday afternoon at the church at
Mrs. Jennie Cole. Charles and mer Jones in Crosslitad was de- grass, Mayfield, J R. Chrisman. Mrs. Gus Lampktns.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Orr were
one thirty o'clock and held its Alice Lee Cole left Saturday morn- stroyed by Sire Monday morning. ' New Concord: Mrs. W. S. Overby.
first meeting of the year with ing for St. Louis toloin her bus-. Most all the contents were saved N1.'41743'1." Mrs
Beale- Outland. Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Neely in charge of the band. Homer -Cote:- to make their and the building was cheered by Murray; Mrs. Lois
Waterfleld. Mrs. Noah Halley.
program.
home. 'Their eldest daughter. insurance.
Hazel; Lowell Outland. Mtmsay:
Several from Jones Mill attendThe program follows:
Catherine. remained in Hazel to
Mr. and Mr, O.' B. Turnbew, Lewis Miller, Dawson Springs, ed funeral services for Mrs. Sally
Topic: "Eternal Purpose .of God." finish the eighth grade in Hazel Mrs. Dick Miller, Miss Eva Perry. L. D. Sohnon.sliazel: Jeff Morris, Howard at Rico Saturday.
Song. "How Firm a Foundation." sehooL She will live with her and KISS Maude Walker were Pa- Mayfield: Mrs. Sara Nolan. Model.
Mrs. Holmes Milligan is visiting
Scripture: Psalms 19 and Luke aunt. Mrs. Alice Denham.
ducah visitors Wednesday.
Tenn: Mrs. james Rhoades, Gol- in Gleason this week.
,
4:1642. Mss. Neely.
Stubblefield
Mrs. Callie Lowry -of Paris visitof Mern- , den P
Richard
Several from here shopped in
Prayer. Mrs"...Laymon White.
ed her mother. Mrs. Robert Mad- phis. Tenn_ spent the week-end in
Paris Saturday.
Song. "Wonderful
Words of dox and sister, Mrs. Floyd Fudge. Hazel with his patents. Mr. and ,--Pitients dismissed:
Homer Paschall is at the bedMiss
Mary
Pendegrass,
Mayfield:
:
Sunday.
side of his daughter. Marguerite.
Mrs. Calvin Stubblefiebl
-A New Progrem Theme", Mrs.
H. Chrisrnan. New Concord. :n Detroit. She is improving niceIvigust Wilson. of Murray. was
?kiss Iva Hudgens
White.
in Hazel last week on business.
Miss, spent the week-eild. as the Mrs. Lois Waterfield. Hazel; Low- ly.
"The Promise of Redemption."
Mr. and. Mrs. R. R. Hicks spent guest of Miss Eva Stubblefield.
ell Outland, Murray: Lewis Miller.
Miss Ernestine Page i• able to
Mn. Hernci,oz
the week-end in Paris visiting
Mrs. Paul Daily, who has been Dawson Springs; Wilton Holland. attend school again after a long
The Fulfillment," Mrs. 0. B. Mr.• and Mrs. R. B Chrisman.
in the Keys-Houston clinic for the Murray: Kenneth Clark. Murray? illness.
Turnbow
• Mrs. R. R. Hicks spent Monday past -few days returned home L. D. Solmon. Hazel: Jeff Morris.
Those on the sick list this week
"The Plan of Propagation," Mrs. night Ps Murray as the guest of Wednesday bringing a new son Meyfield; Mrs. Sara Nolan, Model, are Mrs: Betty Call and Mrs. Jess
G Ce Wilson.
Mrs. Amanda White.
Johnsoo.--Sadah and Sally.
with her.
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HAZEL NEWS

- STILL MARCHING FORWARD

Jones' Mill News

Clinic Hospital Notes I

Sinking Spring
News

State Line News

New Concord High
- School News

The weather has warmed up
some and everybody is trying to
+Pr-.
strip tobacco. The tobacco has been
-That Watkins Girl" will
Leo Carraway. who has recently
y rte. has
he not beenm
so dry thee
sauiceris
Janpresented
Saturday
night,
moved to the Bert Taylor farm,
senior
at
uary
the
7:30
20,
by
underwent a major operation at
people
want to get the weed
strike
ma pPed
the Keys-Houston Clinic Friday claaa. There will be a small a.d. stripped and delivered
as soon as
night for ulcerated intestines. He missien cherge. Come and spend possible. It is said prices are
betis reported in a serious condition. an enjoyable evening.
Our entry to the Spelling Bee ter ,than last year. which they
His wife is unable to be at his
_ should be. Several have been bulkbedside but very little on account this year is an eighth grade stu ing tobacco the latter part
of the
of ill health. We wish for them dent, Eva Nell Jewell. We wish thaw. Among those
bulking were
her lots of success.
a speedy recovery. Opal McCage who 'recently un- Jimmie Daniel and Fleetwood
Iva Nell Wilkerson spent the
derwent an appendectomy, came Paschall.
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Will
Tom Lampkins had a mule to
back to school Monday. We were
Riley Furcbess of Murray.
all very glad to see her back so get badly crippled last week in
A. C. Long left immediately for
some unknown way.
soon.
Detroit last week after receiving
Leland Paschall visited with Mr.
a call to report for work. Mrs.
Agetletirs
and Mrs. Fleetwood Paschall WedLong and little son. Joe Max, will
Our basketball team won over nesday night.
leave fur Detroit soon.
Faxon Friday night by a score of
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Sherrdan and
Mr. and Mrs. George Windsor 13-12. The second team was dereceived a meseage last week that feated by a score of 16-10. Our son, Adolphus, visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Paschall Thursday night
their
daughter.
Mrs.
Herman Independents also played the FaxBruce, underwent a minor opera- on Independents and defeated them and heard the radio untilbed time.
Ervin Cochran and daughter,
tion at the Mayfield hospital. She by an overwhelming score of 42-88.
is rapidly improving.
Concord was not so fortunate Clessie, have been sick 'With colds
Mr. and Mrs. John Hopper were Seturday night as Birmingham de- but are some better at this writing.
Lewis Neal Pasehall and Olin
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and feated our team 46-37.
The Murray NYA quintet de- Sheridan cut wood for "Uncle"
Mrs. Lee Mills and family.
Mr. Everette
Adams suffered feated the local inaeperidents by Ervan Cochran Tuesday of last
week.
two severe heart attacks last a score of 42-36.
There will be a ball game here
week. Mr. Adams has been in
Hubert and Herbert Underwood
Friday night with Hardin. Also out wood for John Paschall two
failing health for sometime.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Adams and one Tuesday night, Januaey 23. days last week. The cold spell sure
daughter of Paducah spent S4414313' with Fivanington.
made way with the wood piles
with his father, Mr. Everette
and people are scared there will
Moor 0.4111Adams.
come another cold spell and the
The honor roll for the first four wood all gone.
The WMS failed to meet last
Wednesday for its regular meet- grades is as follows:
Mrs. Mary Hutchen vigited with
First grade, Barbara McCuiston, Mrs. Fleetwood Paschall riday of
ing because of the illness of their
Wilma Gene Elkins, Martha Ora last week.
president, Mrs. John Boyd.
Several attended Sunday School Parker. Sam Moss Bell and Brooks
The Stateline Road is so bad
and preaching services here Sun- Baucurn: second grade. Charles the mail carrier failed to go any
Boyd
Scott,
Fowler.
Maggie Fay
day. There were 57 'present for
farther than L. W. Cosby's place
Training Union. Hope the weather James Valentine, and Bettye Jo Friday. The Magistrates of CalloMcCuiston;
third grade, Edward way should see the Stateline Road
soon gets better and the attendKnight, Joe Pat Elkins, Joe Pau they have promised gravel so long
ance increases.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harmon Allen Coleman, Dora Fay Ratterree, Ira and have failed to gravel. Now the
Harmon were Sunday afternoon Dean Elkins, Dorothy Sue Stub- roads are so riniddy they can't
visitors of Mrs. Vick Miller and blefield.' Dortha Ann Hendon, and gravel. Maybe they will gravel
Alice Fielder; fourth grade, Ed- when the bright 'Rays
Mrs. Sarah Ellis.
of spring
Little Pat Wilkerson is able to win Wilson. Paul Kline, J. D. Wil- come.
be back at school after a week's liams. June Farley, Sue Hendon.
James Miller Deering visited
Charles Opal Smith and Ralph Max . and Wjilnie Kay
illness.
.Pa'senaU SatLeonard Paschall- is sick with a Willoughby.
urday afternoon.
severe cold. He has had three
Mrs. Chesley Paschall visited
teeth extracted the past week.
Mrs. Sarah Dearing Saturday eveJohn
Cathcart
'were
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs. Rebecca Rogers and Miss
ning.
Belle Miller have been ill with Troy McNutt, Mr. and Mrs. BerMr. and Mrs. Olin Sheridan asthel
Waldrop
Willodean,
Mr.
and
colds the past week.
sisted John Paschall in tobacco
and
Mrs.
Henry
Cathcart„
and
Re- work Friday and Saturday of
Billie Ray Atkins has been quite
last
Ill with pneumonia the past week becca Wilkerson,
'week.
but has improved some now and
Mrs. Neva Taylor was a MonLeland Paschall stayed all night
has been removed from the Mason day visitor of her father, Mr. in the home of John Paschall Sunhospital to his home. His father, George Windsor. Mr. Windsor re- day night.
Tommy Atkins, who was hurt in a mains unimproved.
Grover Deering spent Sunday
gravel pit a few months past is
Mr. and Mrs. Will Riley Fur. night with his grandmother, Mrs.
some improved now.
chess and Harry and Marybeth Sarah Deering.
Eulala Lawrence, Betty_ and Jua- were Sunday dinner guests'of Mr.
Sherley Lampkins, Miss Clovis
nita Underwood went home with ,and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson and Bradley, Mr and Mrs. Lewis Neal
Larue Jones from church Sunday family.
Paschall and little son, A. L., and
to help her eat ,her birthday dinGlad to report Paul Gargus is Mrs. Tom Lampkins visited relner.
e•-•
very much improved and is able atives near Bell City Sunday afterSunday visitors of Mr. and Mes. to be up in his room.-Star Beam. noon.
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SE OUT SALE
Selling Out And Quitting Businsss

SHOE LEATHER
UP 100%

FURTHER DRASTIC REMOTION

If ever you did do yourself Proud, you CAN'T go wrong in buying
Shoes and Oxfords from us. You always need shoes and oxfords.
Crosby and $.00
6
and $.00
5
Jarman
OXFORDS, Now

$3.35

Davidson and $3.50 and $3.00
Churchill

$2.19

'COATS

Values, Now ..

$18.95

$28.50-Now
Arrow Fancy Pattern Shirts, $2.50 & $2 val., now $1.39
Group No. 1 on Table, Values to $1.65;now
89c
Group No. 2 on Table, Values to 11.25, now
59e-

$18.50 Now....

•

$25.00 to $23.50 Now -------- $13.95

$10-95

.

Other Suits, All Wool Good Worsteds
2,Lots

Odd Lot of Good All Wool CoatsNow Going At

APPAREL for your-

We are NOT FOOLING, WE mean business. Your DOLLARS will go
farther HERE, than you have ever been offered before. This MERCHANDISE is ALL SEASONABLE, not throw-outs or MIS-FITS. SEEING 15 BELIEVING,

-

$18'95

$32.50 to $28.50 Now

$23.50 and $25.00 Now ...:..$15.95

Odd Trousers, Leather Jackets, Sweaters, Leather Boots,
Work Shoes, Hats, Socks, at Greatly Reduced Prices
MEN, in fact if you need anything in WEARING
self it will pay you to LOOK 'EM OVER.

SUITS

$4.95

$6,95 & $3.95

W. T. SLEDD & CO.
SELLING OUT AND QUITTING BUSINESS!
•
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MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor
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Behind

the

Scenes

New Valentbse Is Club Hostess
Mrs. Ottis Valentine was hostess
to the Tuesday morning bridge
club at het home on North Sixth
street.
Mrs. Max Churchill received the
prize for high score and Mrs. Carne Hendon the travel prize.
A part's, plate was served by the
hostess. Only members were present.

Pendergrass-Grant Marriage Takes
Place in California

Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

PAGE THREB

Announcement was made here
Tuesday of the marriage of Miss
Katherine Pendergrass to Perry
Grant, the ceremony taking place
in Hollywood, Calif., early in December.
-Mrs. Grant Was formerly an employe of the Merit Clothing Company in Mayfield. and Grant formerly worked for .Swarm's Grocery
in Murray. He is the sun a Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Grant, Murray', and
is at present an employe of the
Owl Drug Store in Beverly Hills.
The couple will be at home at
850 South Bronson Street in Los
Angeles in the home of Mrs. Bonnie Houston, also a former Mur?swan.

Bible study: and Mrs. Bell and
Mrs. J. T. Wallis gave interesting
talks based on the life of .Miss
Bennett.
Officers elected were as follows: vice-chairman, Mrs. Loren
Adams; secretary. Mrs. Jack Beale:
treasurer, Mrs. John James, superintendent of Bible study, Miss
Alice Waters: superintendent of
local work, Mrs. J. T. Wallis.
Twenty-two members enjoyed
the delightful refreshments.served
at the conclusion of the program
by the hostesses.

Misses Gallen Honored At
Six O'clock Dinner
Miss Marguerite Gatten entertained Sunday evening with a six
o'clock dinner, at her home on
South Sixth StreeS, in honor of
the birthdays of her sisters. Misses
Mildred and .Catherine Gatten.
The dining table was covered
with an imported lace cloth and
held as its centerpiece the traditional birthday cake with tiny pink
candles in rosebud holders. A delicious three-course menu was
served ,by She hostess.
Covers were laid for Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Ford. -Miss .Mildred Gatten, Miss Catherine Gatten, Miss
Marguerite
Gatten
Ralph
and
Wear.
• •
• •
Club Meets With
Mrs. Stubblefield

Circles Study Life Of
Parties Are Given at Carter Home of the MacDowell Music Club.
Miss Bennett
The following program was preThe spacious home of Mrs. Zelna
The
circles of the Alice Waters
Carter was the scene of lovely sented: paper, "The Waltz." BarMissipnary Society held the regu- Musk Club Meets At
Diuguid; piano duet, "The
bera
parties on Tuesday afternoon and
lar meetings Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Yancey's
evening when Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Death of Ase." from the Peer;
The topic for study this month
Gynt Suite, Grieg, • Martha Belle
George Hart and Mrs. Wells OverThe
Music Club held the regular
was "God in One Woman's Life"
Hood and Imogene Bailey; "Preby were holitesses at bridge.
based on the life of Miss Belle meeting Tuesday evening at the
lude in G Minor." Rachmaninoff,
At the conclusion of the game
home of Mrs. A. F. 'Yancey with
Bennett.
Marjorie Fooshee; "Nocturne,'
In the afternoar'sprizes were
Circle number one met at the Mrs. Burgess Parker, _Jr., and ..Miss
MacFayden, Eleanor HIM; musical
awarded Mrs. Waylon Rayburn for
:
home of Mrs. Max Hurt with Mrs. Roberta Whitnah as co-hostesses.
high score, Mrs. M. G. Foster med- current events, Martha Churchill;
Mrs. W. H. Mason was ProW. W. Holland and Mrs. Roby
"Liebesfreud,"
Kreisler.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
Virginia
iurn, Mrs. L. J. Hortin low, Mrs.
Lynn Grove Young People
gram
leader and gave an interestFair as co-hostesses. Mrs. A. D.
tones.
was 'hostess yesterday afternoon,
Everett Ward Outland and Mrs.
To Meet
atutterworth, chairman, presided ing paper on "Music In America." to `members of her bridge club.
Two new members, Marjorie ArA. F. Yancey, travel.
over the business session during The woodwind quintet from the
nett and Mary Helen Gordon, were
Mrs. Nat Ryan Was awarded the
The Lynn Grove Young People's
Prizes at the evening party were
which the election of officers was college, composed of Miss Mary high score prize.
organization will meet Sunday Producer Darryl F. Zanuck (right) confers
won by Mrs. J .12. Williams for welcomed into the club.
Elizabeth
Director
Clarence
with
Roberts,
Miss
Betty
completed
as
follows:
vice-chairThe hostesses served a dainty night to discuss "Christian and
The hostess seryed a salad ceurse
high score, Miss Clotile Pool medBrown, Associate Producer Harry Joe Broon and Author Louis Broom- man, Mrs. G. T. Hicks; secretary- Holdeman. Sanford Davis, Billie
party plate at the conclusion of Pagan Governments."
at the conchision of the game.
The fol- field
ium, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes low, Mrs.
Shelton
Arthur
and
Colaianni,
(left
Mrs.
to
right)
on
L.
his
M.
producUon
Celli!:
of
"The
treasurer,
Rains
Came,"
Bromfield's
Mrs.
• • • • •
program.
lowing program will be presented:
W. G. Swann and Miss Daisy the
played
several selections. The
M M, Corbin.
Hymn: -The ingdom Is Coming." great novel, which 20th Century-Fox presents today and Friday at the
Wilkinson Family Has Reunion
Hinkle, travel.
guest
piano
soloist
was
EleaMiss'
Mrs.
G.
T.
Hicks,
Mrs. G. C.
Hymn: -The Kingdom is Corn- Varsity Theatre, Marring Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power and George Brent.
A delightful salad course with Mrs. Broach Honored Guest At
Ashcraft and Mrs. Burnett Warier- nor Hire and the guest vocal soloForty-two people gathered. at the
ing."
Tea Saturday Afternoon
hot Russian tea was served by the
field presented the discussien on ist was Miss Patricia Mason. both home 'of Mr. and Mrs. Richard'
Scripture: Matt. 16:21-23, Isaac
hostesses.
of
delighted
whom
the
with
audience
the
First
Baptist
the
topic
Church. in
of study. Mrs. Roy
Clayton Sunday, January 14, for a
One of the loveliest events of Ford.
Included in the hospitality were
Murray.
Social Calendar
Farmer played medleys of Mis- with their selections.
family reunion.
the winter season was the tea
Talk: "Christian and Pagan GovMrs. Robert Holland, Miss Daisy
During
the
social
Mr.
.hour
party
a
and
Ragsdale
Mrs.
will sionary hymns between each disgiven by Mrs. A. D. Butterworth. ernments," Miss Josephine CrawAt noon a bountiful dinner was
Hinkle, Miss Gladys Snyder, Mrs.
plate was served by the hostessts spread. Those present were as folmake their home here.
cussion. Miss Nadine Overall, Miss Mar- ford.
Friday, January 19
B. 0. Langston, Mrs. Henry Holton,
• s • • •
members
to
the
and
following
Refreshments were served durlows:
garet Campbell, Miss Tenni e
Talk: "Money; A Cause for DisThe Friday afternoon bridge rresbyterians Have Fellowship •
Mrs. Howell M. Forgy, Mrs. Charles
ing the social hour to the twenty- guests: Mrs. J. D. Peterson of
Breckenridge and Miss Etta Beale cussion." Miss Dulcie Mae Swann. club
Mr. and Mrs. Caton Wilkinson,
will meet at two-thirty
Stewarta Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs.
Benton
Mrs.
and
Charles
Hire.
Supper
six members present.
Grant between the hours of three
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wilkinson,
Prayers Mr. Lee Clark.
o'clock with Mrs. H. I. Sledd.
Max Churchill. Mrs. Preston OrdMr. and Mrs. L B. Wilkinson, Mr.
five o'clock Saturday after• • 0 • •
Benediction.
Members of the Presbyterian
way, Mrs. John D. Rather, Mrs. and
and Mrs. Zeb Wilkinson, Mr. and
at the home'of the former
Monday, January 22
MM. E. A. Tucker, Mrs. H. E. CDC Celebrates Lee's
Leader—Barbaranelle Harris.
church met at the home of Mr.
Ed Frank Kirk, Mrs. Everett Ward noon
in honor of Mrs. Robert Ewing
Mrs. L. Wilkinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. E. Derryberry will be and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius on Wed- Pentecost add Mrs. C. C. Duke
Outland, Mrs. Pogue Outland, Mrs
Birthday
Broach, a recent bride.
Tom McDougal, Mr. and Mrs. Edhostess to the Monday afternoon nesday evening of last week for were hostesses to Circle number
Lynn Grove Missionary
C. J. McDevitt, Mrs. Frank HolWilkinson and daughter. VirMrs. Carlisle Cutchin and Mrs. _Society
bridge club.
a covered dish supper. Plans have two at the home of the former. ' Members of the United Daugh- gar
comb, Miss Tennie Breckenridge.
Meets
A. Johnston greeted the guests
Mrs. Tucker presided over the ters of the Confederacy held their ginia Nell. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
been made to hold these "FellowMrs. John Miller, Mrs. A. H. Kop- R.
Tuesday, January 23
the door and welcomed them
The Lynn Grove Missionary Soship Suppers" on the first Wednes- business session. andsthe following annual luncheon meeting Wednes- Wilkinson. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
perud, Mrs. Kerby Jennings, Mrs. at
the living room where a ciety met Saturday afternoon with
officers were eleeted: vice-chair- day in celebration of -the birthday Clyde Wilkinson and son, Clyde
The regular meeting of the Mur- day evening in each month.
J. R. Williams, Miss Floy Robbins, into
scheme of yellow and white Mrs. Gertie Story as hostess. The ray Star Chapter 433, Order of- the
A social evening was enjoyed by man, Mrs. Joe Baker: secretary, of Robert E. Lee. The home of Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Stilton Lassiter,
Mrs_ Jack Farmer, Miss Clotele color
was used in decoration. The beau- program was centered around the Eastern Star. will be held at 7:15 the thirty-four members
Miss Mary Shipley; treasurer, Mrs. Mrs. Ed Farmer, which was open- Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lassiter and son,
present.
Pool. Miss Voline Pool, Mrs. A. L.
tiful stone mantel held a banked life of Miss Belle Harris' Bennett, p. m. in the Masonic Hall.
• ••• •
C.- C. Duke; social service -secre- ed for the occasion, was decorated Harold 'Elroy. Mr. and Mrs. Obert
Rhodes, Mrs. Green, Mrs. Grarldy,
arrangement of calendula and ac- one of the great missionary leadtary, Mrs. Fred James; superin- in Confederate and American flags. Garland. Mr. and Mrs. Sam GivMiss Wells Is Entertained
Mrs. Carnie Hendon, Mrs. D. H.
Thursday, January 25
Mrs. Hubert 'Elliott,
acia in shades of yellow. and the ers.
tendent of Bible study, Mrs. W. J.
During Visit
A delicious covered dish lun- ens, Mr. and
Siress, Mrs. Will H. Whitnej. Mrs.
glow of burning candles in crystal
laie Magazine Club will hold the
Those 'taking part on the proCaplinger; "Voice" agent, Mrs. cheon was served at noon. The Mr. and Mrs. Thannie Parker.
Frank Loomis, Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
Miss Jessie Wells "of Amarillo. James Dulaney.
Mary McDougal. Maynon
holders enhanced the beauty of the gram were Ore Rev. and Mrs. H. annual business meeting promptly
dining table held a centerpiece Miss
Mrs. William Jeffrey, Mrs. Marvin
Wilkinson,
scene.
L. Lax, Miss Manon Crawford, at three o'clock in the,High School Texas: who has been the house
The principal talk of the after- of red carnations witlasred tapers 'Fitts Thomas Fred
Whitnel, Mrs. G. B. Scott;
laelmon Wilkinson.
The receiving line was composed Mrs. Carl Lockhart. Mrs. E. E. library when election of officers guest of Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Skaggs, noon was given by Mrs. W. J.
and small_ figures of General Lee Charles:
Mrs. L. W. Lennox, Mrs. R. R.
Afternoon callers included besiof the hostesses and the honoree Douglass. Mrs. Nix Harris, Mrs. will take place. A full attendace has been entertained at several in- Caplinger on ':Who Should Study surrounding
it.
Meloan. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.,
formal affairs during her visit ia the Bible and Why."
the latter wearing a becoming B. H. Crawford and Mrs. B. C. is urged.
ree McNutt, Irene Clark, Boone
The program was furnished by
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. VernMtitray.
frock of black chiffon with a cor- Swann.
Mr and Mrs. BurA party plate was served by the the local chapter of the Children Lawrence. and M.
on Stubblefield. Jr., Mrs. H. C.
Among those entertaining at hostesses to the twenty-four memRogers.
'l
sage of Killarney rosebuds. Others
The Business and Professional
Mrs. Story discussed the plans
of the Confederacy with Mrs. fond
Curry. Mrs. Nat Ryan, Mrs. Ginassisting in receiving the guests of the society for the year.
Women's Club meets in the' club luncheon in her honor were Mrs. bers present.
gles Wallis, Mrs. Mayme Ryan
James Overbey as leader. Miss
were Miss Suzanne Snook, Mrs.
Mrs. B. H. Crawford invited rooms at 6:30 p. m., ,with Mrs. B. Hardin Morris and Mrs. E. B.
Reseedings of Italian rye grass
—
Nancy Mellen gave a sketch of
Hughes, Mrs. Waylon Rayburn.
George Hart. Mrs. Foreman Gra- the society to meet with her for F. terry. Mrs. Ethel Bowden, Mrs. Houston.
Circle number three met at the General Lee's life, and the group have made good growth in Ballard
Mrs. L. J. Hortin. Mrs. Hugh HousOn Sunday Miss Wells. Mr. and home of Mrs. Jack Beale with Mrs.
ham, Miss Bertie Manor and Mrs. an all day meeting to observe .the Jean Weeks, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hescounty
where first stands were
joined in the singing of "My Old'
ton. Mrs. Hal Houston, Miss Ruth
poor.
Rue Beale. Misses Joanne Butter- World Day of Prayer in Febru- ter. and 'Mrs. Glenn Coy as hosts. Mrs. Skaggs and Miss Mary Jo C. A. Bishop. chairman. presiding. Kentucky
Home. Quotatiqms from
Richmond, Mrs. A. Carman, MrE.
Skaggs were . guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Overbey and Mrs. Homworth and Mary Frances McElrath ary.
the letters of 3.,ee- were given- by —
Joe Lovett, Mrs. C. L. Sharborough,
Mrs. B. N. Lusby in Princeton.
presided at the register.
Mrs. Lewis Harding was a visiter Williams assisted in the hostess members of the organization.
Mrs. H C. Corn. Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Miss
Wells
The tea table in the dining room or at the meeting.
left Wednesday to duties.
A complete account of the wedThere were about thiriy memHester, Miss Suzanne Snook, Miss
was draped with an imported Chiding as :it appeared in the Lakes visit in Paris and Memphis before
The meeting opened with the bers of the UDC present and'the
Jane Haseldon, Miss Bertie Manor.
returning to her home in Amarillo. consecration hymn which was folnese embroidered cloth. Forming Formal Tea Honors
Osteopathic Physician
following visitors: Mrs. Tom BeaMrs. Ragsdale land Evening Register, Lakeland,
Mrs. Harry Broach, Mrs Torn Rowthe attractive centerpiece were
Fla., in their issue of January 10 is
lowed with prayer by Mrs. W. A. man, Mrs. Edna Berry of St. Office, Room 8 Peoples Bank Bldg.
lett. Mrs. Rue Beale, Miss Ruth
Kirksey Missionary Society
.Victorian bouquets of bride's roses
In honor of Mrs: Dewey Rags- reprinted below.
Bell.
Phone 515—Residence Phnoe
Louis. Mrs. C. H. Bradley. Mrs.
Hepburn, /10s. Charles Williamson,
Holds Meeting
grouped around the base of a tall dale, a recent bride, Mrs. Mable
Miss Alice Waters conducted the Max Hurt, and Mrs. Susan Hurt.
Mrs. M. G Forster, Mrs. Wilbert
BARTOW,
Fla.,
10—In
Jan.
a
crystal candelabra which was dec- Siress, Mrs. Wells Purdom. Miis
••••••••••=••••••
Outland. Mrs. George Baker, Mrs.
The Kirksey Missionary Society
orated with a shower effect of Lucile Wells. and Mrs. Fred Shultz wedding characterized by beauty
ttttttttt S S I I 'I • r
'11 1•11
B. F. Sehertiius. Mrs. Foreman
met
with
Mrs.
Homer
G.
and
simplicity,
Radford
Mrs. Mary H._
white Satin streamers and rosebuds, will be hosts at a formal tea from
Graham, Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs.
The soft light of tall white tapers 4 o'clock until 4:30 o'clock this Massie of Hopkinsville, Ky., and Saturday afternoon. Several memK. C. Frazee. Mrs. Charles Hire
Dewey Ragsdale, of Murray. Ky., bers were present, including two
furnished the illumination. „Silver afternoon at 904 Olive- street.
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin. Mrs. M. G
were married yesterday afternoon visitors—Mrs. Moss Cunningham
tea services, large platters of dainty
• t • • •
Carnian., Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs.
at 3 o'clock. The impressive cere- and Mrs. Ernest Hanley.
openfaced sandwiches and cookies Honored On
Birthday
Roy Stewart, Mrs. D. H. White,
An interesting program
mony was performed by Dr. J. E.
was
and compotes of nuts completed
Mrs. Henry Kennedy, Mrs. Jack
given. Miss Mary Reed and Mrs.
the attractiveness of the table. PreMr. and Mrs. Lucian Hart'enter- Martin of the First Baptist church,
Kennedy. Mrs. M. C. Hetzler. Mrs.
Elmus
Carson
discussed the life
siding at the tea services at differ- tained Tuesday night, January 9, at his home on Church street.
Joe Wayman, Mrs. Willard DayidPotted palms, pink gladioli and and works of Miss Belle Harris
ent hours were Mrs. F. E. Craw- with a birthday party honoring
son. Mrs. Graves Hendon, Mrs.
Bennett.
A playlet was given enfloor
standards
ford. Mrs. John W. Carr, Mrs. their daughters, Laura Nell and seven-branched
George E. Overby, Mrs. H. I. Sledd,
Charles Hire, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Maudell on their 15th and 12th holding tall, pink candles were titled, "The Inn of Life." The soMrs. W. G. Swann, Mrs. Wells
ciety
discussed plans for the year.
Hester, Miss Ruth Sexton, Mrs. G. birthdays. Music was made by used to form a beautiful setting
Purdom, Miss Beatrice Frye, and
Refreshments were served by the
T. Hicks. Miss Lillian Watters and Orville and Ross Brannon, Tink for the ceremony.
Mrs. Ira D. Smith of Hopkinsville.
Mrs.. Ragsdale.ea striking bru- hostess.
Mrs. A. M Wolfson. Assisting • in and Fred Hicks Myers
serving were Miss Jane Haselden,
Many beautiful and useful gifts nette, was radiant in her wed•••••
Comm,....m•••••••••••••.•••....m.•:•
Miss Gladys Snyder. Miss Thelma were received by the. honorees. ding dress of teal blue, the waist Three H Bible Class Meets
MacDossell Music Club
of
which
was
handsomely
emGlascock and Miss Ruth Ashmore.
Refreshments were served to the
Monday Evening
Holds Meeting
broidered in the same shade. Her
Approximately two hundred and guests.
only
ornament
was
a
gold
neglace
The Three H Bible class of the
Those present were as follows:
Misses Marion Treon and Vir- fifty guests called during the hours
57i
Betty Lou and Fred l'iryers Hill, She wore a shoulder corsage of First Baptist church met Monday
ginia Nell Wilford were hostesses of receiving_
pale
pink
japonicas combined with evening with Miss Frappes Sledd
Evon Cole, Joe Richard Nance,
Saturday afternoon at Use home of
sweetpeas
In pastel shades and at her home on Poplar street.
Imogene Nance, Billy Max Pasthe former for the regular meeting Saturday Bridge Club
Mrs. A. A. Doherty, the teacher,
chall, Mattie Jo Tinsley, Hafford tied with metal ribbon in gold.
Is Entertained
Her accessories Were black.
conducted the devotional exerCook. Ruevene
Taylor, Gpvie
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was hostess Ward, Marha Lou
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Raulersors cises. The organization of the class
Taylor, Bill
to the Saturday afternoon bridge
Mrs. J. E. Martin and Mr. and was completed, and plans Made
Davidson.
Thelma
McPherson,
club at the home of her mother,
for future meetings.
Doris Charlton, Iva Nell Wilker- Mrs. H. D. Edwards were the only
A social hour was enjoyed durMrs. C_ E. Hale.
••••••••10.• .. 0.
,
•••••••••:,,
son. James Charlton. Rebecca Sue guests present.
The prize for high score was
Mrs. Ragsdale is a' native of ing which dainty refreshments
Wilkerson, James Key. Doris Cole.
a'warded Mrs. Everett .Ward Outwere served.
Joe Booker Adams. Herman Kelly Kentucky, but for a number of
land!'
From a humble beginning the ilnorteSleaners have grown con- 4
Ellis, Nell Adams, Joe Hal Stew- years has spent the waiter seasons
At the conclusion of the game a
in Bartow. where she has made Itirksey Mothers Club
tinuowly,
serving Calloway people withThne cleaning, and we are
ard.
Harmon.
Ruth
Tink
Myers,
To Meet
party plate was served to Mrs.
Dorothy _McPherson. Fred Hicks many friends.
especially
grateful
for the progress which has been made.
Gingles
Walliss•Mrs.
J.
B.
Wilson,
Accurately and Carefully
Mr. Ragsdale, a member isif a
The Mothers' Club of' Kirksey
Mrs. Waylon Rayburn, Mrs. Thom- Myers. Jessie Paschall, Ross Bran- prominent Kentucky family, is will hold its regular meeting
Wednon,
Mae
Willie
Wilson, Orville
Compounded of Purest
as Banks, Jr., MM. John Whitnell,
well known throughout Polk coun- nesday. February' 7, which always
Drugs
We like to think that the underlying cause for the steady 'growth
Mrs. Burgess Parker. Jr.. Mrs. Brannon. Clarice Moore, Harold ty, having served as deputy in the occurs on the first .Wednesday of
each moeth. The following proWilkerson, Rudy Aerpstrong. CapCLEANERS is due %pour Sincere desire and effort to give
BOONE
circuit
clerk's
of
office
from
gram
1925
will
be
given:
A tolls Deering, annior Boyd, Buddy
Song.
Humphries, Charles Caldwe 11, to 1938. During the time he refull value
Plus—To all those who take'great pride in their appear.
L•cl—here. he made a host of
Roll Call. "Believe it Or Not."
Glenn Kelso. Mildred Armstrong. sid
ances.
services beingsonstantly added we are better preWith
friends,
in
both
Bartow
and
this
Ruble Taylor, J. T. Ward and the
Program by Home Economics
nared to serve your every cleaning need. We like to give you somehonorees. Lauranell and Maudell section of the state. He was ac- Club.
Duet, Mary E. and Nellie G
Hart. Luciar(Gupton, Mr. and Mrs. tive in social and civic circles of
thing extra,—something above the standard.
the city, is a past president of Jones.
Leonard Paschall.
.
"Is Your Child Succeeding at
Bartow
the
Lions
club
and
was
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jackson,
School?", Mrs. BlanTtetship and
Ladies' Combination Silk And Straw Hats
Everette Moore, Mr. and Mrs. prominently identified with the Mrs. Fray Cunningham.'
Garments cleaned at BOONE'S in distilled cleaning fluid are
Baptist church, having acted as
Fern
Nance
Datha,
and
and
Mr.
"Child Health." Dr. J. V. Stark.
Coats More Attractive, In Black,Asul Colors
fresher, look brighter and stay clean longer and positively will need
Sunday
Mrs. Roby McPherson. Mr. and superinterident--ot -the
At its meeting January 3, Mrs.
cleaning less fregnently.
Mrs. Raymond Parks, Mr. and School adult department at One J. V. Stark and Mrs. Hugh Gingles
served
•
refreshments to eleven
Mrs. Hugh White, Mr. and Mrs. time.
Immediately after the ceremony. members. One new members Was
Gingles
Barnes. Mr. and Mrs.
enrolled.
We know the prow- cleaning method best suited t15- every kind
Starks Erwin. Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Mr. and Mrs. Ragsdale left by auMrs. J. H. Walston and Mrs.
of fabric. We offer the finest equipped djeaning plant and the highest
Hart. Those sending gifts were tomobile for a wedding trip and Seldon Outland will serve refresh•
skilled personnel, necessary for handling fine fabric.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Rose, Mr. and plan to be in Murray, Ky.. where ments at our next meeting.
Mrs. Y. A. McArthus, Mr. and they will make their home, durThe club extends an invitation
Fine Piece Goods, Silks And Rayons
Mrs.'Adolphus Hart and son Dan- ing the latter part of the week. to new members and welcomes all
In Prints And Solids
mothers out to reveal the name of
nie, Prince Albert Hart. and Ruble
Get out those soiled garments and phone 234 TODAY, for a free
Mrs. Massie is well known in their Sunshine Friend.
Dick all of Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
The February meeting will be
pick
up ... GLOVES, LEATHER JACKETS, HATS, COATS, DRESSES,
Murray.
having
visited
here
a
Edna Gunton. Mrs. Fronie Jones.
Advance Spring Shoes
held on the seventh at 1:30 o'clock.
CURTAINS, RUGS, BATHROBES. All beatftlfully cleaned.
Miss Modest Brandon.. Miss Ethel number of times. Mr. Ragsdale
tit
Staple Yard Goods For Home Sewing
Mae Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Saun- has been identified with the business
and
political
life
Murray
of
ders Miller•and Ms's. Nellie Pigue
0:•••=•••••••-,....,••••,••m•••••••-•:•
'1 Work Clothing And Shoes
of Paducah."' Mr. and Mrs. Frank- and Calloway county for a numlin 0. Blanchard of Flint, Mich.. ber of years. He spent about 14
•
and Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Hart years in Florida. as deputy clerk
and
son Billy Joe of Paris, ,Tenn. there, but previous to that he was
COME IN EVERY TIME YOU ARE IN TOWN
•••••
deputy clerk for Calloway county
several, years ago under George
Massie-Ragsdale Wedding Is
•
Parket'.
Since returning from
Performed In Florida. Jan. 9
Florida in 1938 Mr. Ragsdale has
The wedding of Mary H. Massie been in the furniture business in.
of Hopkinsville. Ky., and Dewey Murray, and was Keen Johnson's or
PHONE 234
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Economy and Quality Have
Ragsdale was perfermed In a beaus campaign manager in both the priYour Shoes Repaired at
tiful ceremony at Bartow, Fla.. mary and fall elections He is the
"We Don't Do All The Good Work But All The Work We Do Is Good"
Tuesday afternoon, January 9. at son of the late Mr. and Mm Newt
the home of the Rev. J. E. Martin Ragsdale of the East side of the
of the First Baptist Church there. county: He is actively identified , Basement Elmus Beale Hotel
6 6 6, 6 5, 5, 5 • a
.
b, a
.
If
•
• • It •

•

r

DR. P. A. WOOD

•1

- OTHERS COME And GO ...
BOONE STAYS And GROWS!

tr-_. -More than fifty of our very best customers have favored us
• with cleaning continuously during the past DECADE.'
We are the oldest cleaning_ establishment under one manage'pent in Calloway county.

Prescriptions

new

Early Spring Showing
JUST RECEIVED and DISPLAY

'Boone eAtaness

T. 0. TURNER

Dutch's Shoe Shop
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Can You Spare a Dime?

THE LEDGER & TIMES

New Feature

ConsohdaUon of Tbe Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Tunes-Kereld. October 20. 1928
Published by The Calloway .Publtshing* Company, Inc.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky

We are starting in the Murray Ledger & Times this week a new
feature which yotewill find at the bottom ut the editorial page. It consists of tie happenings in the years that thave pawed.
Someone has said and truthfully so. "that there is nothing as dead
as yesterday's newspaper." Vet we believe that recalling significant
events of many years ago will strike you as being interesting.
There are few of us who do hot enjoy looking through old books,
magazines and papers for we find there in many instances, and particularly so with books and magazines, a striking contrast with the
present.
Thus we are submitting this feature because we think it will be
interesting to you.

R R Meican and Waylen Rayburn
John S. Neal

Publishers
•
Advertising Manager

Entered at the Postoffitefifurray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter.
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $1.50; Elsewhere $2.00.

DO YOU
REMEMBER
WHEN—

I Your seat is vacant where you sat
!Since you have been called away.

We are so sad and lonesome
In our little school room today,
But God knew best NO he took
you to rest
Up there with Him in heaven to
stay.
you
remember
when
Do
Cook
I•
sail telt
street-later Pride-ilow PoplarAdvertising Rates and Information about Calloway Count: market was lined on both sides with We miss you in our Sunday School
furnished upon application.
human beings-men and women, We miss you every where.
We reserve Use right tet reject any advertising. lettere 441...11kki4lor. teeye and girls-from" Third street But some glad time when the
tidings came
interest
or Public Voice items, which'in our opinion is not for the best
v.-es'. to Tenth, every fourth Mon- We'll join your Angel band up
of our readers. '
,
day in March. to watch the fast,
there.
-Written by her schaol mates,
high-;tepping 'horses go by? The
trees that lined each side of this
Mary Sue Guier
Robbie Smith
street, the fences-for all resiWilliams
Larue
dential property was fenced in
Norah Smith
As you approach Uncle Sam's big house, better known as the those good old days-and even the
Post Office, on the corner of Fourth and Depot streets, presided, over housetops were uneven seats for
with poise and dignity by Postmaster Harry. Stead, you will notice many 'spectators. This annual exhibition of fine stock was a custwo new shiny. metal signs on the eidewalk:in front of the building. tom for many years in Murray.
In sad buts,loving memory of
The signs say that the parking limit between the signs which are spaced and brings back memories of John
Charlene Carroll, daughter of Mr
about - 30 feet, is 10 minutes,_ and that double parking is prohibited, Y. Mills. Ewing Haley. Dr. Keidel. and Mrs. Barber Carroll, who
Obedience to this regulation will prevent the usual traffic congestion Fruitena and others who classed passed away January 7, 1939:
their steeds among their best
in the street and greatly facilitate the transaction of general business friends. Bun Miller and Diz How- Little Charlene Carroll
people have in the Post Office.
ard put aede their high wheels- Is missed very much:
of her name
The population of Murray is increasing rapidly. Every week there before the day of the safety bi- The call
cycle-'-each .4th Monday in March. Gives our hearts a sad touch.
is a constant influx of new-corners to Murray. T.V.A. employment and along with Dr. Sam Youngue.
210 the Murray State College are the two Chief factors responsible "lot' Will Ryan. Lou Matthews, Holton We have all missed Charlene
Cock. Elthus Lasseter. Ernie and In School, work, and play.
this-healthy condition of our city.
Warren Swann and the jiale and
Such growth always produces.ciamplex situations, traffic and other- MeEkath boys were on hand early We hope we may meet her
Wise, that necessitate regulation. The human'llepidse iso resent regu- for the "big annual show," usual, Where there is no parting day.
lation.al.fu-st. but ..after_lhe.. advantages of compliance with them are ly chaperoned by the lamented
She was very very kind
seen, they are usually accepted agreeably by the public. We, believe liausen Sale.
To the ones she did meet
this will be ,the case with this and other traffic regulations.
Row many can recall the time Everyone always called her
.
'Another traffic, problem which is the source of _considerable con- and the place where a Murray -The .girl that is very sweet"
_
cern to the Police, and inconvenience
is the la.abit_et athletic bunch met _regularly in
double, triple, and quadruple parking in the street 'around the court the "prize" ring with the under- She was a child of neatztess,
weight boxing gloves' Among the
square on Saturdays and Fourth Mondays._ On -first thought, one might grr.ups who *Were in the -*profes- When her dear face you could see:
think, thal this is being done by people from the county but investiga- sional" class were George Abbott, You would forget your troubles
Her smile -Aide you happy as
- Littleton Carl Abbott. Waltion. end pra,reports "Pei.'- 801-that---this litublem is
could-be
Kindred'
Alf
Lud
and
ter
•Sledd.
solely by townpeople who live only a few blocks from the square
Robert Farmer and a number of
This method of parking not only slows traffic down to a snail"; pace semi-pros whose names we can't Sleep onedear little Charlene
but makei'it imeessitale for the person tsitrIted-in-west to the • cm.li recall- just now-. Each ptated time We know .you are at rest;
to get out irrespective of heitv impa-otant at may be for him te move his for the- engagement, the pugilists Some day we will' be with you
and. sectators double-filed. to the For we knew God knows the best.
can and is extremely dangerous to people ,williing across the street.
"arena" which was several blocks
A schoolmate.
Eery citizen is justly proud of the rapid expansion of his city and from court squall*. No gas-driven
Louise Boyd
courteous cooperation withethe police in complying with all traffic yeludes in those days. The only
5.
antiseptic used at the close of the
regulations is the best way to exhibit that pride.
melee was water from a nearby
branch: applied with a hankie.
Can you name the day and the
In memory of one we dearly
place?
loved-Noble V. Riley who pawed
_
We would like very much to away six years ago. December 28.
The' people of Murray and Calloway county are a generous talk "in
filing, the names and -The voice we loved is still
the metier of contributing to a worthy or just caaise-This- es an estab- have. for
'
addresses of „members and, officers I .often sit and think of him
lished fact based upon the sympathetic - and: liberal response' to of _the old original "arrioany As he lies in death's cold chill.
_
•
are
There
the catIssfor assistance to alleviate suffering and distress of people'elaa- L. 3rd -Icy_ Murray."
whtre that are ovetcorne by pestilence, flood, war, or disaster .of any some remaining in Murray and the For metnory is the only thing
county. but many haise passed in- That grief can call its own
sort that brings widespread suffering and deniandt relief assistance. . to the beyond among them. Capt. So Ike mourn for him in silence
From now until January 30 "you Sill have a -chance to support Allbriften, Officers, Les Parks, When we are all alone.
wita .your dimes, or larger coins it you desire. a 'cause that we thir.k. Jas. Marshall, Brent Hart. Gee
Our silents tears are often shed
Taz
Hale.
Gibson
ranks tops in *.tgruficence and worthiness.. The annual campaign, to Allbritten.
Miller. and possibly othees. If you While others Are asleep
raise fends to fight the dread diaease known as' infantile ,paralysis-is should be an old member of this We think of him and miss him
on during this'. month and will close .Jantsitly -30. the .President's birth, company. or- know of those who When no eyes can see us weep
were. please *clarets -Do You Oh what would I gaveeta clasp his
day. Defile thia otTnlifrVitrlotH
hand
to swell this fund. besides eou will find special Cala •placed arouud in Remember." 1610 Farmer St., Mur- And his dear face tat set,
ray, Ky.
the business houses ends-public 'places in which you may dfpos
.it_yeur
To hear his voice, to see his
•
smiles
coins. large or small, Half of the money ,raised during this campaign
Not long since, while sitting in
Will remain here to be used to defray expense's of tresttnent or pur- a comfortable seat in a large, well t That means so much to me.
overwatching
the
building
chasing braceS for those in this county'that are attacked by this horrible lighted
stroke. side -stroke, under stroke., Our family cede is brokeire
disease The other- half will -be sent to the National Feundatiop for the no stroke swimmers and 'ciiyets. A link has gone from our chain.
Control of Infantile Paralysis. The Foundation will use this fund •io men apd women. our Minds wan- Tho we're parted for a while
dered back Rai "Cook's 'Branch." We soon shall meet again.
continue the scientific.- research to
;nese..
• ascover the facts regarding toe the "Old
and the "Little
control, and cure of the crippIrrig- diseeceMill." whde youngsters -- and He will never be forgotten
It. may seem to you that too many contributions, arc asked, and wc older' ones-gathered by the doz- Tho on earth he lives no more,
admit they are numerous, yet we submit that you will not have a chance ens on Sunday afternoon for a But in memory he is-with as
always was before.
to give to a more Just or hinnane cause during this entire year than splashing Plunge, and maybe a log .As he
this of assisting in Ctroling and eradicating this dread disease that ride. We ese sure some can re- He gave no last fare wells;
member the day B. B. Linn, Zeph
attacks children, laigelya and leeves them v.-gale enreerespled pesairl. T-.
and? Steve He said goodby to name.
ally, if they emerge wittAbeir lives. It robs them of. the,greatest joy Irvan appeared on the 'slefie.a"Tfo His loving heart had ceaatel to beat
Ere we knew that he was gone.
childbood, romping and playing with their fellows besides leaves you? If you ever had a genuine
remember.
you'll
"ducking"
'their bodies in such a - weakened condition that they are -highly susHis Cheerful smile. and loving
cebtiale- to the. raeageseof other diseases. •
vir'Ys
We pleasantly recall:
The Mobilizatibn of scientifie equipment and medical
tmrHe had kind words for everesone
becns effected; let us now mobilize our dimes to carry -on this fight
And died loved by us alL
lif Irentery of our schoolmate
to successful eompletion.
who"
died
Smith
and friend, Freida
Precious boy how we loved you
January 6, 1935.
•
.
All the days you had to stay
-and
sweet
angels
needed
a
The
.Almo - to43ppcsse
quintet Saturday night oh- the
And hoW sadly now we miss you
•
pretty
child:
you have gone away,
•
Centertiitvii Saturday Alm° flow.
They were waiting for her all thes Since
His mothere•-•-' 'while.
Coach Storya graduate of
Mee Audie'ltiley
her to e happy home
The_ basketball team
Murray'Stale Cldliects arid is an They -called aches
and pain never
town.' Ky • c4a4hed by ,J-a-Eft "Story. a!um suit-,of Aline The. game will' Where the
come
. IN MEMORY
-asses, of At"
eppos tee Al r'
be • alleleee
o'elock.
Gone is her lice we loved to see,
Gone Is her voice wc loved to
Lit memory of my little ester.
hear.
'Tis sad. although we Wonder why; /ma Ike Tiiriungton. %Om passed
first
to
the
eilwaea
Sent
are
Theaway' January 5, 1936.
die,
'
She was such a sweet little child.
we Wonder why God .called her
We miss you new dear Freda
In our Sunda:: School room today; away. Although it has been font
long Years. fee otitis miss her _sweet
mile and long for liar eaeli day.
BigMergriailiai2 •fiA•EN2 In the graveyard sweetly sleeping,
Where IleWera 'arta& -wave
Lies the ornewe love' so dearly,
In her lone and silent grave.

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

SHERIFF'S SALE

OS

BANK OF MURRAY
Vs,
Mrs. M. M. ROBERTSON AND
MRS. K. ROBERTSON

-AND MAY GOD BLESS EVERY
ONE WHO IS HELPING ME
GET WELL,SO I CAN SOME
DAY HELP OTHER CHILDREN
GET WELL...

By virtue of execution number
10856 directed to me issued from
the clerk's office of the Calloway
Circuit Court. in favor of the Bank
of Murray against M. M. Robertson
and Mrs. K. Robertson, I, or one of
my deputies, will, on Monday, the
22nd day of January,
at 1 p.
m. at the courthouse door in Murray, Kentucky, County of Calloway,
State at Kentucky. expose to sale
to the highest bidder, the following described Property ice' as
much thereof as May be necessary
to satisfy the aunt of Use plaintiff's debt, interest. and code towit: $332.15 with interest thereon
at the rate of 8et per annum from
the first day of May, 1938 Until
action.
paid, together with the costs of this
"Beginning at the N. E. Corner
of Lot No. 125 se shown on the
plat of the town of Murray which
Is now of record in Deed Book H,
Page 1106, of the office of the Calloway County Court; thence south
with the east boundary line of the
said lot one hundred fifty-seven
and one-fourth 057 1-4) feet to
the N. E. Corner of the Myrtle
Lassiter lot; thence west ninety-two
and three-fourth 192 3-4) feet;
thence N. one hundred fifty-seven
and one-fourth (157%) feet; thence
East ninety-two arid three-fourths
(02 3-4) feet to the beginning and
being a part of the original lot No.
195 and 13 the N. E. portion of said
lot.
See Deed Book 62, Page 27t
Sale will be made on a trade of
six months with bond to be approved by the sheriff, said bond
to bear Interest at 6".4- per annum
on be date of sale, and having the
force and effect of a replevin
bond.
J. I. FOX,
Sheriff. Calloway County

In Memory

result of savings to our citizens;
Woman's Club Has a THEREFORE
BE IT RESOLVED Murray to
Important Meeting THAT the members of the Woman's

Club . propose.. to the Mayor that
Mrs. Hall Hood opened her home he appoint it board composed of
for the January general meeting of the city officiala and representathe Murray Woman's Club on tive citizens TO STUDY governThursday afternoon. There-- was a mental C-eists in other cities in the
large attendance.
United States comparable to -our
During the business, hour Mrs. city and to recommend measures
W. J. Caplinger reported $137.41 which may be adopted by our city
from the sale of Christmas seals. for a more economical and
are.
Half of this amount is kept at cient government.
Thee Music Department was host
home and -spent for milk for the
undernourished children in the for The afternoon and presented a
grades at the High School and beautiful two-piano program. Ap•
peering one-the same were Mrs.
Training School.
G. B.'Sent!. Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mrs. lebnald
Giagles Wallis, Mrs. Waylcon RayChurchill and Mrs. R. D. Johnturn. Mrs. 'E. J. Beak, and Miss
51011 were asked to solicit the ...aid
Margaret Graves.
of other organizations in placing
Refreshments were served at 3
the Ten Commandments in all of
pretty tea table in the dining TOM
the city and county 'schools.
with Mrs. G. B. Scott pouring.
The &eve fate- memberships with,
the Kentucky Hospitalization 4ssociation. being sponsored by the
dills, was started.
In sad but loving memory of our
Reports on the salts of Holland's
Magazine were given by Mrs dear grand-mother, Martha Jane
George Hart. Helping her are Mrs. Lee. who departed this lee JanG. C. Ashcraft, Mrs. Ethel Lassiter. uary 20. 1939.
Mrs. Carmon Graham, Mrs. G. T. "One yea; has gone since. that sad
day
Hicks and Mrs. J. A. Dulaney.
grand-mother
was called
Mrs. Garnet Jones gave the Our
away.
amount of vanilla sold.
The State legislative program God took her home, it was His
was discussed. '
Announcement was made of the But in our hearts she liveth it'd1
State Board meeting in Lexington The memory of that day of sadness we had to stand and see
January 31-February 1 when Mrs.
you go
Sadie Orr Dunbar. national president, will be speaker. All club With broken hearts and tear-dimmed eyes that filled our hearts
members are invited.
woe. —
Mrs. E. B. Ludwick asked for
the floor and spoke in favor of 'roar smiling lace and cheerful
ways
presenting the name of Mrs. Joe
Lovett as a state ,,officer at the Are a treasure to recall;
convention in April. Mrs., W. J. You had a kind word for one who
calledCaplinger presided in the absence
of Mrs. Lovett from the room and Died loved by all.
the action was unanimously ap- God knows how we miss you.
proved. Mrs. Lovett agked to have Never shall your memory fade.
until Febettary -to make her decis- Loving thought shall ever wander
ion, (Thanked the club for the To elle spot where you are laid.
Farewell, dear Grand-mother,
cornpflinenti.
A ,resolution complunenting the The lbs.s to . us no logger can we
tell
mayor and *The city government
and asking then, to make a survey And- when on earth we breathe no
more
•
of other municipalities of -like-size
in regard to cost and civic activ- We hope to meet you on that
Heavenly shore.
ities was passed. This action was
taken at the request of Mrs. J. Sleep on, dear Grand-mother,
E. Warren, Mayfield state director Take thy rest.
of the National Consturees, Associa- We all leved you but God IWO
you best."
Awn.
. A grand-daughter,
Reeolutions to be Presented to the
Mrs. Docile Cathey
Mayor January 1940
WHEREAS State, lucaf and Led:
eral taxes.' carectly or indirectly
are costing the average lowericesne
family in AmericaA300 a year, and
'WHEREAS. this burden iinpeas
the`fariely's standard of living and
Postponement until tonight of
acts as a detriment to the Civic,
social business well-being of the Murray College's setteduled game
Latest Styles in Glasses, develop
with 'Union Univertity last night
community.. and
. beautiful little rosebud
•
-'_.f.r_ocr,__her
year personality. Why be confer
WHEREAS. National Consumers was announced today by Coach
-To make her bloom in heaven
Tax Commission grotips in 6.000 Carlisle Gutchin. who said the
unattractive glasses.
To decorate the throne.
cities and towns have been study- postponement was necessary to
You see well and look well in
ing tax problems for The purpose avoid a conflict with a band constyle glesees fitted The child we loved is gone.,
Parket-if la
of seeking ,reduction in the con- cert which took place at tete college last night.
The voice we loved is still.
sumer's tee burden, and
tilmetrist. Joe
by our registere
The game will begin at 8 o'clock.
There
ii.a
vacant
spot
WHERE",
in
It
home
is
our
believed
that
a
years'
IL. Parker'
. Who has
Which never can be tilled,
reduction iri governmental costs Union University, with a none too
experience. '
may be bfought about through powerful squad this year. may AM
friendly ptiblic-spirited cooperation give the Thoroughbreds much
Old in -experience, Old in ideas. leep on, dear sister.
trouble in view of Murray's own
take thy rest,
trete:eel) the administratile
_
Corm in NOW for your examinainability to hit a wiuning stride
v..e will meet you
Some
cials and the public, and
lion Payments can be divided If
In the landeee the blest.
WHEREAS. the members of. the, thusfar 'this season. The Thoroughyou like.
Written lay heaseeister, Mildred. Woman's Club are confident that breds' big game of the week dames
se the efficiais of this municipality us Saturday night' when they
It pays to read mai CJABSIFIEDS. have -a sincere desire to ;establish journey to Bowling Green to tackle
and maintain as • economical and their most versatile rival. Western
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Another Chance

In Memory
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BEST TOBACCO PRICES
IN YEARS

WednesdaVs,-ary 17, Sales
23,410 lbs. Brought S2, 26.77
For an Average of SIO.
The Highest of the Season

1

SEVERAL BASKETS BROUGHT
S19.00 to S20.50
Bring Your Tobacco In Now

_
Growers Loose Leaf Floor
"MURRAY'S LEADING FLOOR"
Pioneer Loose Floor in Murray

The

-• New Location—Big Warehouse On
East Highway
JACK FARMER, Mgr.

PHONE ,11.75

•

Racers -to Tackle
, Union U. Tonight
In College Game

Meet
Fulton Tomorrow

High School' C'agers Are Ready for
Conference Foe; Game
Begins at 1:15
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Not Ever,vtioily in
alloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
Times but nearly
Rudy's Outstanding
qverybody reads
Specials
1-2 dos Fried Oysters. Was
ROUGH, COLD
Select
WEATHER
Baked Duck With Dreaming _
Baked Turkey With Droning
50e
•
:7auses Rough Skin, Chapped Hands, Face and Lips,
and for this roughness there
isn't z. -Ailing quite as good
as

MELORINE
If

you

have neyer tried it—
DO IT!

Sold at all drugstores in
Murray

Stealing Large "T" Bone Steak
With Shoestring Potatoes _ 65e
Small Sizzling Steak .
50c
Fried Country Ham and Sliced
Tomatoes
Sik
1-2 Springer on Toast
Stic
Fried Chicken, Soutifern Style 49s'
Baked Turkey Sandwich
25e
Braised Lamb -Fries
40c
Salads of An Kinds

"Rudy Has It"

BEST PRICES FOR YOUR
_TOBACCO HERE

-W

Our 'Season's Average $8.85
First Four Sale Days

Highest Basket AVitrage, Per 100 lbs.

FOR BETTER PRICES
Bring Your Tobacco Now To The

LOOSE
FARRIS
FLOOR
LEAF
Discomfort
COLDS "use
Bunnie Farris, Mgr.--Cecil Farris

Gas Gas All Time

'efficient government as possible.
ant -ea
IV.. Jas. all,
r &&y.: •'4ins na try wornWHERBAsS. a comparison of
ANY STTLE‘ CENSE,' • DUPLIt trh %of co had 1 cou'in't cat or ,
1 .3. Gni
0-, •n ••••11104
7/1
,
1“
,
rev 5,1
governmeteareeetavities and ex- For qui( k relief
CATED REGARDLESS WHO
rIka bro.eb( me quick. rr 1-f
T eat penditures
01. ricer floc, ncy,•• •
7
q, otheteities may point from the misery
MADE THEM
the way to administiantve messurea which in whole or In part of colds, take 668
may be' applied to our City lanai. liquid-Tablets-Solve -Now
Dale & Stubblefield Druggists

ardraia:414featIamhig

wi
ill
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on

Special Sunday Dinner,
Victorious over Mayfield's Cardinals 35-30 Tuesday night. Murray's
No. 1-50c
high school Tigers will be host
to Fulton's Bulldogs in a conferCHOICE OF
ence basketball conflict here FriBaked Turkey With Celery
day night, the game getting under
Dressing
way at 7:15.
Baked Dock
Rowe Young Ilea
Coach Preston Holland has deVirginia Ham
veloped a fast-breaking squad at
Murray which is just getting into
its stride It lost a slow game to
Vegetables
Tilghman. but other than that one
Pimento Peas, Candied Apples
game the Tigers have shown worlds
Creamed Potato Balls
of form.
Cranberries
Billy Fair, tall Murray forward,
Hot Rolls
has taken over the maptle of Itarep
West who paced the Murray gagers Choice of Chess Pie or Claastry
Coffee - Tea - Milk
last year, and bids fair to be one
et the greatest ball players ever
to be produced at Murray. Few
Special No. 2
finer guards than Thomas Farley
45c
have been developed on the M.
ray hardwood.
Baked Virginia Ham or Baked
Turkey With
Pimento l'eas
Candied Apples
c
Italian Potato Salad
Choke of Dessert
Coffee, Tea or Milk

"Eye Personality"

Parkers Jewelry
Store

Fit

a;
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11.

194e,

Growing Up

ee

•

South Fifth Street—Just South of Court Square

Murray
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PHONE 337
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Mr. and Mrs. David Valentine,
peryear, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Charles Henry, burn at the
Mason Hospital Thursday, January

of Wewoke, Okla., was called here
to attend the funeral of his grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Rumen. lie is
in the United States Army stationed at Ft. Sill, Okla.
Miss Marilyn Mason of 208 South
Fifth street, Murray, is among the
students at Northwestern University who are members of committees planning the 1040 junior prom
to be held the night of February
16 in the Grand ballroom of the
Palmer House in Chicago. Miss
Mason is enrolled at Northwestern
University as a junior in the
school of speech.
The Goshen Missionary society
met Tuesday afternoon, January
9, at the home of Rev, and Mrs.
H. L. Lax. Mrs. Johnrtie Walaer
was leader of the program. Others
taking part were Bro, Lax, Mrs.
Evans, Mrs. Otto Swann, and Mrs.
Lewis Harding. The benediction
was given by Bro. Lax.

Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann visited
with Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Churchill Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar D. Moore
of Phoenix, Ariz., visited with Mr.
and Mrs. Otto Swann, and father
through Christmas. Mrs. Moore before her marriage was Oma Howard Wentworth.
R. C. (Bob) Butterworth, manager of Mayfield Mining Company,
Mayfield. is slowly improving in
the Mayfield Hospital after several
weeks of serious illness. Mr. Butterworth is a native of Calloway
and has numbers of friends and
relatives here that are wishing him
a speedy recovery.
I
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Skaggs, accompanied by Miss Jessie Wells
who has been visiting them from
Robert Smith and Edwin Stokes
Amarillo, Tex., and their daughter, of the Stokes-Smithe Motor ComMary Jo, trained in Princeton Sun- pany left Tuesday evening toe
Louisville on a business trip.
Mrs. Chatley Bucy of the Green
C. E. Hale left Wednesday for
P&ins community is greatly im- Indianapolis, Ind., to attend a conproved from illness of a month vention of Shell distributors of
duration. Mrs. Bucy is a sister of this region.
Mrs. Ira Fox.
Mrs. J. T. Phillips of Henderson,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor of Ky., is spending several weeks
Almo announce the arrival of an wit her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
eight and three-fourths pound girl 011ie Hale, in the county.
burn January 17.
Mrs. 0. K. Bennett of Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom were is the guest for several days of
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones on
Kelly Dick in Paris Monday eve- West Elm street.
ning.
- Hoyt Farley, Sr., is recuperatJudge Ira D. Smith and Mrs. ing from a serious illness at the
Smithof Hopkinsville were visit- home of his daughter, Lois Freeors in Murray Tuesday.
man, on West Main street,
Mrs. J. D. Peterson of Benton
Attorneys Wells Overbey, John
spent several days this week with Ryan, and Nat Ryan Hughes were
Mrs. W. S. Swann,
in Paris, Tenn., three days last
Mrs. Mary Russell Williams, who week attending to legal business.
has been quite ill for several days
was carried to the Mason Hospital
Sunday for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morris and
Mrs. J. R. Oury spent several days
this week in Memphis.
'Iter. and Mrs. W. B. Howard and
The annual meeting of the Farm
Mrs. A. 0. Paschall of Lynn Bureau will be held Isolonday, Jan-Grove attended the funeral of uary 22, at 1:30 p. m. in the
Mrs. Sallie Palmer Howard at courtroom, at which time the ofHice Church of Christ, near Cot- ficers for the year will be elected
tage Grove, Tenn., Saturday after- Miss Frances Whitnell, secretarynoun. Mrs. Howard, the widow of treasurer of the bureau, said today.
Miss Whitnell said all old memOlan Howard, died in Washington,
D. C., where they have made their bers were urged to be present and
for them to bring a new member
home for many years.
Joe Lovett, son of Clyde Lovett for the 1940 period.
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Report of Condition of

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
af Murray in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business on December 30, 1939
ASSETS

Baked

Loans and discounts (Including $23.00 over$326,402.83
drafts)
Obligations of States and political subdivisions 20,200.00
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balances, and cash items in process of
75,914.15
collection
2,000.00
Furniture and fixtures $2,000.00

o Peas

.g

a

$424,516.98

TOTAL ASSETS

40e
__ 40;
50c
leak
65e
___ 50c
red
See
5tie
yk 401;
250
40c

LIABILITIES
—
-Demand deposits or indiViduals, partnerships
$154,218.7-5
and corporations
Time deposits of -individuals, partnerships,
205)317.20
and corporations 14,904.93
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
Other deposits (certified and officers' checks
.,,,.„.,-,_ 4,058.32
etc.)
$378, 4a0
TOTAL DEPOSITSTOTAL LIABILITIES (not including sub____ordinated obligations shown below)...$378,499.20
_

PIP

- CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
i"
,‘sipital*
Surplus
Undivided profits
TOTAL CAPITAL'ACCOUNTS
e

$ 25,000.00
20,000.00
1,017.78
$ 46,017.78

$424;i16.98
. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
*This bank's capital ebneisle of 1,00tts4ntres common stock
with total par value of $25,000.00.
-• 7-MEMORANDA
Other assets pledged to secure deposits and
other liabilities (including notes and bills
rediscounted and -securities sold under
$ 20,200.00
repurchase agreement)
$ 20,200.00

TOTAL

Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant
to requirements of laii•
$

TOTAL

On date of report the required legal reserye
against deposits of this bank Was
Assets reported above which were eligible as
legal reserve amounted to.

6,137.88
6,137.88
31,690.40
96,114.15

Viklisie Edwazds
Last Thursday evening the first
team defeated Nryear by a score
of 53-39. The Training School second team also won over Puryear's
second team, and our third team
defeated Golden Pond.
Apparently, games like those
Thursday night put more pep, in
the cheering squad. Our leaders,
Martha Hood, Mary Virginia HoffMee, and Ben Miller have new
golden celored sweaters trimmed in
blue.
Friday afternoon our debate
team, Gene Graham, Richard Armstrops, Richard Golson, Oliver
alidi Wells Lovett jeurneyed
to Benton to meet their team. The
negative teem was victorious. the
affirmative being a npn decision.
The senior class has selected their
play, the title is, "Sis Perkins," a
three act comedy. It will be presented some time in the early
spring.
Monday morning at our weekjy
assembly we were greatly pleased
to have Brother J. Mack Jenkins
present. He spoke on the sebieet
"Be Ready."
Friday, January 12, the F.F.A.
boys had their regular meeting.
Ralph Gingles, president, presided.
Plans were made to prepare a
room Par the boys' work, and a
committee was appointed to attend to it. The "F.F.A. boys are
planning a Father-Son banquet in
the near future. A committee was
also appointed to investigate the
buying of a radio for their use.
We are very proud of the progress
this group of boys and their sponsor, Mr. Brooks, are making.
We bad a new student to enroll
Monday morning, Hassel Kuykendell, formerly from Lynn Grove
High School.

Hico News
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester
visited the former's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Berry Winchester near
Cherry, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nalt Adams had as
their callers Sunday afternoon
Mason Ross, Murray, and Miss Nell
Crass, Paducah.
Harold Arnold and family of
Tennessee bought and have moved
to the place vacated by Boyce McClard and family.
Most everyone in this community were busy last week end stripping tobacco with some few finishing the task.
Little Miss Fannie May McClard
visited over the week-end with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Hopkins.
Ralph and Rudel Bogard were
week-end guests of Prentice Holland.
Mrs. Carlene Williams is on the
sick list at this time.
Garnett - Cunningham and Miss
Zelna Walker were married recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Overbey
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Holland.
- Hester Kendall lost a fine work
mule recently.
Misses Anna Lee and Maud Williams were Saturday night and
Sunday guests of Miss Arlene Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bogard
and children visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller Saturday night and Sunday.
—Blue Eyes

North Dexter News

CHURCH NOTES

Sunday, January 2i, 1940
The Bishops of our great church,
which now has more than eight
million members, are swinging
throughout the entire church hi
the Bishops' Advance and Bishop
W. T. Watkins will come to Calloway county, and to Murray, next
Thursday, Jannary 25, and will
preach at the Methodist church at
10:30 o'clock that morning. We
invite all the Methodists of Calloway to meet with.us on that date.
The pastors of ,the various congregations of the county will make
their own announcements to their
own people.
At the worship hour Rev. C. N.
Jolly, our district superintendent.
will preach for us. Come and hear
this good man.
At the evening worship hour,
still 7 o'clock, continuing the series
of sermons on the Lord's Prayer,
the pastor will preach from Use
words: "And lead us not into temptation." This is an interesting study.
Every Methodist in Murray who
has children in his home should
feel a sense of responsibilaty ,for
the welfare of the Sunciar School
and should give to Bro. C. A.
H ale, our superintindent, his
hearty support in this great work.
You may not need the Sunday
School but your children do.
Every young man and young
woman of our congregation should
find it a pleasure to have a part
in the meetings of these young at
6:15 each Sunday evening. Their
programs are helpful to those present.
Again we wish to remind any
who do not have a church home
in Murray that they are always
welcome at the Methodist church,
where you will find an atmosphere
of kindness and brotherhood.
J. Mack Jenkins.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Preaching by the pastor morning
and evening. Subjects: a. m., "What
Gold Cannot Do"; p. m., "Is It
Nothing To You?"
Church School meets every Sunday morning at 9:30 under the
leadership of faithful officers and
teachers, with classes for all ages.
with each class in a separate room
to study the Bible lesson for the
day.
Training Union meets every aunties, at 6:15 with an inspiring character building program wrought
from the Bible by the very best
students of God's Word to be found
anywhere. There is a union,, for
each age beginning with the tots
at the story hour, and the older
people in the adult union, juniors,
intermediates and junior adults between.
Baptismal service at 7;40.
Mid-week meeting Wednesday
evening at 7 o'clock. This meeting
is for everybody regardless of age
and church membership; it should
be attended more largely by all.
Immediately following this meeting is the brief study of the Bible
lesson'for next Sunday.
A most cordial invitation is hereby extended to every one by the
church far and near to worship
with us whenever you can. You
will always find friends here who
will give you a hearty welcome.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

'30.
•
The Mid-Week Meeting will be
held Wednesday night at 7:30.

t

Hospital News

-•

Irons Our Files
•

Faxon High School
The home economics girls are
now having a unit in sewing after
having taken a unit in cooking.
Mr. Kopperuca chairman of the
infantile paralysis campaign visited the school this morning.
Mrs. Hubbard was absent from
school Monday on account of the
illness of Carroll, Jr.
Rieke Clark. one of our outstanding eighth grade students, is
making preparations to enter the
county spelling tournament which
is being held at Murray January 20.
The debate club was organized
last week. The affirmative side is
composed of Thomas Fred Wilkerson and Dorothy Elliott. The negative "Dot" McDaniel and "Beth"
Elkins.
First Four Grades
The first four grades are very
much interested in the new library books which they purchased
with their part of the $50 won
in the November election contest.
They have bought window shades
for their rooms. They are also
framing some famous pictures. The
children have bought the glass for
them.
The first and second grades are
beginning a unit on the circles.
They are now making a collection
of pictures for their study.
The third and fourth grades arc
DiAnning .a..MarAunetle show
Hansel and Graeae a German folk
tale. They are now studying the
characters of the story.
. Fifth and Sixth °rules
The fifth .and sixth grades have
added to the attractiveness of their
room by , arranging' the bulletin
board :with some famous seasonal
pictures. Some
health
posters.
which stress the importance of
-in the that, have also been
placed on the wall.
Sixteen new library book§ have

They are making windows,
To let in lots of air
If the weather isn't cloudy
It will be very fair.
There's a big front door,
To let the visitors in.
And if you don't come to see them
They'll think it is sin.
Now the house is finished
They have started a new life,.
Can you guess who it. is?
It's the preacher • and his wife.
Mrs. H. V. Askin. Bracken county, again has grown 300 turkeye;
her profit last year on an equal
number was $600.

January 18, 1930

Death claimed one of Murray's
most prominent and highly respected citizens Sunday when J.
M. Sexton succumbed at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Victoria Martin, on North Fifth street following a week's illness of pneumonia.
school
basketeers
The
high
motored down to Concord Tuesday night and took, the strong
high school five there in their
lair by the count of 23-6. It was
the fourth straight victory fur the
locals.
John Boyd, a prominent resident of the Brandon conununity,
succumbed Sunday at his home
after a 10 days' illness of pneumonia.
Work on the road from Murray
to Benton is expected to start
about the first of March. if weather conditions permit, according to
Judge T. R. Jones. The contractors promise to complete grade
and drain of the highway !rasp
Murray to Benton eeitkin 5 months.
been purchased which has added
much enthusiasm to outside reading.
They are planning to buy some
new shades in a short while. The
shades and books will be paid for
with money which our school won
in the contest in the November
election.
Athletics
The Faxon five went down in
defeat Friday night to Concord by
a score of 13-12. The score at the
half was 8s8. The sectand teani
Was victorious by the score 16-9.
Our next game will .be with
Alm° Warriors on the Almo floor.
A well played game is expected.
Be there.

DR. R. M. MASON
Residence Phone 255
National HoteL
_a

Consumer Confidence!
For almost 21 years members of this firm have
been striving in their humble way to gain that
ultimate in business, Consumer Confidence. We
feel, from the reception given throughout the
years, from the pioneering stage to the present,
that their efforts have met with some measure
of success, for which We are very appreciative,
• and for which we strive to give in return, the
best in service.

Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Fire

Casualty

Bonding
Gatlin Bldg.

Phone 331

"It Does Make a Difference Who
Writes Your Insurance"

RICES REDUCED

On The
NEW
Super-Value 6

-
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CREOMI,LLSION

Ten Years Ago This Week

GUESS WHO
By Rebecca Charlton, 6th grade
They are building a house.
Just the two;
ff it isn't old
It will be very new.

Patients admitted to the William
Mason Memorial Hospital during
the past week:
Mrs. David 'Valentine. Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford.
Hazel; • Mrs. Theldon Edwards.
Brandon;
Miss Mary
Lambert,
hospital: Mrs. B. C. Deason. Mayfield; Charlotte Ann .Moore. Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Williams.
Murray; Mrs. Carl Ray, Murray.
Patients discharged 'during the
past week are as follows:
Mrs. Fred Barber, Murray: Mrs.
F. E. Lusk, Gilbertsville: Ambrie
METHODIST CHURCH
Latimer, Puryear; Miss Mary LamKirksey Circuit
bert, hospital; Mrs. Theidpn EdR. F. Blankenship, Pastor
wards, Brandon; Mrs. R. C. EtheBishop W. T. Watkini will speak ridge, Paris, Tenn.; Ws. Carl Ray,
at Murray Methodist church Thurs- Murray.
day. January 25, at 10:30 a. m.
Don't fail to hear Bishop Watkins.
Hebron
Regular services at Hebron next
Sunday. Church chool at 10 a. na
Worship service at 11 a. na. Sermon
by the pastor.
Kirksey
The pastor will preach at Kirk.
sey Sunday niaht. Song'service will
begin at 7 p. m. All are invited.
Will you be there?

-?the

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

FARM SECURITY LOANS
FOR THIS COUNTY
—.

A. V. Havens. Minister
"Power From On High," will be
Many farmers in Calloway and
the sermon subject of A. V. Hav- Marshall coilhties have been takens, minister of the First Chris- ing, advantage of Farm Security
tian ...Church, at the morning wor- loans, and have found that their
phip service, next Sunday. In an- financial situations have been
nouncing the sermon, Mr. Havens greatly improved by cooperating
stated, "Today, the chief weak- with this branch of the Governnail in the lives of millions, is mental Loans. Recent attempts to
not any intention to de wrong, help farmers make their farms
but simply that they have, given more profitable and to improve
up the race. They are consumed their homes have proved successwith feelings of inferiority, fee ful—Farm Security Loans enable
and timidity.
The masses," he farmers to get a start of their
said, "are defeated, listless and own.
hopeless. They have become inIn the past several moneas the
significant in their own sight, Farm Security Office, located at
Therefore, they feel it makes little the court house in Benton, has
difference what happens or what loaned money to farm owners,
they du. They de not even dream
41Iire c.foppers, amid tenants. _ for
that- anything better could be farm machinery, livestock, feed,
possible for them. Their vision fertilizer, and lime. Loans are also
and horizons have been decreased. made for medical purpoees, houseThey
have become
broken in hold goods, repairs for buildings
spirit.. For the most part • they and fences, etc.
have settled down to a life of moAt this season, farmers should
notonous drudgery or enforced
be making their plans for another
Idleness with no hope of anything crop year; if they are in need of
better and hence no great effort to a loan for buying such farm
obtain it. This sermon," said Mr. necessities as work teams, mulch
Havens, "will point out that Jews cows, hogs, etc., and can't get help
protected his' disciples from this elsewhere, they are eligible to apdefeatism when he urged, 'Tarry ply. for FSA loans. Quite often an
ye in the city, until ye be clothed extra milch hoes, a little more
with power from on high.' An ap- food produced for the family, or a
plication of this 'power from on little better team will mean suchigh' to our modern problems will cess for the farm family. Also,
be the _burden of the sermon," con- since many of our fanners ,.have
cluded Mr. Havens.
increased - their pasture land by
Special music will be presented seeding their ground down, it is
by the trained chorus choir, di- possible for them to easily pasture
rected by -Prof. L. R. Putnam. The a few sheep or calves, thus having
service will begin at 10:50.
a little more income for their famC. L. Brooks, director of religi- ilies.
ous education and evangelism in
The U.- S: GOvernment is trying
Western Kentucky for the Chris- to help families that show reastian Churches of Kentucky, will onable assurance of attaining ecopreach at the Sunday night church. nomic ability to meet living exservice, which will begin at 7:30." penses and to pay debts. ApplicaSpecial music will be a feature in tions for Rehabilitation loans may
-the service. The Woman's Day be made at any time at the Farm
Program, previously
announced Security Administration office in
for this service has been postponed" the court house at Benton; they
until the following Sunday night. may also be made on Monday of
The Sunday School, led by each week at the WPA office at
Superintendent R. La'Wade, will Murray.
meet Smelts, morning at 9:30.•
The Yoking People's Society of
RUSSELL CHAPEL SCHOOL
Christian Endeavor' will 'have a
special social hour preceding the
By Juanita Futrell
regular meeting at 6:30. C. Ie
Now thit we have only a week
Brooks, who last summer was the
dean of the young people's con- and four days of school left in
ferehce at Kuttawa, will be the this term, we hope that everyone
guest of honor. All young people Will stUdy very hard. We are
of high school and college age are sorry that our school term is so
near to an end.
invited.
We are glad to have some of the
The Junior Christian Endeavor
Spciety will meet. at 6 o'clock in students back at school this .week
the ebildretae department. The In- Who have been absent for the last
termediate Society will meet at two week.

Mrs. Essic Puckett and son. Larry Doyle of Hardin, and Mrs. Bobby Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. 0. A.
Puckett went to Murray Friday on
business.
Manuel Cope has been on the
sick 4ist for .a few days.
Mrs. Lee Ernstberber and Charlie Daugherty' are on tilt sick-list.
Miss Louisa Parker, east of
Murray, visited Mrs. o. A. Puckett
Monday afternoon.
Homemade model tobacco presses
Horace Clyde Smith has re- gave excellent service to 15 Todd
county
farmers using them for the
turned to his work in Louisville.
Mrs. J. A. Lowery is visiting first time.
her daughter, Mrs. George McConnell of Puryear, Tenn
Wayne Jones, son of Ed Jones,
left recently for the CCC Camp
at Mayfield.
clintSkaggs, our mail care-hou
rbought three fines' porkers and
hered them Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Schroeder
of Dexter Route 1, is moving to
Dexter and will occupy the 0. A.
Puckett old homcplace and Woodroe Miller has moved to the Mrs.
Dora Brown place.
Essie Puckett ,eecently visited
his grandmother, Mrs. Mate Jones.
Mrs. Joriee has been in poor
health for a long time and shows
THIS MEANS A SEASON OF
very little improvement at this
time.
PEACE AND TRANQUILITY. IN

Bronchitis, acute or chronic, is an
inflanunatory condition of the mucous membre.nes lining the bronchial
tubes. Oreomulsion goes right to the
beat of the trouble to loosen literrn
laden phlegm,increase secretion and
aid nature to soothe and heal raw.
tender. in.flained bronchial mucous
membranes.Tell your druggist to sell
Huga L. liousteh, L. Le Veal, A. F. Dotan, Directors.
you a bottle of Creomulsion with the
understanding that you are to like
the way It quickly allays the cough
STATE OF -KENTUCKY. COUNTY OF CALLAWAY. as:
or
you are to have your money back.
' Sworn to and subscribed before me this lath day of January, 1940,
, and I hereby certify that I am not an offteer or director of this bank.
Erie Keys, 'Notary Public. My commission expires January 31, 1949.
for Coughs,Cheat Ids, Bronchitis
g,
I, T. H. Stokes, preeidcnt of the above-named, bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true, and that it fully and cdrectly
repMsents the true state of the se'Veral matters herein.contained and
act forth, to the best Of my knowledge and belief.
T. H. STOKES, President.
•
aa
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EASY TERMS

IN GRECIAN MYTHOLOGY THE
HALCYON (KING FISHER) SPENT
14 DAYS FLOATING ON THE
WAVES,HATCHING ITS EGGS
WHILE CALM WEATHER PREVAILED

ONLY FRIGIDAIRE HAS
THE METER-MISER!

-Let US alOW you through our perfect!, - oointed Funeral Home. We
knoss you will be impressed with
its beauty and charming simplicft3'.

Simplest refrigerating
mechanism ever built!
Whisper -quiet. Unseen, Trouble-free.

"Makeshift" Refrigeration Methods Costly and Dangerous.
Eves in Winter! Install a Frigidaire in Your Kitchen and
Save Over $10 a Month is Food mid Refrigeration Costs!
•It's costly to rely on "makeshift" refrigeration during
winter months. U.S. Weather Bureau records prove that
temperatures are in the safety Zone..,32 to 50 degrees...
only a few days each year: And when temperatures are outside-that zone,food either spoils or freezes—and is wasted!
With a Frigidaire,on the other hand,you can keep foods,
at perfect temperatures all year 'round. For the average
family, that means savings of as much as $10 a month—
.
., • •
Come in—set the sensational new
low-cost Frigidaire "Super - Value 6". Learn how, by
buying now,you can save — on food and refrigeration
costs this winter'!

1
Johnson - Fain Appliance Co.
You'll Save More With a Frigidaire!

GILBERT
FUNERAL HOME
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phone 195—Murray, Ky.

•
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South Side Court Square—Phone 56
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“Suit of Moods" Composed West Tennessee
Licks Racehorses
by Prof. Fox Presented
•
Young PrInce and the Young
"The
•
in Prinises.s-, and "The Festival at
Bagdad".

Heard i
Violinist Is H
Own Composition
Here Jan. 10 .

Vols, Vandy, and
Xavier are Listed
For Moore's Boxers

Depicting four of the most
nate of human emotions. Pt.
William H. Fox, violinist. presented his own composition. "Suite
With five matches definitely
of Moods", • in a conceit by the
pending.
college orchestra, on Wednesday scheduled and others
Coach Jim Moore welcomed his
night, January 10.
holidays, as
._ Originally written and arranged boxers back from the
College. unbeaten in
fOrseitilin ajtd psan, the ,works_eosesMurray State
year.
performed in- its third revision. ifs first boxing season last
which is arranged ter solo violin makes apother bid for recognition
•and orchestra.
The -Suite of in the ring.
Included in the five meets are
Moods" _ consists
of -Despair"
"R es t lessness", - "Contemplation". the University of Tennessee, tough
and SJoys. The suite was written Southeastern-outfit that almost unranks'
by Professor Fox while 'he was seated LSU from the top
doing graduate work at the UM- last spring. Cumberland UniverBuck.sity.• .and Xavier University.
versity_of Incliapa in. 1929.
sThetigh the- work is definitely eye Conference champions of last
in season.
impressionistic
modern and
stele,—We cannot think of it as , Coach Moore will build his team
beStig uttra-modern.". was the corn- around "Pee Wee" Nanney, middleTrent _of Rex Inglis. senior, from weight; and Lou Walters, 165Murray. in a series of program pounder for the coming year. others expected to aid are Georgie
notes read between selections.
Prof. Price Doyle. head of the Whitecotton, Denver Erwin, HastWallace,
fine arts department,- conducted ings Kenney, Wayne
the orthes:ra. whys'e first number Steve Levandoskis The light-heavy
was Dvorak's "Carnival Overture", and heavy divisions are "widethe second of a suite of three. call- open" according to Moore.
The card:
ed -Nature. Life. and Love".
January 19—Xavier University
1-t--The style of the work is definitely ,Bohemian and has been in Murray (pending).
. vertures. be- _ Date Pending) — Cumberland
sarni'val 0
_called the_Sc
cause cl its gay, spirited rhythms University in Lebanon. Tenn.
January 27—University of Tenwhirling In wdd excitement. and
. 14 -erivid glow,of orchestral color", nessee in Knoxville.
(Date Pending) — Cumberland
• -The concluding number on the University in Murray.
February 23—Xavier University
program W-as "Scheherazade". by
is _ the -in Cincinnati.
ft
Rimsky-Korsakoff.
of the Sultana,
familiar _story
Scheherazaders- who in • order to
save her own life entertains her
.has:hand with a different story each
night 4or . a thousand and one
nights., The stories given were
"The Sea -and Sinlaid's Ship-. -The
Store of the Kalender Prince", and
Coach John Miller of the Murray College freshman squad today
released his schedule for the remainder of the season. The team
already has lost to Austin-Peay and
has won games from Feed-Hardeman and Paducah Junior College.
The schedule tollows:
The schedule:
.7
We L•t
Jan. 11. Austin-Peay at Murrajf
ness record is ample
Jan, 13. Paducah Junior College
proof that our 'charges
in Paducah.
are fair and acceptable
Jan. 16. Freed-Hardeman in Morto all income groups _
rie.- For 50 year we have
Jan 20, Western Frosh iii Bowling
served this community.
Green.
DIV.-this time our
Jan. 23. Austin-Peay in Clarkscirc of friends has inville. Tenn.
creased. Such progress
Feb. 1. Tennessee Tech Frosh in
can be founded calls
Cookville.
upon fair ci. aline and .
Feb. 2, Middle Tennessee Frosh in
satisnetsry !.7
Murfreesboro.
C
Feb. 3_ Vanderbilt Frosh in Nash'Ville.
Sincerely,
Feb. 7, New Jersey All-Stars in
Murray.
Feb. 10. Western Frosh in Murray.
Feb. 13. Paducah. Junior College irt.
J. H. Churchill
Murray.
Funeral Home
Feb 16, Middle Tennessee Frosh in
Murray.
Telephone 7
Feb 20. Campbellsville Jr. College
Murray. KY.
in Murray

-In Utopia when you, are in a
hurry you may invite your guest
to go to your regular lunching
,where the food goes down
faster because the consumer stands

Thoroughbreds Are Able to Store
Only Six Points During
•
Entire Last Halt

MEMPHIS. Tenn., Jan. 18—The
West Tennessee State quintet took
its first intercollegiate basketball
victory of the season Saturday
night by defeating the Thorough, College,
breds from Murray, Ky.
35 to 32, in a roughly played game.
The game ended with a thrilling
field goal from the hands of Haggard Cherry, Tennessee sub forward who then added a free throw
to clinch the game.
It was Murray's game most of the
way. the Kentuckians using a fast
working offense to ring up a 26-18
lead at the half while throttling
effectively the Memphians'"'attack.
In the second half the Tigers were
beginning to break through and
find the basket with more regularits.
Personal fouls were frequent in
the hard played contest. Two of
the Tennesseans. Matthews, a forward. and :Van Vulpen, the center
had four fouls each charged
against them.
Murray beat Conway, Ark., Friday night. 33-32.
Lineups:
Murray
West Tenn. 35 Pos.
Stroup.
Steffin.s 8
Catneal 13
F
Matthews 1
Salmons 5
Van Vulpen 7 C
McKeel 4
G
Hindsrnan 9
Murray
Petty 4
G

r

catissirj
M511410-10A
LOST—Ladies small wrist watch
Yellow gold, old style; Elgin
make. $5.00 reward. Mrs. Bruce
Maddox.
lc
STREAMS-IN= 1939 WRECKER
SERVICE. New equipment. 24hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Service, Charges reashriable. Day
phone 97; Night phone 548-W.
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
and Servicetf
RENT or SALE-6-room
FOR
house on Olive street. Garden.
See Mrs. Effie Byers, 1104 Olive
lp
street.
FOR RENT—Furnished 2 room
apartment, furnace ltteat, College
Addition, W. H. Jones, Phone
tf
77.
SALESMAN WANTED — UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes available fine Rawleigh Route in Calloway county. Nearby Dealer
Noble Burnley reported sales of
nearly $60 last week. Good time
to start. Write Rawleigh's,- Dept.
Flp
KYA-181-201, Freeport, Ill.

MTS to Organize Calvert City Tops
Hazel Five 28-21
Evening Ag Class
Superintendent Caplinger and
Principal Gralumn Make
Announeemen;
—
An evening school in vocational
agriculture will begin at. Murray
Training School within the month.
:t was announced today by Supt.
W. J. Caplinger and Prof. Carmon
Graham.
The school is a short intensive
course with systematic instruction
in practical farm problems, conducted by departments of vocational agriculture and organized
for those persons who have entered
upon the Work of the farm. Subsidized by the federal government,
the schools, offer instruction in
farm supervision without, charge
to farmers attending.
The object of the evening school,
Caplinger said, is to help farmers
with their immediate problems.
The superintendent and principal
declared that "every American
citizen is entitled to full educational service. We feel that in
this rich agricultural locality of
ours we should make some adapnon of the school term so as to
provide needed instruction for the
adult farmers. Agriculture departments of other
high
schools
throughout the state are being
successful in their evening school
work."

FOR RENT-7-room house oh 8th
Street. One block south of high
school. See Mrs. David ThompRoad, or call
Substitutions—West 1-erin.: Stan- son, Coldwater
lc
wick, Cherry 3: Murray: Culp. 3005
Washer 2, Vincent.
FOR RENT—Six room house, close Tigers Are Never in Danger As
in; also furnished bed room. ApBill Fair Leads .4.11
ply to Reubie Wear, 208 North
Scorers
tf
5th St.
Playing a dazzling game. Billy
FOR RENT—Two room apartment.
three room apartment, and single Fair led his Murray high school
rooms. One block from College teammates to a 35-30 victory over
or women. _ S Mayfield's basketeers in Mayfield
John Miller's Murray College campus, for men
_
.125c Tuesday night, tar tall Murray foryearlings showed the Padueah C Evans,
waSd accounting for 13 of Murray's
Junior College Indians something LOST—Male
black points.
white and
about scoring in the first half of spotted rat terrier. Half of head
The Tigers, scoring their fifth
their basketball game at Tilghman, white, other half black, with win of the season against a single
Paducah, Saturday night and the black ears Lost since Saturday loss, led all the way and were
two teams virtually matched points Please notify Bruce King, Route from 5 to 10 ,points ahead at all
in a wild last half which wound 3. Murray.
lp stages-during
last half.
up with the invaders on top • 45 to
Anderson. with 15 points for
opePUBLIC NOTICE—I am now
Mayfield, was outstanding fur the
Hyland Grimmer, who captained i rating the Standard Service Sta- Cardinals.
Murray plays Fulton
Tilghman High's regional champ- tion ore. North 4th Street, across here Friday night at 7:15.
ionship quintet last year, and Tom- from Outland Factory. I would Murray 35
Mayfield 30
Pos.
my Terrell, a regular forward on appreciate your support and busi- Kingins 11
F
Anderson 15
lp Fair 13
that .outfit, led their respective ness. Seth Cooper.
Pharris 2
F
teams in. scoring. Grimmer, playing
Parr 1
Gardner 9
C
bird
setter
white
LOST—Small
about two thirds of the game, piled
Stroup
d
Farley 2
Grove
Pleasant
.
South
in
dog
16 -points for Murray while
Spillman 2
Smith
Terrell. who couldn't. get going in neighborhood last Thursday. 'Has
Substitutions:
Murray, Jones;
the first halt racked up 12 points black ears, and answers to name Mayfield. Atkins.
of "Dick". Liberal reward for
in the last two periods.
Murray had a 19-6 lead at the information given to Reed RpmTRACHEAS NOTICE'.
end of the first half, with the In- don, Rota* 3. or Maalus Linn. at
Itc tsiL
dians showing little indication of •the Murray Laundry
A. H. Koppetud. chairman of the
scoring strength. But Paducah LOST—Large
and tan male Infantile Paralysis Campaign to
starred the point-making after the coon dog. 5 years old. Disapcelebarte the President's birthday,
intermission and lacked only a peared
Thursday has asked that all teachers of one
home
from
single marker of equalling Mur- morning.
Reward for his re- room schools ins the county be
ray's last half total.
covery. Notify Ellis Paschall. sure and come in this week to reLineups:
lp ceive their lapel buttons and conRoute 4, Murray.
Murray 45
POS.
Paducah 29
tainers for the drive. They are
Hill 4 THE NEW PRODUCT. HY-TROUS
Kirkpatrick 5 F
asked to come to Mr. Kopperud's
F
Terrell 12 for Plant Beds. Gardens, and
Jennings 3
office over Dale te Stubblefield's
C
Canup 5
Seeds: Kobe, Corn, KoMcClain 2 lawns
Drug Store.
Cathey 9
C
Roth 6 rean. Red Clover. Sweet Clover,
G
Grimmer 16
Bryan 6 Crotalaria, Red Top. and Timothy.
Taylor Seed and Implement ComSubstitutions—Murray: Little 5, pany. End South 4th. St
Jan.
Wallace 2, West 2. McCowan, 17-31, Feb. 14, 29c.
Shupe: Paducah: Klein. McCandless, Griffin, Shelton, Bockman. USED CAR
Referee Harry Wright. U. of IlliWe Deliver
Phone 12
BARGAINS
nois.
50e
Sugar, 11)-1S1.
1937 Chevrolet Town &Laza
Coffee, we grind, 1 lb. 10c
1931 Plymouth Sedan
Coffee, Parker House,
1936 Crevrolet Sport Sedan
25c
1 lb.
1936 Plymouth_ ,2-Door Tr.
3c
WASHINGTON. — Santa Claus 1936 Plymouth 4-Door Tr,
New Cabbage, lb.
makes his 139th visit to the White
Irish Potatoes, Nice Red,
1934 Cheyolet 4-Door Sedan
House this Christmas, carrying on •
2"ic
Pound
tradition started December 25. 1800, 1933 Ford Tudor
4c
lb.
sweet,
large
Onions,
Coupe
DeLuxe
Ford
1933
when Kris Kringle called on little
i Susannah,
Cranberry Beans, 10 lbs. 48c
'granddaughter of Presi- 1931 C hevrolet Coach
40c
Meal, 1-2 bu.
dent John Adams from MassachuThese Cars Are Priced to Sell Meal, 10 lbs.
setts.
20c
Quickly
10c
The White House In those days
Meal, 5 lbs.
was ia an imflaisbed state and the
Dill Pickles, qt. 15c
or
Sour
MURRAY MOTOR CO.
great barrililre rooms were only
Flour—prices from 70c
scantily furnished, providing a great DeSoto & Plymouth Dealer
bag up.
contrast to the beautifully appointed
. mansian of today. Yet the tarn*
Puffed Wheat, large bag Sc
Ora/4es, doz. 10c, 12c, 15c,
joyous spirit prevailed on that
Christmas mot-rung. more -than a
20c
24—Phones----25
century and a quarter ago, as that
15c
Crackers, 2 lb. box
$1.20
found in the White House this Yule- 48 lbs. Red Bird Flour
23c
Peanut Butter, quart
24 lb. bag Freeburg Best Flour 7lic Corn, 3 cans No. 2 size,
ti From early years of our country,
large sat riakedisinr Jvary
25c
Country Gentleman
heavy
the
aside
Presidents haste Set
lk
-Soap
15c
Tomatoes, 2 cans ..
.,
.
merry_
made
burden of stain and
Get Lotrp- Blanks Here
25c
Hominy, 3 cans
rismas day With thelr families.
10e
Small Oxydol
Green Beans, No. 2 1-2 size
25e
Large
Can
• 01°c
•
Get Slituks Here
Campbell's Tomato Juice
Our Famous Mountain Coffee,
25c
or Soup, 3 cans .
25e
Svieet and Strong, 2 lbs.
AMHERST, MASS.—In northern
Waxpaper, good quality,
states where Christmas heralchi the Peabody Hotel Coffee in Tin
5c
Box
20e
coming of cold winter weather, the
1.b.
10c
Napkins, 120 count .
tree that warms the living room De- American Ate Cittoe; good 'as
16c
Matches, 6 boxes
cember 25 Is being put to work the
tk
best, lb.
45c
Red Syrup, gallon
balance of the winter outdoors. AcGive 3 lbs. ear Popcorn if you
50c
White Syrup, gallon
cording to Arnold M. Daiss, extenbay a popper ..S...15e, 25, or 15e
sion horticulturist at Massachusetts
MEAT DEPARTMENT
25e
state college, Sr trees can make ex- 2 lb. Jar Peanut Batter
. 35c
cellent "feeding stations" for birds 2 lb. Box White Crackers
lk Lard, 4 lb. carton
and offer them cozy shelter on frosty New Cabbage, lb.
3c Sausage, pure pork, lb. 10c
winter nights. Suet is often tied to Fancy Turnips, lb.
10c
3e Liver, lb.
the branches. The tree is also used
I8c
2,s size Can Peaches
10e Veal Chops, lb.
to protect climbing plants. or the
15c
1Se fork Steak, lb,
branches can be ripped off and laid 2,, California Peaches
18c.
.
Bacon, (sliced).
,as a mulch over low-growing plants Large 2,, size can Hominy or
Bacon, slab, half or whole,
or bulbs. Northern beekeepers land
Kraut
i the trees handy as windbreaks.
I6c
lb. •
2,, size can Fresh Prunes
1Se
25c
3 lbs. Evaporated Prunes
Me Bologna, „2 lbs.
20c
Extra Fancy Rice, lb
Sc Small Weiners, lb.
SO lb. can Best Lard
$7.75 Canadian Style Bacon,
47c
lb.
1' 4 - lb. ("Arlon
354'
6c
White loot Meat, lb.

kite

up

FOOD MARKET
PHONE 37

PROMPT DELIVERY
F resh
Pou nd

black

White House Maintains
Traditions 139 Years Old

GREEN BEANS
GREEN
GARDEN PEAS i.b. 10c 1
-.7c
NEW POTATOES 1.-b•5c
RADISHES orBuSnPcith.-ING ONIONSor MUSTARD
10c.
GREENS TURNIP
Pound
75c
FLOUR-t!lu2r4raft•.M iIlg,
1-AltD -Pu4relb. carton
-t
35' '
.
25 Christmas Tree Useful
Pingdinger
COFFEE That 2Gri::::!
During Rest a Winter
Star,
23c
BACON Armour's
Pound
32c
Label
lbs.
KARO SYRUP 5Blue
Topmost
MACARONI
15c
SALAD
u Can
CC
Irvin Cobb
BURGOO Large Can 2 for 1JJ
TOMATO JUICE 46 oz. can 17c
1 7c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46 oz canAl
i
15c
HOMINY 2';(Cora°
20c
PICNIC HAMS Tenc=c1
.

1Oc

FOR _
EGGS 25c
WILL PAY IN TRADE
.

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
9 Large Boxes
or
37r
OXYDOL
SOAP 10 BARS 39c RINSO
BEsi 24
b. 99c Avondale or Boka
saclk
bck 89c LYON'S
24C. Clusa
24 lb. sack 69'

FELS NAPTHA
or OCTAGON
KROGER'S

FLOUR lb.
SUGAR 25Puirbe Cane

$1.33 10 lbs.acPkaper

50cPoBwrodwerneocir

9 I lb.
L cartons

15c

KROGER'S C. CLUB

SPOTLIGHT
3 lb. Inc
FRENCH
COFFEE 2 1calnb; 49c Lb. 19c 3Baglb. JJCC Pound I5c bag JU
12 oz. White
24 oz. Homestyle
Kroger's Clock
-Ves 2Cc or PAN Cc
Icia
or 24 oz.
ed 2 r„..
enisnta
zz iw
0
6
2
ROLLS J
15c Sandwich
el
BREAD1 ox Vi
DOZEN

BULK

CLOTHES PINS

1c
CRANBERRY

Finest Brand

17

Magnolia Brand APPLE
2 lb. Jar

oz. Can

10c
nc
49c 1 lb.
can 1

MATCHES 6 boxes 13c SAUCE
CRISCO or

10c SPRY 3 lb.
Value Brand GREEN
3 2 Cans 25' }3NCACki3ERRIES 25(
'
BEANS
LIFEBUOY
Westinghouse
3 Bars
a,tt50, 60 1 Cc
40
lcla w
17c LAMPS
SOAP
ea. 1 J
75 00
Del Mai: Niblet
MURRAY FOOD CORN 2 12 oz. Cans 23c HEINZ
MARKET
Milk Chocolate LAYER
Kroger or Bozo
Pure Cane
DOG FEED6'6"-c 25c CAKE 29 oz. Each 35c
28'
LARD 50 Pound Can $3.49 BULK 4 Pounds
c Kroger's
1,
C. Club
Armours's
/2
Half, lb. 12
2c
lb. 151/'
Whole or Half
White Label BACON Whole
LEAN, MEATY PIECES
BOILING BEEF
Pound 10`
Whole or Cala Style,
/2`
PORK SHOULDER
Pound 101

Swann's Grocery

?AV FOR EGGS IN TRADE.
DOE 2k

Back from Memphis where a
few days ago they attended a meeting introducing 1940 Frigidaire
electric refrigerators, electric
ranges and electtic water heaters,
Dudley Johnson and Harry Broach,
of the Johnson-Fain Appliance CO 3
local Frigidaire appliance dealers.
report that this company's products
this year excel any previously offered.
"The -information we learned
about the 1940 lines were to us%
conclusive evidence that features
perfection."
have- reached -new
Mr. Johnson and Mr. Broach said.
"The engineers, technicians and designers ,,)who developed the new
models uhdoubtedly'have outdone
themselves in incorporating improvements that are both practical
and- attractive,''the Murray business tnen said.

OGER

Murray Defeats
Mayfield 35-30

Frosh Defeats
PJC Quintet by
45-29 Saturday

TOLLEY 8- 1 CARSON '

Over Freed-Hardeman

Hazel High School dropped a
close contest to Culvert City on
After a slow first
the Hazel floor, Tuesday night, by
the score of 28-21. For three quar- close of which they led by 24-18.
ters and a half the game belonged Murray College's Yearling Thorto wither team, but in the final oughbreds came back in the final
minutes it was Calvert City's Hur-,...two periods with a lightning fast
ley who place his team in a com- break to overwhelm a good Freedliardeman basketball team here
fortable position.
Tuesday night 60-38.
The first quarter ended 6-5. eatMurray was barely on top Ifvert City; the second flame found
of the first period.
Hazel in the lead 11-10; the third 10 at the end
regulars hitting the
stanza again saw Calvert leading but with the
later in the game
by a single point, 19-18. Hazel's hoop consistently
ahead to a 44-28 score by
outstanding performers, Alton and forged
period.
Cochran, were forced from the the close of the third
Coach John Miller used all subgame by the personal foul route,
Brock- was the
In the third and fourth quarters, stitutes freely.
most effective man for Freedrespectively.
points. Canup
Cochran, for Hazel. and Hurley Hardeman with 22
21.
for Calvert, were the top-notch for Murray scored
The lineups:
players of the evening's play.
F.-Harde. 38
Pos.
took the Murray GO
Calvert's "B" learn
W. Moore 2
Is
count of Hazel's seconds by a 38-29 Little 3
Harris 1
Jennings 6
score.
Bates 2
C
Canup 21
IliallOWay 4
G
Hanel 21
Pos. Calvert C. 28 Grimmer 11
Brock 22
_G
Hamm 6 Cathey 5
F
Alton 4
Capp 2
F
Substitutions: Murray—McCowan
Cochran 9
Hurley 8 1, Kirkpatrick 9, Shupe. Nall,
Dunn 2
C
Pace 8 Moore, West 4. Preed-Hardeman-C
Littleton 1
Hall 2 W. R. Moore 2, Alexander 1, HudHendon 1
C
Subs: Hazel: Miller, Scruggs 4, son, Carey 4.
Calvert City: Ruley 1, Little 1.
Referee: Joe Brown, MSC.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.

Murray Frosh
Basket Schedule
Released By Miller

The Record
is Proof . . .

Johnson-Fain
Is Pleased With
Five by 60-38 Score
New Frigidaires
half at the

Freshman Team Rolls

Highest Quoted Prices Paid
for Eggs
PHONE 12

BUTTER

can

,

Baked Beans, Two 12 cans 15.
CATSUP, Large Bottle ,

or

Country Style Bulk

WHITING

Pounds
25'
PORK SAUSAGE Z. 25c FISH
LARGE
Armour's Star PORK
1 I b.acckealg
loe
15' BOLOGNA 2 Pounds 25c
SAUSAGE P
Breakfast' 16c
Sugar Cured BACON
BACON SlicedPound
SQUARES Pound
EATMORE

Vein
Pound
11c SHRIMP San
OLEO
Removed
EACH
IC
FLORIDA ORANGES 2" SIZE
GRAPEFRUIT Texas Seedless 80 Size
10
25'
2 HEADS 25c
CAULIFLOWER SNOWY WHITE
HEAD
HEAD LETTUCE
5c
CARROTS Large Bunch 5C ONIONS 10 lb Bag 20c
3 lbs.10c TANGERINES pc- 15`
r YLeaS CABBAGE
it
Choice Feds
Han
GREATicsil=c
10 Lbs. 45c
BEANS NORTHERNS
10''39c
FEED EGG MASH 100 lb. Bag $2.09 HEIN00SCRABagTCH
For

•
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Vith
tires

New Series No. 634
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a meetrigidaire
Petrie
heaters,
Broach,
-nee Cu.,
dealers,
products
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19c

Stalwart Guard

Kentucky Farm Bureau Re-Affirms
Endorsement of ,National
Federation's Action

•,

Endorsing the action of the
American Farm Bureau Federation
rit its annual convention in Chicago
in December, the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation re-affirmed its
stand taken last year condemning
"Discriminatory and punitive taxes
of all types, designed to penalize
or favor a selected group" which
"results in further efforts of other
groups to obtain special privileges," in annual convention ending in Louisville Friday.
Ben Es Niles, president, and Bert
Kilgore. executive secretary, were
returned to their offices by acclamation in the annual election held
the closing day.
Action of the Farm Bureau,
which has approximately' 13,001)
paid-up members in 80 counties,
is regarded as specially significant
at this time in view of the proposal to pass a new, special taat
on chain stores during the current
session of the legislature. The bill,
-under discussion at Frankfort, is
understood to include provisions
for special taxes on the chains as
high as $550 per store, more than
double the per unit tax assessed,
under the 1936 act, which wasdeclared unconstitutional . by the
Kentucky Court of Appeals. March
13. 1939. as "arbitrary and unfair."
Text of the resolution endorsed
is as follows:
"We condemn discriminatory andpunitive taxes of all types. designed
to favor or penalize. a selected
group. The enactment of such
legislation results in further efforts
by other groups to obtain special
privileges."
"Such unnecessary taxes and restrictions have a damaging effect
by increasing costs of distribution,
increasing costs to consumers, reducing total consumption, and limiting production in agriculture as
well as
industry. We _oppose
all such tax proposals."

c
oc

Hosiery Mill Has
$39,000 Account
With Chain Stores

Forecast is Dismal as Thoroughbreds Lose Two
On Road Trip

of the Murray Hosiery Millsran-

MEET WESTERN IN
TILT SATURDAY EVE
What

was heralded
opened

as

before the

Murray's

best

basketball team of all is proving
game by game to be one of its
least dependable squads.
The Thoroughbreds, back from
a three-game road trip in Mississippi. Arkansas, and Tennessee,
face the future of going into the
Western game at Bowling Green
Saturday night without a conference victory. They were outrun
in Cleveland. Miss., Thursday night
by Delta State 39-28, and Saturday
night for the first time since athletic relations have been going on
with West Tennessee of Memphis
lost to the Tennesseans 35-32. It
was the first game the Memphis
squad had won. all lasoa. Hiatt
defeats were conference losses.
The Murray squad gained a little consolation, in the fact that
on Friday night they beat Arkansas State College of Conway 33-22,
since it wiped away some of the
sting of their football loss to the
Arkansans last fall 21-0.
The Murray freshmen did better.
In their second game of the season, Coach John Miller's .boy-,
overcame-Paducah 3unior College
42-29; and look forward with hopes
of victory in their game with the
Western freshmen Saturday night
-at Bowling Green.

THOMAS

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

FARLEY

Thomas Farley is playing his
second year on the Murray High
School basketball team at guard
and is outstanding as a passer. He
is a good all around athlete having
been quarterback on the football
team. He has senior standing in
In Barren county, several farm
demonstrations of using electric school.
light for tobacco stripping were
made
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.

lite
5c

Racers Fail to
Live Up to Dope
As Potent Team

season

16th and Main

Howell M. Forty, Pastor
Sunday services-10 a. m., Sunday School for all ages; College
Bible Class. 11 a. m., Worship Service. 7 p. m., Westminster Fellowship.
A hearty welcome is extendep,
to all.

II. J. Fenton, general manager

5c

• 15i
•

SALE
SPECIALD!IESS
O
roup

;8`
Øc

.

FOR THE
PRICE OF

Same Plan as advertised last week.

3 GROUPS - - - BETTER DRESSES!
DRASTICALLY REDUCED

15`

In these groups you will find all styles, all materials, most all sizes . .
Wonderful Bargains await you here. Woolens, Crepes, Solid Colors-Short and
Long Sleeves.

$1 $1-.95 $2.95

9c

[9c--

CLOSING OUT

GLOVES

BRADLEY KNIT
DRESSES

Genuine Hansen Kid Gloves, Wide
Variety of Sizes and colors,

'1"

VALUES AT

,5c

5c
P.Oc
[5c
;9c

PLUS
$1

DRESSES

/
1
2`

p3c

It, An a year to any address
other than above.

total sales, went ..to 'chain stet.'
accounts,
The chain store account, he
pointed out, represents the equivalent of $16,000 in payrolls in Murray.
Without the chain store business,
Fenton declared, the. Murray mill
could not maintain full-time op-

erations.

Bishop Watkins to
Address Members
Of Murray Church
Methodists Hope to Raise
$25,000 for Larnbuth
College Fund
W. T. Watkins, Emory UniversGas,.presiding bishop of the
Memphis Conference.of the Methodist- church, will address Methodists of Murray in behalf of a financial campaign for Lambuth
College, a Methodist school in
Jackson. Tenn, at the local church
January 25.
At the me*ting of. the annual
conference in, Paducah in November, the conference authorized the ,
raising of 1$25,000 during January
and February to balance the Lamboth budget for the current year
and to induce the floating indebtedness by one ,half. The financial
program is being carried on in
each of the Methodist churches in
the "Memphis conference.
Prior to his election to the
Episcopacy at the general conference in 1938, 'Bishop Watkins was
a' professor in Emory University.
Be has distinguished himself as a
scholar and a religious leader. He
will speak in Paducah at 7:30
Thursday evening. January 25

ity,

WILDCATS, LIONS
TO CLASH FRIDAY

Shows Ability

The agriculture and home ecoWork in Connection With
nomics departments of Kirksey
Old-Age Assistance in
high school will begin their evenCalloway County
ing classes Monday night, January

To

Coach Jeffrey's Lynn Grove Five
Will Endeavor to Even Count
With Coach James' Quint

22, in the school building.' These
classes are taught for the benefit
of those adults who are not in

school during he year. Patrons
order to accept a post as field of the community are urged to atagent- for the Kentucky old age tend.
The class in home economics
assistance with headquarters in
will mee ip,_the Home Ec room
Calloway county, left Tuesday for under the leadership of Mrs. WalsFrankfort to study features of the ton and the agriculture class will
be held in the agriculture room
program he will represent here.
He 'will return January 20, and with Mr. Walston as instructor.
All adults and also boys and
will make his headquarters in , Paducah until February 1 when he girls over high school age are inwill officially assume his duties vited to enroll where their farm
in Murray, cooperating with Elmus and home problems will be disHouston with the work locally cussed.
The classes will begin at 7
Houston has been taking care of
o'clock and will last one hour;
the work for several years here.
They will be held each Monday
Billington's'appointment came as
the result of an examination given and Thursday night.
ty the social security
board,
which requires all appointees to
be high school graduates with preferably rtvo years of college work
So-their reedit. ;--------Billington is a graduate of Murray State College, and has taught
in Almo high school and °their
ThOmas Hughes, manager of the
schools in the county. He has, been
president of the Calloway county Murray Lumber Company, said toyoung democratic club and was day his organization has been exespecially active in recent state perimenting for more than a year
with Goodyear Rubber Flooring,
campaigns:
and declares it to be one of the
moat effective floor covering material ever used in Murray, -"For more than a year," he said,
"we h5ve
been
experimenting
James Hart and family „visited
with this famous flooring and we
Zenas Paschall Sunday.
can say without the least hesitancy
Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts of
that this company gives its comthis community moved to Conplete endorsement".
yersville Monday,
GEORGE ED JONES
Both for residential and comObie Byars is still on the sick
mercial
installations,
Goodyear
George Ed Jones. son of Mr. and
list.
Rubber Flooring offers many ad- Mrs. Dewey Jones, is playing his
Grover Stephens moved to the
vantages; he said' It is impervi- first year for the Tigers. He is
house left vacant by John Roberts.
ous to both dirt and moisture and a good passer shot, and floor man,
Billy
Stephens
killed
hogs
ia easily and inexpensively rrtain- and especially cool under fire, and
Monday.
is a junior.
tained. It resists alkalis, acids,
Elisha William McFadden spent
and other staining agents, and -does
the week-end with his grandNoel Strange, Adair county 4-H
not disintegrate through oxidation.
club boy, grew 400 pounds of toparents, Mr. and "Ars. Zenas Pasbacco on four-tenths of an acre.
chall.
Grant Madden, Harlan county,
Carter county poultry raisers
Francis and Edward McFadden
grazed 10 cattle all summer on 15 keeping records reported profits as
were Saturday guests of Wylmuth acres o frye grass,
meadow fescue high as 28 cents per hen last
and Beatrice Hart.
redtop and lespedeza
month

Hughes Endorses
Rubber Flooring
For Office Uses

One of the "spotlight" games
in the county this week will find
Coach Vernon James' Hazel High
Lions meeting Boots Jeffrey's Lynn
Grove Wildcats on the latter's
floor Friday night at 7 o'clock.
The second teams of the schools
zzcaiidoto.ly after the
clash
varsity affair.
These two teams met once before wisher in the season on" the
Hazel floor and the end of' the
game found Hazel the winner by
a single point, 27-26. Since that
game both teams have shown added improvement, however, apcord.
ing to all-game statistics, the
Hazelmen have a slight lead over
the Wildcats.
But "dope" will
mean little when this scrap gets
underway.
Coach Jeffrey stated this morning that the seating capacity of
the Lynn Grove gym is being enlarged and every attempt will be
made to seat the large crowd that
is expected to witenss this allimportant melee.
Birmingham will meet the Wildcats Tuesday night, January 23, on
the Calloway county floor at
o'clock.

Miss Mason is On
University News
Advertising Staff

Purvear Route 2

STAGES A
TREMENDOUS
STORE-WIDE

a*

EVANSTON. 1-11., Jan. 18-Marilynn Mason, of 208 South Fifth
Street, Murray, is among the stag,
members of the Purple Parrot,
monthIy magazine of campus life
at Northwestern university.
Miss Mason, a junior 'in the
school of speech and a member
of the Phi Omega Pi social sorority, is a member of the advertising
staff of the publication.

i

Luther
Orick,
Bell
county,
doubled his corn yield by turning
under a cover crop and spreading
superphosphate.

LEAR/1110E

17e

1.

n • year elsewhere In
$i.r,,
s" the State of Kentucky.

Vol. CVLII; No.3

Kirksey Adult School
Guy Billington
To Open January 22
Gets Social Post

nounced Monday that its total sales
to active accounts amounted to
Guy Billington, able young po$195,000 during 1939.
litical leader in Murray who re"
"Of this figure, he said, $39,000; signed his post Friday as -instructor
representing 2)per cent of the in the Reidland high school in

GLADYS SCOTT

dp5c

15`

$1.
00 a year In (lalloway
Marshall. Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.

TO CLEAR THE DECKS FOR SPRING! - - - TO MAKE ROOM FOR HUNDREDS OF BRAND-NEW THINGS!

9c

15c

•

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon January 18, 1940

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

FARM BUREAU HITS
AT PUNITIVE TAXES!

learned%
e to us
features
faction,"
ich said.
and dehe new
outdone
ifig impractical
y busi-

*

$2" $4" $6."

VALUES AT
ONE LOT of odd sizes and Styles of
Hansen Kid Leather Gloves $1.00
21.95 Values, Pair
FABRIC GLOVES-by Hansen & Laros. Fall colors, green, black
navy, brown, grey, $9e valtiesai

illy

ON
GROUP OF $1.00 FABRIC
GLOVES. Fall Styles and
colors, except navy. Special

69c

SILK HOSE
One Group of Hose up to Sikvalues
in dark colors and broken shies 49c
Pair
ONE LOT ANKLETS former values
to 25c, in both Ladies' and CMAc
dren's-Close Out Special, Pr.

bite

Lot of Ladies' Long Golf
style Anklets, 50c values, special

This dramatic event, planned as a forerunner of a great spring season, is more than a *clearance! It's a sale of very desirable merchandise! You'll find things here for yourself, your
sister, motiker, or sweetheart, and at most ridiculous reductions. All this merchandise was
bought for fall and winter, and you'll find every style right, as well as the price. Quantities
of some items have become small, in some ca sea sizes broken, or because it hasn't sold as
fast as we would like to see it sell. The savings are tremendous ... from 30 to 50 per cent
and more. Here you'll find many reasons why you should read this ad carefully. Sale Starts
Friday, January 19. Act Quick for Best Pick,

Better 1939 Winter Coats!
Our finest Coats-Regular $65.00 Values in Furtrimmed Dress, and Plain
Tailored
Coat S.
You can buy one
during
of these
these 5 days for

-Here's an excellent stamp of our $49.50.
New 1939 Winter Cools In *46 furtrimmed and tail $2975
ored models. You'll
find a real value
in
these
during
this sale for

For those who want to be well dressed
and have only a moderate amount to
spend, we heartily $
recommend one of
oar $29.50 Coats
now on sale at ___

Believe it or not, you'll find our $22.50
Coats, in both fur-trimmed _dress or
sport models excel4
95
lent values during
this Clearance Sale
for only

75

95

Friday Afternoon
SPECIAL

HATS

3 to 4 P. M. Only, Jan. 19
Your choice of any of our regular
21, 2, 3, or 4 thread Hose-First
Quality, Full Fashioned, Autumn
Colors, Rollins, Goldstripe, or Huffman, Pair

One Group
Choice
One Group
Choice .

3'9c

one
...

One Group
Choice

$1.49

One Group Hats Formerly
Priced up to
$7.50
.

89c

Lititli 2 Piles .to Customer

Nelly Don
Princess Peggy

SWEATERS
Our Regular $2.95 New 1939 $1 .9,
Fall Sweaters, Single, special I
---s
OUR REGULAR $1.95, NEW 1939
Fall SWEATERS. single,
$1.49
special' price during sale
ONE Odd Lot of Sweaters. Broken
sizes and colors. Former values
to 21.00 Your
choice

49e

HOUSE DRESSES
-and--

SMOCKS

Saturday Afternoon
SPECIAL
2 to 3 P. M. Only, Jan. 20

Real Thrift awaits you here in one of these four price groups. Highly
styled Coats, worth mach more and well tailored of better materials. Nutt Said:

Choice of any piece of our Regular $1 Costume Jewelry, Special

One group forrnerlyirpriced
ir7.33
up to $25, Clearance Sale ___ I

ONE GROUP formerly priced
up to $19.95, Clearance Sale

ONE GROUP formerly priced gr./5
me to $25. -Clearance Price ___

in most all stses, isle

69cPURSES
MEEKER BAGS-Palent Leather
and Suede, all brand new fall
Meeker Bags. $2.95
values

ONE LOT OF $1 SMART BAGS,
Wide variety of Styles and
Materials, Close Out

29.

WOOL SKIRTS
$1.95
$2.95
$3.95
$5.95

Values
Values
Values
Values

$1.49
$1.95
$2.69
$3.95

-

CREPE AND SATIN BLOUSES
One Lot at
39c
$1.95 Values
$1.4e
$2.95 Values
$1.95
$3.95 values
$2.69

PARKA HOODS 39e

ONE GROUP of odds and ends 21.95
choice

UNDERWEAR
TUCKST1TCH
Pajamas in pink, tea, rose, blue, tangerine, 2-tiece Pajamas-fancy knitted. Formerly $1.75-$1.95. Made $i.W1
by Rollins & Laros

JERSEY SLIPS

BRASSIERS
Satin Rayon and Knitted Rayc
en-quality 35c values, choice 10

59e
69e

Better Bras.siers
Only

50c Values
21.00 Values
While • They

,3.95

•

$1.95

Two Groups

79c $1'

STYLISH ALL WOOL WINTER COATS!

PANTY GIRDLES, by Hickory,
2-way Cstretch. $1. values
__

Made by Laros & Rollins, and isl9c
Coldett. $1.39 values now

RAYON CHEMISE
Rollins, Laros and Golden
79c ,AND
$1.00

79c

.FOUNDATION GARMENTS

All Sales Final - - All Sales Cash - - - No Alterations
No Refunds - - - No Exchanges

By Hickory and Carter

11'2." '3"

[.79

RAIN COATS
ONE GROUP of U. S. Rubber Rain$1 .95
coats. Mostly plain colors.
Values up to. $5.95, close oat__ 1
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EDGE MILL tioNpa ROLL
t'ourth grade: Ueen Humphries
OBITUARY
The Edge Hill honor roll for the
Third grade: Edward Lee Cole.
Ccadia
Jane Charles was
Mrs.
pest month is as follows:
Eural Todd and Evian Tyler.
burn April 8. 1887, the daughter
Second grade: Sue Colley, Annie
Etatth grade: Euele Lemons.
The w.atner down to January of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Cole. She
Kathleen Tyler. Sue Wetter* .and Faye Leman* J. W. Tyler and
13 was dismal. Sun had gone was united in marriage to R. C.
Baiber Lemons.
William F. KeelCharles October 15,1905, and to this
First grade: Mildred Tyler and dawn on the old Kaintucky home. union four children were born—
Sixth grade: FayeTedd. Wesley
And to cap the climax Henry
Lemmas, and Marguerite Bar!Joan Guthrie.
Muncie. Bonnie' and
Houston
Ward. McCracken's representative Charles and a daughter.
Marie
up at Frankfort, is rarin' to attain!' Charlea, who has been dead 10
ate the jailer office and let the years. She also leaves one grandsheriffs assume the responsibili- child, Mary Jane Charles: three
Ikea. Now just suppuee Ira Fox. brothers, Wah. Cole. and Herbert
our sheriff, leaving the..epurthou.se. Cole. of Henry county and Odle
going down to jailhouse to carry Cole of Calloway county. Two sisADMISSION-10c and 16c
ters, Mrs. Buster Bull and Mrs
supper
to
the
prisoners. ' Of
Hardie Wilson, also of Henry
course the sheriff would have a county and a host of other
reka.
hght to appoint all of his "kin" lives and friends.
even to stepfather and his motherWritten by her Nieces
in-law. Then too he would have
to have $40,000 a year to pay off
.
p
his hirelings. Goodnight Mr. Rhealaaffoon! - Yes- that "gag" died
alai:anise in 1934. Yea, my deah.
If a Man and his wife own a
=.000 farm and finally both dies
with, no children. automat-Mathematics is on the spot,"
ically his folks
writes Clifton Thurman, matheinherit all of
matics, critic thae_tieraeta,
their-- prose,.
ray State- College Trairang School,
Her people not
in an article appearing in the
in it. And if
January Kentucky School Journal
she dies first he
"Too many times the mathematics
has a right to
is taught by the history. English,
sell their propmusic, foreign language, or the
erty. put the agriculture teachers just
because
money in his they happen to have a vacant
pocketbook. black his mustache period at the time mathematics is
and play heck! - What a law.!
offered . . . no one should be al1, knew a certain man who had lowed to teach the subject unless
his life insured when he was a he at least has a minor in the
young man. In his old age he field".
was unable to keep the policy
Mr. Thurman. a graduate of
paid up. lie was finally forced to Murray State who has done grad'throw it ,doarn". Lost! Had all uate work at Vanderbilt and Co--rnoneyabe--Taid- out 'had been lumbia- 1.Jilis ei eines. earls - attention
deposited in a- bank at 4a, per to the recent large decline in the
cent compound interest it would number of high school students
have amounted to six thousands taking mathematics. "According to
dollars. Just one case out of thou- Dr. W. D. Reeves. head of mathesands- It as is no wonder that in- matics department, Columbia Unih. 54"; of the high school
surance companies are billionaires. ver-,
Tell me this, where are all'the pupils inethe tInited States studied
Woodman halls 4^.) and all the algebra in . 1927. wtele only 25%
studied algebra in* 1937; also. '27
money that was, paid in. lost!
I received a typewritten letter of the high sshnol....ptipiLs _studied
from Galen Pace of Hardin Jan- geometry -in 1927'anly 15g studied
uary 13. He 'deliberately called geometry .in 1937".
Deprecating the unattractiveness
my hand about -hgir of horse's
Mane or tail' being' placed in rain of most mathematics classrooms,
water would be turned to Weems 'Mr. Thurman urges meth teachand Wiggle." If I could prove it ers. to -streAss- op our cla.sroorrit
by ''Old Glory- or "Chatterbox-, so 'that 'they provide a favorable
for
meeting
he would problbly "pass it up." atmosphere
that
Galen used to live on .Arkansas ferocious monster known as mathriAir. He spent tune enough dig- ematics:*.
He believes, too. that far too litging fishing worms il suppose) to
make a crop. Just cut. the hairs tle has, been spent, for equipment
3 inches short, place them in rain in most mathematics departments.
water first day of April fool, then "Special equipment- will vitalize
the problem is solved. Galen and mathematics courses just as it has
I, are agreed that Mark 16:16 is an the' most popular subjects in our
curriculum." he said.
eaTnal foci. "Believe it or notSome ,of this special equipment
Now -Oid Glery" ,1.1. S. flail
and Chatterbox I allow you to he hated as cross section blackwrite of visitors from away off. boards, geometric models, demonslide
rules, surveying
But for "eacdness sake don't say stration
"Bill_Pickens' wife and 7 children equipment, and blackboard cdbtvisited Luther Coins' family of passes.
Sure of ihe ground on which he
ten. last Saturday night and Sunday all day." Door neighbors! stands, Mr. Thurman closes with
an
appeal to all
mathematics
Hold the phone!
That so-called - war across the At- teachers to fight for this subject.
lantic is getting funny! Hitler ab- for "our high type., of civilization
sorbed
Poland,
Then
Russia cannot stand without the foundawhile Germany's hands were tied, tion of all sciences. mathematics".
jumped on Finland. Then Wider] Thurman is the son of the Rev.
and Stalin.. shook heads. Big J. H. Thurman. of North Tenth
cronies. NOW Russia aims to take Street
in. Hungary. Hitler said, "Quit
you blame brute, you stepped en.

Stella Gossip

CAP:IT

TODAY AND FRIDAY

1

YOU CAN'T

BLACKOUT TRUTH!

Clifton Thurman
Writes Article for
School Journal

GUNS SPEW AGAIN!
MEN ARE MAD
THE WORLD
CRIMSON H

WHAT

ON
Ein
FRO

Some Early History
By
JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE
On istadiug the list of names of
lung-time-ago associates in
in
Calloway county, Horace Churchill
wrote ine a nice letter In which
he named several others that I
had omitted. I presume he did so
because he feared I might have
thought that they too had gone to
their Long Home. I thank him for
the leder and. the names. I am
glad to know so many of them are
sell living. The older we' grow
the more we appreciate and think
of the friends of youth. The
youngest he mentioned was 78 and
the oldest 83. I hope every one of
aiem enjoys my letters to your
eaper. Their enjoyment is sufficieot remeneLetion for the writer.
By they way Horace spoke of
helppg-to install a flouring mill
in Dallas, Tex., in 18t89 which mill
_liatsea removed, Iruszt
That was my first year in Texas. A
few years after that I met one of
the Churchill boys in Memphis,
Tex.. who had- made sonie investments out there. I think it was
Ernrst. By the way, Calloway
jhople are found nearly all over
Texas.
Speaking of Calloway people
Ii Texas calls to mind that Ike
Keys who now -lives at Corpus
Christi. Tex.. told me a few years
since that he stopped enroute to
Dallas at a filling atation and
saw the name Keys over the door
of a business -heese ems,. She
Whereupon he walked over

to meet the proprietor. Oa introducing himself he told the man
that he came from Kentucky
where the family
was called
"Kays". Whereupon the mars said
he came from Southern fillnois
where he was also called "KAYS."
I wonder if any of the name know
why it was ever called Kays? I
do not.
Many of the first schoolhouses
built in the open country in Calloway county were one-room log
structures with one big open fireplace and a log cut out on one
side for light. No glass windows.
just a long wooden shutter which
had to be closed when the wind
came in from that direction. Just
below that window was the writing desk on which we learned to
write. We took it by turns, in
writing of course, the teacher letting us a copy. Our writing was
usually better at the top of the
page than near the bottom because
we were closer to the copy. I still
remember some of _those "copies."
"Time and tide wait for no man,"
atod
it.l
o"?
m orr
f9oVva
e,'"Elft—
tetrkkr
lart-e-W
e thaayn n
bevera
e r
but better never late," etc. The
first school I ever taught was in
such a building. It was old Salem.
on the Concord road from Murray.
Despite above conditions in the
beginning Calloway soon became
noted for its interest in education.
The Murray Institute was the best
institution pf higher learning in
Western - Kentucky when it was
established. Some of the early settlers were college bred people.
Many brick residences were seen
in the county after I began to take
Mater of such things. I suspect
that many brick buildings were

'F

erected because there were no
plaining mills in the country and
people made their own brick. I
can remember when dressed lumber was hauled from Paducah. I
doubt if there was a plaining mill
in the county before the Civil
War. The first court-house in the
county (built in Wadesboro when
the county seat was there) was not
of brick, but a brick one was
erected in 1830, according to historians.
the new court
When
house and jail were built in Murray they were both pretty nice
brick buildings. A two room brick
building for the two clerks' cdtices
icounty and circuit clerks/ were
built at the same time. They ewe
lust a few feet east of the court
house.
While my friend, Jim Hutchens,
VIM Circuit Clerk he went to his
office one morning and found a
wagon with body, tongue. doubletree, singletree and every equipment reedy for running sitting in
the middle of the room. Seine
mischievous boys had placed It
there during the night Jim did
not claim title to it but turned it
over to Josh Sledd from whose
shop it had been taken by the
boys. Boys were boys than as
now. Jim made no fuss about it
He was just is big boy himself.
By the way: Jim went into
North Mississippi once to get a
country school
He had heard
there was a demand for teachers
down there. I was to follow him
in a week's time. When I reached
Grand Junctioa I lay over waiting
for a train to Ripley, my destioas
lion, where Jim was, supposedly.
Having some time on stry hands /
took a walk arid ran as to Dm sit-

CHILDREN

lee
BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Holidays
27c
LOWER FLOOR. Nights, handayst
and Holidays
33e

VARSITY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

ling on a box with his hat pulled
down over his face as it to Mae it.
He was not long in telling me he
could get no school, was broke
and trying to get back home. But
he did not advise me to go home
with him. Like a good sport he
told me to go ahead and try - if I
wanted to do so, that he would
get bailie sonic way even if he
was dead broke. I counted my
money and found I had enough to
buy two tickets to Paris, Tenn. I
bought them and we landed at
Paris in the night, went to a hotel
as if we had plenty of money.
Next morning I paid the bill and
had just one thin dime left. He
and I struck out for Murray on
foot. We bought ten cents worth
of cheese and crackers at Conyersville and hoofed it to his Uncle
Wash Haley's by night. We were
heck among friends, retatives
acquaintances--.uid were hap

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45
a. m.. worship at 10:45 a. tra and
7:15 p. in.
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
7:15 p. m.
Thursday: Bible class for ladies
at 2:30 p. m.
"Acceptable Christian Giving"
will be the topic at the morning
worship. The Lord accepts money
gifts on condition that it be given
in harmony with His will. Let us
examine the Bible and see what
these conditions are, and conform
to them.
"The Deceitfulness of Sin" will
be the topic at evening- service.
C. L. Francis, Minister
CHILDREN
10e
ADULTS—Balcony, Matinee Except
Sundays and Holidays
lee
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
Sundays and Holidays
47e

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

COME AT ONCE

DARRYL F. ZANUCIS PRODUCTION OF

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

Gloria JEAN

gte3

.

NOREEN I

ray

JOHN WAYNE

RAY CORRIGAN'MAX TERHUNE
--

.

FOURTH MONDAY

"I'M KEEPIN' LAW AND ORDER
...IF I-HAVE TO SHOOT EVERY
VARMINT
HERE”
4!)

•:••

.411FAPArAP.Amor

discovered by opening day audiences.

A 20f6 Century-Fox

MYRNA

with

BRENDA JOYCE • NIGEL BRUCE • MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT • MARY NASH • JANE DABWELL
MARJORIE RAMBEAU • HENRY TRAVERS • H B WARNER

recteP1 by

CLARENCE BROWN
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He doesn't want your money or
yew heart...He

wants both!

A 't PASTERNAK

Pe0l:n/0'10N

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

"IMMO/ GOOD CLEAN EVN
...BUT OH BOY! WHAT FUN!".
Andy's got four girls now. and tlie
howls and the heart-throbs are terrific!
Your favorite family,
... in ALL-NEW
adventures!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

CRAFTY...CRUEL...COLD AS THE HEADSMAN'S AX
016.4
...That hacked a
path over mointwl

SOO
UGHS
In their
OTH
TRIUMPH!

a &Whirs

children ... to the

throe*,

DON
~rim,

BASIL RATHBONE
BORIS KARLOFF
BARBARA O'NEIL
IAN HUNTER
VINCENT PRICE
NAN GREY
woh

Louisvilie's-Newest and tp-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reavnahle Rate*:

flares
Chorles
Johnson t
byt4ORMW.:.
1.e
t
'1103er-1
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SATURDAY ONLY

KENTUCKY
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are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience -of the
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It•POWER.BRENT

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY HOME

VA
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reciaol,

piefut• stoning

ITIONII

bodies

C.

terrific!

She's

BROMFIELD

Gordon Ridge

Saturday afternoons are always
It seems a. if We arc goihe to
big days in Murray. When -0Ie have more cold weather after the
Eagle" gets back home, he blows.1 hard rain that fell Sunday "night.
his head oil Conversed with the
The small daughter of Mr. and
editor
;
. preachers, 'county clerk, Mrs. Ivy Culver is on the sick
judge. jailer, she . chief of po- list this week.
lice. fire chief. And to hear him
Mre. Howell Smith
Mr. and
tell it you'd think that he and spent Saturday in Dexter.
Reosevelt, incleding Eleener. were
Mr. and Mrs. Solon- Uun earl arid
well acquainted. Hold the phone. daughters
week-end
spent the
—"Eagle .
with Mr. and Mrs. Howell
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Spr.agg .dre
the parents of a fine baby boy
born Jdhuary 14. The infant.. hat
Oldest Paducahan
been named Fred Edward.
Dies at His Home
Mrs. Theo. Smith_ _spent Mon, .1
Saturday at 97 day with Mrs. Mollie Jones. Aftt•r. —
.
neon visitors were Mrs. Carlie
,-- PADVCAH, Ky... Jan. le-Tuner- Steele,.and children. •
'
, al services ' for Christian . SteinGlenda 'Bell Morris, small daughhauer. .Sr., 97, PaduCatis oldest ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edmond'
citizen. who. died Saturday were ris. has been on the sick hat for
held at Roth's Chapel. Born in 'the past week.
Steinfort, -Germany. SteinhMier
There has been very littlevisitcame to this country in 1389. He ing in this 'neighborhood because
niined the Union.- Army at the of the unfavorable weather. Everyoutbreak at the War Between the one is siakiii",g (Jose by The fireside.
States and was the last survivinz trying- ta- koC,P
member of Grant Post NO. 53,
Grand Array of the Republic.
Fifteen registered Jersey heifere
have been placed with Galloway
_
county 4-H club members
READ THE CLASSIFIES/IL

THE NEW STAR

AND CAST OF THOUSANDS I

-Writg TURNER MILAX, Manager
for 'Reservations,
:
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PIGE THRF3

Woodrow Miller.
Bro. Wilson filled his regular
appointment at the Baptist church
Well here I . am again with- all
The weather has been so bad that
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Tnreatt of here Sunday.
Mrs. Nina Crouse of Almo is
didn't get to move so I will send the news I can scratch up,
Hello readers of the. Ledger &
Brewers visited Mr. and
Mr.
in news from here again. Folks
Mr. Caudt Thorn Sunday after- spending this week with Mr. and TMTICS. I am happy with all who
Toni Lampkins sold his horse
noon. Their two grandchildren, Mrs. Richard Thorn.
are busy with the weed crop teas to Adolphus Paschall of Hazel
are happy and to who mourn beSetting a killing pace that sitA.
Norma and Jackie. returned home
Mrs.
Route
Harvey
1, last Thursday. Mr. Lamp- their opponents weakening at the
Copeland
week.
and
There
hasn't
been very
cause of lilness or death, you have
with them to spend a few days.
kins'
mule
fine
has
been
ailing
daughter
for
spent
the
much
week-end
tobacco
stripped in this
at my sympathy.
last. Hazel high school's Lions anMrs. Garvis Lee and two chilseveral days.
neighborhood yet.
dren are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alma with her parents, Mr. and
nihilated the Hardin Eagles from
Saturday night and Sunday were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Paschall
and
Dallas Elkins In Neeley. Tenn.
Mrs. Andrew Taylor.
Jack Trevathan gilled a nice hog
the blustriest time of this wintea
baby, A. L., spent Wednesday any ambition they might have enMisses Lenora and Dos-the SimpMrs. Mate Jones, who has been Miss Belle Enoch
last week weighing 535 pounds. It
we sure didn't
night with Mr. and Mrs. M. W. tertained for an invitation to play
son of Puryear, spent the weekmade the rest of us ashamed of Waldrop.
in the annual Purchase-Pennyrile
end with Mrs. Emma Lowrey, bedfast for several years isn't so defeated in a snow this winter
well as she has been.
our two and three hundred-pound , As this letter is being written basketball game at Murray Stale
their grandmother.
when there were about four in
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards and
Howard Thorn, who has been ill
porkers.
we are having a good tobacco sea- College February 9 by defeating
for the past week is better and he son spent Saturday evening with one.
Houston Miller, Oscar Trevathan, son here.
them at Hazel Friday night 33-23.
and his family have returned to Mr_ and Mrs.
Sorry to hear of the serious IllMr. and Mrs. Elbert Houston, Mr.
Jeff Edwards in
Mrs. Torn Larnpkins. who has
their home in Paducah.
Hazel led all the way, but It
was
ness
of
Leo
Carraway
who
and Mrs. Paul Poyner, and T. A. bee ill for several weeks, is showRoy Kelly of Birmingham spent A Imo.
was ahead by only three points,
Mei. Bessie Schroder east of carried to the hospital Friday. Mr.
Oliver were the folks who were ing but little improvement.
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Paschall was in Paris 22-19, at the close of the third
Bob Kelly.,
Dexter is moving to Dexter this Carraway -and family moved to
at Mr. and Mrs. Jack Trevathan's
period. The score at the half was
near Taylor's store a few days ago
Mr. and Mrs. Will Robertson week.
to help them with the large hog. Thursday on business.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Adolphus Sheridan h4s been on 14-12 with the Hazel netters leadon Bert Taylor's farm vacated by
Mr.
and
Luther
Mrs.
Grubbs',
Woodrow
who
been
Miller
has
Richard Walston and also visited
the sick list but is up now.
ing, but the first quarter found
moved to the "Aunt" Dora Brown Walter Carroll and family who
ill for several days, is much imHoward Damon Mathis.
Visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Tom the score knotted at 7-all.
moved to near Hardin
Stafford Curd of Tennessee spent place Monday.
proved.
Lampkins. Thursday night were
Lineups:
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall and
a few days of this week at home
Bro. W. T. M. Jones will fill
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McSvrain Jan -Paschall, Adolphus Paschall,
Basel 33
Pos.
with his family.
Hardin 23
his regular appointment at the Holton Byars were Sunday- aftermoved
to
Roy
Paschall,
Underwood
and'
the
Oland
Adolphus
farm
Rudell Coursey. Paducah, spent
Alton 9
F
nor callers of Mr. and Mrs. -Bea-J. .Thompson
Sheridan.
near
M.
E.
church
Puryear
here
3rd
recently.
Sunday at
the week-end -at home.
Cochran 12
F L. Thompson 2
Byars.
—Brown Eyes
Mrs. Pat Brewer is very 111. Pat
Miss Lucille Norman of near 2 o'clock.—CA.
Scruggs 10
Lewis Paschall
C
was
visiting
Trimble 9
Murray spent Sunday as the guest
Brewer is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dunn 2
this neighborhood Monday.
G
Tucker 2
Of Miss °teen Caldwell.
Carl Brewer and a grandson of
Littleton
Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell is on tht
Mrs. Terrie Smotherman was an
G
Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan.
sick list at this writing.
Substitutions—Hazel, Owen, Henall-day visitor of Mrs. Ben Byars
Mrs. Will Poyner died Saturday.
Merle
Andrus
has returned
Billy Gilbert. Gloria Jean and C. Aubrey Smith are important memdon. Grogan, Hardin—Prichard 3,
and Inez Tuesday.
home after a 2-weeks' visit in
Her children were at her bedside
We sure are having, some cold
Under
Universal's
cast
-The
of
-Pup,” in which Gloria plays
Padgett, Haley 1.
Hershel Key is improving from bers of the
St. Louis.
weather and plenty of snow but
when death came.
Mrs. Birdie Jeffrey of -Paducah we had a beautiful fall and we a severe cold and asthma.
the title part Tuesday and Wednesday at the Varsity Theatre.
Mrs.
Opal
Brewer
has
been
stayis visiting Mr. and Mrs. John shouldn't be grumbling now.
Terry Smotherman and Curlie
Larue county farmers purchased
ing a few weeks with her son
Andrus.
There has been some moving Holly were in Croe.sland Monday.
s
t mo altry
l.ads
o
of beef cows in Kan.
and daughter-in-law of Jackson,
Paul Mathis spent Monday in going on around In our neighborwith Mrs. One Key Wednesday
Ben Byars visited Lewis Cosby'
Paducah on business.
Tenn.
hood. Mr. and Mrs. John Davison
day..
Mrs. Emma Mathis sptnt Tues- moved to near Penny. Mr. and Tuesday. Mr. Cosby has not been
We have a new mail carrier this
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Smotherman
day with Mrs. Carrie Reeves.
Mrs. Hardin Byars bought the feeling well with a cold.
week. John Melugin has been
and daughter, Nancy Ann, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Downing Davison place and moved to it. Mr.
Miry Catherine Morris was a
The
Rev. K. G. Dunn will fill the carrier on Route 5 for many
with the latter's parents, Mr. and
of Birmingham spent one day ot and Mrs. Cornus Alexander moved
last week with Mr. and Mrs. Wess back to their homeplace. Mr. and visitor Of Mrs. Grace Paschall Mrs. Milburn Paschall, Wednesday. his appointment at Pleasant Grove years.
Tuesday
afternoon.
next Sunday morning.
Brown.
Mrs. Ocus Swift moved to Mrs.
Oscar Trevathan and Truman
Tom Driver- and family have
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall were
Manuel Cope is on the sick list Steve Pool's residence.
After much snowy, cold, cloudy Oliver carried
their corn ta the
at this writing—C. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Spencer are in the home of Mr.' Paschall's par- recently moved into the house with weather, the lovely sunshine is
Providence mill Saturday. Clovis
the parents of a new plow boy. ents,. Mr. and Mrs, Charlie Gm Mrs. _Mat PaschalU
_welcomed this January 15.
Gruggs, Jim Simmons and several
Mermen Rose left Saturday for Tuesday.
----Da--Ya Dunn OrLexington spent
"Aunt" Missouri Wilson is reMr. and Mn. J. W. Charletein others folks of this neighborhood
the week-end with his mother, Mrs. Detroit in search of work.
covering
from
an
attack
neuof
Miss Beauton Brandon was a
are improving of colds.
Mr. and Mrs. Henson Harris left
were at Providence Store SaturJcihn Dunn, who has been ill for
New Year's day for Florida after visitor of Mrs. L. W. Cosby Tue-s ritis. Dr. Jones was called to see
Mr. and Mrs. George Jones and day.
several months but is some im- spending two weeks here with day.
her Friday morning.
son -are located at Hazel for the
Whooping cough is quite prevaproved at this writing.
taseir parents and relatives.
Jimmie and • Pare in Jones, to- winter, while Mr. Jones drives one
Holton Byars and Robbie Jones
Comus Alexander happened to
lent around here. 1 am hoping my
Mrs. Hayden Walston. and chilgether with if lot of other farmers, of the school buses.
were
in
the
home
of
Odie
Morris
a
painful
accident
a few days ago.
baby girl doesn't get it.
dren of Murray spent Sunday with
put their tobacco in a bulk' ready
An automobile run over both of Tuesday afternoon.
Lee Caraway, who was taken
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Farris and
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford Curd.
his legs but miraculously he wasn't
Norton Foster bought some for stripping last week: The t0:. to a Murray hospital last week for
several other folks attended Sun_ Miss Beulah Fergerson of Mur- seriously injured.
shoals from O. T. Paschall last bacco season Was appreciated, . an operation for ulcer, is reported
day school at Locust 'Grove SunBrown Eyes is back in the
ray spent Sunday with Mr. and
Odie Morris and Tolbert Story as improving: '
Heath neighborhood. Glad to be week.
Mrs. _Horace Smith.- --- -Mo.mis
Lamb
err -Crossland delivered -. tebereu---iest—weeir --- toback with ar my ad- friends. I
Dave McClure came through this
Mrs. Hugh Edwards and son left would like to say
hello to Mrs. bought some corn and hay from Murray_ .•
neighborhood last week saying
Sunday for Huntington to visit her Cones Alevander as I new live Mrs. D. J. Wilson last %seek.
Adolphus Shirden has recovered
"Good morning" to everybody he
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ftank Ernst- close by her.
Mrs. L. W. Cosby was in the from an attack of flu, and is able
Miss Claris Fay Penner has been
saw that afternoon. Ha, ha!
erberger. _
again.
out
to
be
home
of
Miss
Clessie
Cochran
confined to her- room with' tonsils
W.. 1t if the Editor can find room
Ray Jackson and children of Pa- itis.
Mrs. One Key received a nice, Mr. and 'Mrs. Fred Orr visited
Tuesday. Miss Clessie is ill of
Mr. and Mrs. J.
'Micah spent Sunday with Mr. and
Orr Saturday for this I will close for the time
picture
husband,of
her
James Parker and ferrety attend- hoarseness. .,„
One
Key.
.
.
.
night and Sunday.
being.—Sweet Pee.
Mrs. Lee Martina
ed church at Goshen Renday.
Mrs. Rubye Wingo. is improving ho hao it taken in Lawiencebiag.
Glacrto have Mr. and Mrs. Alpert
Zelna Russell and family were
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Harris spent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ortis
Key
wereslowly
from an illness of several
Gallimore
Mr.
and
and
Mrs.Sunday
Rusguests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Saturday night with Mr. arid Mrs.
weeks. Linda Lou,- the baby girl Sauirday night -visitors of -Mrs. One ton Paschall to move into the
Ber: Re—ell.Brown Eyes.
of Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Lassiter, Key and son, Lowell.
community.
Mr. and Mrs. Glatheae, Winsor
Miss Mildred -Tarkington is still
4 has had chickeri. pox recently. '
Mary Kathryne James was born
improving
and
at this writing.
daughter,
Vera Lee, Preston
Miss Beauttin Brandon enterJanuary 22. 1938, departed this life
Mrs.
Lillie
Paschall
visited
at
tained a ogroUp of young people Kuykendall and Mr. and Mrs. HesDecember 23, 1939. having only a
in her home WeeinesaaW night with ter Brown were all-day visitors in Oale Hill school Wednesday.
short stay on earth.
Mrs.
LeRoy
Kuykendall
some
is
the Key home Sunday.
a -candy breaking and party.
She leaves to mourn her going a
improved.
—Golden Lock.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Page were
a Mr. and Mrs. James Austin Ken- heartbroken father, mother, gaartdin Murray Wednesday.
nedy have moved to the house parents and several uncles and
0. T. Paschall was in Murray.
Vileated- by Mr. and Mrs. Enloe aunts and a host of friends.
Little` Mery Kathryne was loved
Tar kington.,
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, by all who knew her and never
Mrs. D. B. Byars and Inez visited
strangers.
met
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
Mrs. Odie Morris and, family
She was only put on earth, a
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday.
Terry Morris end family Sunday. tiny bud to make a beautiful
Abb Phillips and grandchildren,
Homer Paschall left Sunday flower in heaven.
"Campus -Lights of 1940" will be
Buster and Evod Paschall were ;riven -Febtuary
23 at Murray State night at miditight to be at the "Sleep on little darling baby and
engaged
in
stripping- tobacco College by -Phi Mu Alpha with bedside of his daughter, Marguertake your rest.
Thursday afternoon.
Arved Larsen as conductor, F. P. ite. She was operated on for ap- Mamma and Daddy loved you but
God loved you best."
I wish to ,say hello to each of Inglis in -charge of skits. John pendicitis Monday and the report
Written by one who loved her.
my cousins in Detroit. I wish for Singleton as stage manager. and here is. that she is .doing fine.
poka
,E.47L
Mrs. A. C. Long
—Happy Jack.
each of you a very happy Ney Rex Inglis,, as business manager.
Once'
again
Tsckaik.owsky's
Fifth
Year.
Glad to report that Joe Thomas Symphony will wen the big musical production of the year, with
Foster is much improved after an
DON'T FORGET YOUR DOG TAX
"Moon Love" as the theme. •
Metes rind is back in school.
Against a black and white'
Mrs. Halton Byars and Miss Clore Grecian setting, and with' a . cast
Nance have been very busy quilt numbering 75. and a stage 25 square
piecirag since Christmas.
feet laiger than test year, the proMrs. Curley Holley spent the duction this year is predicted to
surpass all previous "Lights".
One of the highlights will be a
musical selection played by 20
violins. Music this year is being
arranged by Gil Colaianni, Mureay
State; Paul Bryant, Benton; Usher
Abell. Arkadelphia College; Josiah
Darnell, Unive7•sity of Chicago
School of Music; Morris Carter,
Mayfield:-W. ULF.= Murray State
The- directors hope to have photos made by one or more national
rnagazmes.
The orchestra includes the folz
lowing: violins, Frank Gelber:
Helen Hire, Delano Bottarn, Annie'
Lou 'Roberts, Jack Pritchard, and
James Rickman.
,Brasses: Bill Parra, Watt Jones.
Elwood 4veyers, BO' Dickinson.
Head room, shoulder room and leg room aplenty
Olds looks and acts like the bigger and.bettet car
Oldsmobile'sWider front seats,simplified controls
and Bob Stoddard. Reeds: Jack
are yours in Oldsmobile's spacious rear compartit is —reflects in its massive front-end design
and unobstructed tlechrs permit driver and two
Herpe, H. L. Carter. Jr.. _Steve
ments—together with new luxury in upholstery,
the stability you feel when you take the wheel.
passengers to ride in front in uncramped comfort.
Latanation. Wayne Burdick' Percussion, ,Jinks Crider. Waller Allsa
britton, Gil Colaianni, and Paul
Bryant.
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NOTICE

To Taxpayers!

AN
OLD BRAND —
BRAND-NEW

"Campus Lights Of
1940" to Be Given
Friday, February 23

State, County,and School Taxes are Past
Due. If Not Paid on or Before March
1, 1940, I Will Be Bound to Collect
6 Per Cent Penalty and 6 Per
Cent Interest
Please Pay At Once and Avoid the Rush

714144//

ARMED BY I
ROW TESTS
•KNOCKLESS POWER
•FASTER STARTS
•QUICKER PICK-UP
•REDUCED CARBON
•ECONOMY

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

ERANTBETTER

J. I. FCX, Sheriff

TO RIDE IN

In Memory
'reel:note, or our dear husband

Jan. 18 to 25
AN JANUARY 17, 1705, a great man was born. It was Benjamin Franklin.
Totlay, 234 years Wei, we are still- influenced by his knowledge' and
'alaility: Perhaps the greatest of his legacies to us, *as his doctrine.of THRIFT,
athryof careful buying mut saving that will- alwai7i benefit those Who adopt
it To thigfdeal National Thrift Week i dedicated. It is intended Ad awa,ken
•the people of the UNITED STATES, MURRAY, and CALLO WAY COUNTY to
the merits of tblift,-and as a -consequence, promote nationwide betterment in
life and living. •

-

As-our part•in this prograrn,_we recommend the opening of savings accounts.
as a step towards thrift ... a step that pays dividends in Happiness and secur—
ity in later years.
a

Our Facilities Are at Your Disposal

,•BANK OF MURRAY

r4.19

Big Enough To Take Care of You—
Small Enough- To Be'Aware of'du
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation—Accoants Insured Up Ts

and lather. James Richard Moore
who departed this life one year
from Tuesday. January 3.
Dearest Daddy, thou hast gone
from our midst;.our hearts ache
with ...aerrew When: we. -return to
the -old home andmother and look
Upon -that empty .n111(.114%11. ft
grieves us so that home—does not
seem the same place since you are
not there. Yet we wedkl not call
avou back to this world Of sorrow
and pain.
-God alone knovTs how wit miss
you but we must submit to his
will when He says 'Come home.'
'Tis a blessed thought when we
lay this earthly body down that
we can go le rest.
Sleep On. dear Daddy, arid sweet
may be your rest: some sweet day
I hope to meet you again in that
home'of the blessed.
Written by a daughter,
Emma Sever Key.

•

SMOOTHERANSAFEB
TO DRIVE!

New Sealed,Beam Headlights give you • long,
wide Country Beam for the highway end • non.
glaring Traffic Beam for passing and city driving:

"All-coit-spring- chassis in the low-priced Sixty,
popular-priced Seventy and medium-priced
Custom 8 Cruiser provide a finer Rhythmic Ride.

$853
PRICED FOR EVERYBODY— Coupe.. $807 sad up.
up. Dell vered 5 L•nerne. Airchlasen Prme• f7Chail& ,SaArty Glass. Chrome Wrndoar
Reveals, Bum pere Spare Wheel. Tarp Tube. Dual Trumpet Horns. 2 WIndahreld
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J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
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Hi-Test Safety Plate Glass offers extra proteCt:o.i in Olds... Come in and check Oldsmobile
many safety features—then drive and compare'

LmosmconIILE,

-.Card of Thanks

• I • wish to express amy sirieeec
thithits US my friends, relitiees
and- neighbors who 'were so kind,
faithful 'and sympathetic durfrig
me recent illness at the s'Masen
Memorial Hospital.
_
I am also grateful ,to the kind
nurses and doctors ieePeCially Dr.
Rob Masoni for tiller tender care.
May God's richeet blessings forever abide wath each aaflitseveryone.—Mrs. N. V. Alexander.
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moved their store to higher
We regret that we tailed to list
indeed a beautifud sight, On Sal111,, Sentinel."
die eighties—perhaps Sas;
Carolyn Roger's name on the
they went to St. Petersfrom
urday
Ledger
The
After
buying
has
Niko
Writer,
this
that
I know
Bro. Tillman Taylor preached at
the',
While
Senior honor rull for last month
now entered - the "serioui eixties:" Keith Jacks. Jennings operated' it burg sight-seeing.
Pleasant Valley Sunday. He Will
then was but a mite of a boy, per- a year or so:then sold it to L Y. they went aboard a coast • guiud
Cacti class is
of
president
The
the
slogan
Hello to every one
well do Woodruff and associates,' who used ship- which was in harbor at the
'preach at this place on second
selling Infantile Paralysis pens. for 1940).
To the New Editor of The Ledger haps seven years old. But
I remember the day the plant the paper largely for political per- Jock. We went by way of Indian
Sundays at 11 a. m. and 7;30 p.
•
•
celebration
in
done
Hell
being
,
is
Honor
And nue& Greeting:
had
Ledger
This
After
Grades
The
psses.
came rolling in-on farm wagons
Rocks on the laland drive. CocoaThings are quiet around here.
in. throughout this year. He is
as
well
birthday
President's
As the oldest survivor of a good- —from Murray's thelepearest rail- passed to the ownership of one or,
our
of
The honor roll for the grades
nuts were seen growing on the
No sickness to report of which a very abls man and you will do
ly number of men who had to do road station. Mayfield. I was there. (WU others. Mr. Jennings again tices
Paralysis
Infantile
the
aid
to
as
and Orange, grape fruit, this month is as follows:
with the making of the newspaper Johnny-on-the-spot and always in bought the property and contintied
we_are indeed glad. Miss Opal Mae well to hear him.
tund.
as publisher until he sold it to tangerines and other trees were
history of Murray and Calloway the way.
First grade: Rob Brown, Bobbie
Bro. Lloyd Wilson will preach
McCage is able to start .back to
Elimination contests are being
county. I am writing a few lines
The plant was installed in an the corporation now owning it, loaded with fruit which was a Nell Jones, Carolyn Hughes, RaPine Bluff next Sunday. Bro.
at
extended
an
after
this
week
school
over
taking
also
company
new
the
see.
'to
the
slight
"keeping
of
beautiful
with the obct
Gild frame budding on the West
Brandon, Swann Edwards held and preparations are being illness.
*
Wilson is 'another able man so
record straighh" which is some- side of Murray's courthouse square the' "Callowaix Times," which had
Mr. and Mrs. Cheat ham's daugh- chel
made for .the spelling bee which
hear him.
thing of great • moment to old- -generally referred to at that been established and operated for ter and son-in-law. Mr. and htrs. Parks. Yvonne Paschall, Myra Lou
Mrs. Dick Scott, who fell while come out and
is to-. be held at Murray. Saturtimers like myself and the beloved time Ss:. "Rat 'Row." Then and several years by the lamented Andrew 'Mixon from St. George, S. Bedwell and Dorthy Sheridan.
We sure are glad that tobacco
the ground was covered with ice,
20th.
January
day.
John Wright Holsapple,- who has there it. was that I "learned the • Billy? Wear.
Second grade: James Kelley,
better now. We can go
is reported much better .and has prices are
After getting this little bit of C.. were also_here for the holidays.
some several years advantage of cases.", meaning that I began to set
The gins in the home economics
Morris, Jackie Myers, Bobour plant beds with
I•larlen
preparing
on
it
system
my
of
history
-our+.
past
her
of
speaking.
been moved to the home
me, retrospectively
type: and I have been monkeying
by Faker, Isabel, Kelso. Janet Key, department have started on their
some encouragement of getting
In laying claim to being the around newspaper and printing is, not inappropriate to mention Dear Editor:
W.
R.
McCage.
Mrs.
daughter,
inseem
Christmas has come, bringing its jerlene Lassiter, Barbara Parker, enner unit. All the girls
that the elle material possession
something for what we do.
'"aidest' of the Calloway county. offices ever since.
Moving - has been the order of
newspaper clans, I do not mean
terested in this unit and an enSo it was Logan Curd who estab- prize MOM- highly is the Babcock joys and gladness to many happy and Caroline Sue Stone.
Old Crip has a big plant bed
newspaper hearts. We celebrate the Savior's
cylinder"
over
all
about
is
it
but
day
the
to infer that I am older -in years" lished The Murray Ledger, "gay. -Country
Third grade: Billy Paul Howard, joyable study is expected.
already. The early bird catches
than one other. 0. J. Jennings, but it its title" and despite bittercom- press which Logan Curd bought birth, exchange gifts and enjoy
started
family
Henry's
Otis
now.
Athletics
Hue Ray, Conrad Willis,
the worm! Are you listening?
My connection with Murray news- petition, The Ledger almost im- new when HE established the sweet intercourse ,with friends Doris
night our ball teams the thing off by moving to their
Friday
We will quit now but will try
papers dates away back beyond mediately became the paper for Murray Ledger .more thap a half and loved ones; sit down to feasts Bonnie Sue Hale. Annie Jean
east
highway
the
on
home
new
the
Jones, Martha Lou Orr, Annette went to Alino. The first team was
the time when my good friend Murrayans and Calloway' coun- century ego. It still does
to be "on hand" more often. We
to
songs
in
revel
appropriate
and
every
and
well,
it
-does
gad
Douglas
work
Ira
Then
Murray.
and fellow sufferer. "O. J." ap- tians. Previthis-- to that time LoButterworth,.Edna Tinsley, Doro- defeated by two points. Our sec- of
wish fur our new editor all the
Wednesday. as I' hstans to the.. the occasion- Our .souls are fed.
"eared on the scene of Calloway gan Curd had been -one of
took the- place -they vacated "and good things .we can and glad we
Jean Hutson, Gerald-Duna- ond team also lost - itS -game.
newspaperdom,,, That exact date. publishers of "The Murray Weekly rythrnitical click of that fine old as, it were, with manna from on thea
the
to
moved
Saturday night. Pembroke'Carne Orval Thurman
have a "Wayl-ori" an editor,
machine it seems that I can hear high. But in its passing also comes way. Sue Lockhart, and Noble
to quote testimony of one Bill News."
to Lynn Grove. We defeated them, residence Ira left and Orvis Field—Old Crip
Kinley. decicedly "colored." as
Associated with Logan Curd as Lundy Dale's fine voice singing as sadness which causes shocks and Carraway.
formerly
given in the old Calloway county an employee, being printer, press- he used to sing ' as he fed the chilling grief - to dear ones and
Fourth grade: Jessie Marie Ford, by the score of 44-15. Our second er moved to where Orval
yonder.
.back
away
through
court house many.. many years man and assistant editor. was our pqpers
our hearts are- made sad with a Jimmy Crouch, Junior White, Evon teem also -won: by a score of 10-5. resided. Then J. T. Elkins with U. S. Army Youth
ago: "To the bc-,4 (.f my recollec- eldest- , brother. John Mc:detain. his favorite selection 'being:
extra his .new. bride moved to where
losses and, loneliness Sinter. Billy Byran Story, Charles
including
Preparations,
feedlot-.
wor,ked along "Travelling on. traVelling
tion I disremember:* But it must This combination
Visits Almo Parents
is the
K. Howard, Moyne Arnett, Martha seating' capacity, is being made Orvis vacated. Mrs. Elkins
Up to the city where there is no hard to bear.
<have been back in the "naunglity pret:y - weil for several years. But
On 30-Day Vacation
a
bid
we
Wis. Knott of Standlot
of
when
our
is
daughter
Such
Friday
here
game
News"
_nineties."
ball
for
the
Weekly
night,
after the "Murray
Fit Myres and Genella Mae Hart.
county,
Stgwart
in
Mick
Creek
ing
Anyway, it was quite a number succumbed. Jain Mc managed to
God's children are travelling dear Mend and neighbor good by
state-this
lay
.19.
January
Fifth grade: Lenith Rogers, Pas- night,
and Fee them go from earth to be
of years 'after the la:stens-I Lo- buy a 'shirt tail Ter - of-tyllte. -a E. S. Jones, stationed with she
West, R. L. Myers, Willie Rue ment everyone knows that Hazel Tenn.
gan Curd established The Murray George Washington hand press and
'Ittembet that, Lundy?
with us no more. This is our feel- chall
for several months at Ft.
Army
new
his
and
Smothernom
Dick
PERRY MELOAN,.
Ledger. That was in the miding when Barney Paschall answer- Cole, Wanda Sue Howard. Bradley is coming.
.few other printii-,g accoutreGa.. is on 30-day leave
Oglethorpe.
.Eld.
Otis
to
and
have
moved
bride
Our buys go to Pembroke
merits and began publishing - "The- --Editor &Mt tufhifsher of The - ed the summons recently and Miller, and Bill Redden.'
the Almo cohi'parents
his
with
known
better
News.
Smotherman
Edmonson
night,
Mrs.
ridge's place.
Saturday Item. and he managed,
Sixth grade: Naomi Broach, Bob- Elkton Friday and Saturday
as "The *Gimlet That Bores In." a cloud of gloom overspread the by Enoch, Anna Mae Lamm, Bella January 26-27.
to carry on a year or so.
is a daughter of Mr. and M'rs. munity.
We
sympasincerely
community.
Brownsville, Ky.
He will return to Army they
In the meantime Logan Curd
Cecil Sills.
thize with his bereaved wife and Rhodes, Charles D. Butterworth,
tra
passed on to the Great. Beyond.
moved • in the in February, but will be
county
has
Elkins
Fleming
Mark
I.aMaster.
Orem
Junior
RuGene
and
Miller,
and
Harry
sons,
Sylvester
two
the
up
wasct
to
heldsale
public
the
At
at Jefferseii
agent, will speak at the meeting log house on the N. N. Eldridge ferred to quarters
dolph: He, also 'leaves one daugh- Wilkerson.
his estate Prof. G. R. Throoti.- who
Barrd-cks, Mo.
of poultryraisers during the Farm farm.
The Police Siren means "Look-out!" was the heed of the. old "Murray
ter-in-law. Kathleen' Boyd Pasand Home Convention.
Female • Institute."
And so do Nature's signals—head- Sef tel e and
chall and one grandson, Cedric
Loman Parrish has moved to the
the
to
Home
Economics
Thanks
aches, biliousness, bad breath, which' bought The Ledger but failed to
Paschall. Countiatis -Visit in Florida
T. Allen farm and Allen went
department, we have been having
Twenty-four Carlisle county 4-Ii.
a success as an editor and
The Henderson County Farm
The neighborhood last lost a good hot soup and ice cream for lunch
are often symptoms of constipation. reske
aorosa the 'river.
club boys are feeding 30 calves to
publishes, and the ownership of Dear Editor:
Duroc,
registered
placed
Bureau
and
loyal
a
church
the
neighbor,
in
'the following persons visite&
That's all the inoei rIg excepf
1:\ an•ville, Ind., in Auw
Don't neglecteyour sluggish bowels, Tha- paper- semen- Pasted to John
the past two weeks. The girls Chester White 'and Spotted Poland
nearby true.. member,, Barney was quiet have made a nice profit
that C
for a host of constipation's other Mc Meloan and J. Lundy Dale Largo. Fla., and other
China gilts with,. farmers
to
true
but
undemonstrative
and
during
years
interest
Sume
of
points
prosper.
it
arid
made
cities'
discomforts may vault: such as, who
the principles he thought right. So
late Lundy 'retired and John Mc the holidays:
sour stomach, loss of appetite or continued as editor and publisher
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Taylor. Mrs. we say farewell, Barney, for .1
the
energy, mental dullness.
until
Ledger
Murray
of The
Loman Garkner, 1\trs. Oscar Barnes. while. We hope' to . meet you
Help your lazy bowels with spicy, latter, Part of 1399, when John and. son _Herbert spent a part of where there will be no more sad
Me sold out 'ta a young fellow
el/ vegetables BLACK-DRAUGHT. named R. Keith Jacks. from Mis- thin Christmas'holidaysin Florida. goodbyes.
There are several homes in our
Acts gently. promptly, thoroughly, souri.'who autei •asesl .of tus trade. having returned to their homes
by simple direction&
--from-Jacks,-**-1,--remember. -Thursday.evening -as about-5 p. m. midst made lonely by the absence
.owneeseip -.Mts_.Bainns and_sini visited Mr. of loved ones.
MsBLACK-DRAUGHTS principal i
.
J. twines, who had and Mrs. Trearnon Barnes in TamThe writer has witnessed the
and con
gradient is an "intestinal tonic- been employed ay John Mc had pa and alto Elave .Barnes and fam- passing of many old year's and the
to
impart
It
tone
'helps
laxative."
gone to.Mississiren where he made ily in Lake Wales. while Mr.+nd ushering' in of as. many new ones.
I azy bowel museles. Next time,
success ip reealishing "The
Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Garner We should- be ready to say farewell
Reporter." or maybe ---te-wae tithed "the rhesthams• tn--Largo to the old and strive to ,make good
try this time-tested product1
Mrs- Garner also was a guest of in every way each day so that at
her son. I-Sefton Garner, in Clear- the close of each year we !day
water.
have no regrets of opportunita.
4
'The group had a nice trip and wasted.
—A Friend
saw tome, wonderful scenery arid
on Christmas Day the Cheathaias
celebrated wah a bonntiful dinner
served at high noon in honor of
pefeat Pembroke
Mrs. Tajlur on her birthday and
Last Friday evening our basketalso---their pastor whose birthday
was the 26th - The table was love- ball team defeated Pembroke 33-5
ly which was placed on the -green- with little difficulty. The secono
lawn with. grape fruit and lemon team, however, lost its game 22-14
trees,on one-ssziesand a !seen*I t
This Friday night the Eagles
vegstable_ garden on the other. will return a game at Farmington
For the centerpiece besides a and on Saturday night we engage
tastefully decorated birthday cake.
Birmingham five on our home
was a crystal bud vase holding the
s----gorgkous wtrtz-reise just eat from floor.
the garden.
Saturday. January 20, the deDon't -think Florida folks don't
have something good to eat:',There bate squad is planning on taking
vat baked ham. chicken and 'dress- part in the- Debate Day at Murray
ing. all kinds of fresh vegetables. State College. The debaters have
lemon pies. made from lemons been divided into teams and are
growing in the yard; and many are working on the affirmative and
ether good things, the visitors said. negative rases.
Vernoms.Trevathan from near
MS Kopperud. County chairman
Ahno was present for dinner as for the Infanti4 Paralysis Fund,
was Hatton Garner, Clearwater.,
came out and discussed the pro•. After dinner, the grOup drove
last
over to Clearwater Beach to see gram at our chapel exercises
the Gulf which was Wednesday.
the sun set

Letter) to Editor

Pine Bluff News

Lynn Grove high
School

I

a

Headachy,Breath Bad?
Mike This Check-U?

Letter To Editor

l

Horse-Drawn Heroes
You rernemlier the old horse and buggy
doctor, and you reflect that those heroic,
pioneer days are gone. Pardon, please.
the unassuming shrug of our loyal route
drivers. They, too; know the hazards of
treacherous weather. They, .too, must
reach their goal''on
4re-ch.-pure

div.th

-

BUILD or REMODEL

In 1940!

Kirksey High School

1

NOTICE TO POULTRY RAISERS
We Will Set Our 1st Hatch This Week
PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR BABY CHICKS NOW

We

Will Hatch and Sell

. CHICKS
SEX.p
ason

PASTEURIZED MILK
-seitiess- -11f-Yortr-hungry

All Pullets or All

Roosters Ai

You Wish

CUSTOM HATCHING
Bring Us Your Eggs

herne.

Telephone 191

ea

Murray Milk Products

Murray Hatchery
Opposite Flour Mill on South Fourth Street

Phone 336-J—We Deliver
R. E. KELLEY, Prop.

COMPANY

in a better home, that how is the
Frigid ;Winter Weather has been convincing to those who want to live
remodel their old one. Seasons change, and
time to start thinking about Building a' New Home in 1940 or
by starting to plan now,
this has been a cold one. Why not be. ready for ncxt. winter
_
.
,now
Right-now =there will -be- -three- more months of cold weather. so Why -net Weatherstrip your home
roof before spring rains and wind_ come Rock Wool inSulation will

--

-Tuck me

or put. on a New cyclone -Shingle
out. winter cold and summer heat,--and keep the heaffn- your house in the winter :time.

IN MY -OLD
KENTUCKY
HOME

'keep

•

GOODYEAR RUBBER FLOORING

prtdlity in the atmosphere of the Old South. (sins
tonal* beds -SDOckauS rooms.

representative for details and sample display of this Sensational QUALITY FLOORING
covering. Novi
. . . It's Beautiful, it's durable, it's resilient. Makes Obsolete the old type of. floor
installations ;
It's
remarkable,
residences.
and
buildings,
offices,
finest
being extensively used in the
the beauty
when
you
consider
Inexpensive,
you.
to
them
show
us
Let
Murray.
already made here in
flooring.
new
this
of
qualities
and long wearing
Call our

500 ROOMS frorr 1.7•5

VISIT THE DERBYROOM
Spend a pleasant hour in this '
justly famous Bavarian Bar
acid Cafe Lounge—thoioughly
AIR CONDITIONED—always 70'
WALNUT AT 4

sr

i
j

STREETS

.

LLE

OTHER
SOUTHWEST HOTELS
r•
Sor..1011 Nevoid Dark, Ark/rows
. MAJE'.71C._
lot -1.1 %lick .iiratinsyr.
.
Mtn. AVOW
' 44•14,.. AV,•4••••••.PP.
VIC14SEIVRO MOTEL
•
PA.ssour.
.finous
0
,NOTIEL CONTUIENTAL
..
HOTELS INC
Di,-n-SOUTHWES
cltANK M. EANIMIN, Vic* Prot. end 4•511 Mgr

Murray Lumber Co.
EAST DEPOT STREET

PHONE

MURRAY, kY.

_

-

--s

1

_

11.

